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$50

CASH
AND

$15

Monthly

BUYS

40

ACRES
V=:

RICH VIRGIN FARM LANDS
=\

IN THE

Salmon River

VALLEY
CENTRAL BRITISH COLUMBIA

$14
PER
ACRE

Will produce all kinds of hay, grain and garden vegetables in

abundance and of a superior quality.

Enjoys a delightfully mild, even climate all
"

year round with

Iktle or no extremes of heat and cold.

Situated only 1 5 miles from the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway
and 20 miles from their divisional headquarter"; bet ueen the Casradps

and the Rocky Mountains.

Other railroads are assured and it is estimated that within five

>cars, 25.000 men with a daily pay roll of $100,000. will b^

employed in the construction of railroads in this district alone.

GOOD LANDS IN THIS DISTRICT ARE IN-

CREASING IN VALUE DAILY

We give you the Government Sutvc^ui s report on cvciy nacl.

You can make no better investment than 40, 80 or 160 acres

of this wonderfully fertile country.

Write us for full information.

YOUR OPTION OF TERMS
ON EACH 40 ACRE TRACT

No. I—$50 cash, balance $15 monthly.

No. 2---$ 140 cash, balance 6 equal semi-annual instal-

ments.

No. 3—-$200 caish, balance 3 equeJ annual instalments.

Interest at 6 per cent, per annum on deferred payments.

ROSS AND SHAW
3 1 8 Hastings Street West VANCOUVER, B. C.

J
Please mention this M en writing to adve
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Seymour Arm Fruit Lands
BRITISH COLUMBIA

32 Miles up the Shuswap Lake from Sicamous Jundion, C. P. Railway

View of the Fruit Lands from Upper Bench

Past Season's Work Comprises:

Townsite Cleared Over 300 acres fruit land cleared, ploughed and planted

PRICE OF LAND
Uncleared $150.00 (£30) per acre and up
Cleared $300.00 (£60) per acre and up—TERMS
One-Quarter Cash. Balance in 1,2,3 and 4 Years, at 6 per cent

NO IRRIGATION REQUIRED

WRITE FOR FREE BOOKLET TO

Seymour Arm Fruit Lands, Ltd.

VPOST OFFICE BOX 1805 VANCOUVER, B. C.

Please mention this Magazine when writing to advertisers.

J
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Your JeT^ellery House
and the jewellery house of every man and woman in British

Columbia who Wshes to escape high prices
and secure quality goods.

Our mail order system opens the way to the finest stock

of Diamonds, Jewellery, Watches, Clocks,^ Silverware,

Cut Glass and Leather Goods in Canada. Write for

our Illustrated Catalogue and test the value of dealing

with the largest house of the kind in Canada.

HENRY BIRKS & SONS, Ltd.

VANCOUVER

JEWELLERS AND SILVERSMITHS
GEO. E. TROREY, Managing Director

BRITISH COLUMBIA

STRAWBERRIECInd HOW to GROW THEM^
Great

Crops

Of

is a complete treatise on strawberry culture
•written by America's greatest strawberry ex-

pert. Indorsed by agricultural colleges and
strawberry growers of hit;hest authority. It tells

all about our big branch strawberry plant farms in

IDAHO AND OREGON
Where the pure Kellogg
thoroughbreds are grown
to perfection for our Paoi-
fic Coast and Inti'r-MouU'
tain State customers. Go\
ernment reports &how
that strawberries yield
more dollars per acre and
give quiclter returns than
any other crop. Get our
book and learn bow.

IT'S FREE!
R. M. KELLOGG CO.

BoxISO Three Kivers, Jliih.

DO YOU WANT A

FORTY-ACRE

FARM

Yes ! Well write us

FORTY-ACRE FARMS
LIMITED

PACIFIC BUILDING

VANCOUVER, B. C.

Please mention this Magazine when writing to advertisers.
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HAZELTONM M BRITISH COLUMBIA X ^

%

t* -SOI-.

fr ^" (Registered as South Hazelton )

"The Ultimate Manufacturing and Mining Centre of
the Last Great West."

We believe that Hazelton real estate possesses many advantages that make for sound,
judicious investment. We have never descended to the get-rich-quick form of advertising.
We have always appealed to the intending investor's reason rather than his cupidity. In
placing Fort George on the market we pointed out clearly exactly why Fort George was
bound to be the COMMERCIAL METROPOLIS OF CENTRAL BRITISH COLUMBIA.

Two years has proved our forecast true on every count. Those who came in on the
ground floor with us at Fort George have

Realized from 200 to 1,000 Per Cent, on Their

Original Investment
This is better than we ever promised; yet the real development of this Metropolis of

the Inland Empire will only begin, in earnest, next spring. As an evidence of our apprecia-
tion of the public's confidence in us

WE OFFER A SPECIAL OPPORTUNITY TO INVESTORS !

Who wish the first opportunity to get in on the ground floor at Hazelton, B. C. We owned
or controlled the land on which the official Grand Trunk Pacific Townsite and station grounds
are located, as well as the surrounding properties, but we released Lot 851, registered as
South Hazelton, for the purpose of establishing the railway terminals thereon. We, there-
fore, have no interest now in that property, which is being offered at public auction by the
Railway and the British Columbia Government, nor are we acting in any capacity, either for
the Railway Company or the British Columbia Government, but we offer for sale our own
lots situated in what will be the very heart of the business centre, just four blocks from the
official location of the Grand Trunk Pacific passenger station.

Here are a few of our reasons for believing that Hazelton will develop into a big city:

HAZEIiTON is the centre of a great miniug-
district.

HAZEIiTON has larg-e agricultural and
fruit districts surrounding" it.

HAZEIiTON is at the head of navig-ation
from the Pacific Ocean.

HAZEIiTON will be the centre of branch
railroads to the mining- districts.

HAZZIIiTON will toe the first large point
east of Prince Rupert, on the Grand
Trunk Pacific.

HAZEIiTON has the only anthracite coal in
Canada, equal in extent and quality to
that of Pennsylvania.

HAZEIiTON has the raw materials for

smelters, factories and sawmills at its

doors.

HAZEIiTON has already an estatolished

trade. The merchants of Old Hazelton
will practically all move to the official

townsite, ensuring a heavy local demand
for lots.

HAZEIiTON has been fully described in tlie

British Columbia Bulletin. Send to us
for it. Read for yourself and toe con-
vinced.

To take advantage of this offer you must act quickly,
are advanced or till the bu.siness section is sold out.

Do not hold back until the prices

The townsite and our aadition thereto has

already been surveyed. The lots are 33 ft.

to 42 ft. wide. All streets 66 ft. wide ex-

cept main streets and boulevards, which
are 86 ft. to 100 ft. Plans are readj'.

We handle
towns.

future cities—not future

Natural Resources Security Co., Ltd.

MS"Please mail me map, plans and other information
regarding the official railroad townsite ofSouth Hazel-
ton and adjoining properties.

Name

Address

\

Natural Resources Security Co., Ltd.
JOINT OWNBRS AND SOI.E AGBNTS PORT GBORGB TOWNSITB

606-615 Bower Bldg. Vancouver, B. C. 543 Granville Street

Please mention this Magazine when writing to advertisers.

J
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HEADQUARTERS FOR

Choice

Nursery Stock

BOTH FRUIT AND ORNAMENTAL

Largest and Best Assorted Stock in the Province

Price List and Catalogue free on application

LAYRITZ NURSERIES
Carey Road, VICTORIA, B. C. Branch at KELOWNA, B. C.

1^ V
FRUIT BOXES

The subject of greatest importance to all fruit-growers. We are one of the largest

manufacturers of Fruit Boxes in British Columbia. We have recently installed

special machinery for the manufacture of and are the exclusive agents for the

celebrated

HAGUE COLLAPSIBLE HALLOCK
They are easily eandled ; readily set up in field

;
most economic

;
and greatly

enhance the appearance of your fruit.

Price $6.00 per 1000

Shipped in bundles of 250 each at a saving of 50 per cent, on freight charges.

Write for sample and price list.

CANADIAN PUGET SOUND LUMBER CO., LTD.
Successors to J. A. Sayward, Michigan Pacific Lumber Company

and Michigan Puget Sound Lumber Company

Victoria British Columbia

N
Please mention this Magazine when writing to advertisers.
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OSCAR BROWN & GO. Ltd.
Wholesale Fruits and Produce

VANCOUVER BRITISH COLUMBIA

Seymour 6292 PHONES Seymour 6293

Goddard & Litde

Wholesale Fruit, Produce
AND

Commission Merchants

95 Water Street Vancouver, B. C.

Sutton's Seeds
DIRECT FROM READING, ENGLAND

CATALOGUE ON APPLICATION

A.J.WOODWARD
SOLE AGENT

615 Fort Street, Vfctoria 133 Hastfngs St. West, Vancouver

PHONE FAIRMONT 817 R

For the finest display of Pot Plants

in the City,

Call and see them. Also floral work a specialty.

PRICES REASONABLE

Keeler's Nursery
Corner Fifteenth and Westminster Avenue, Mount

Pleasant, Vancouver, B. C.

Fruits and Vegetables
Are our Specialties in car lots or less

Will buy, handle on commission or

store to your order.

DONT DELAY

Campbell & Muir, Ltd.
135 Water Street Vancouver, B.

F. R. Stewart & Co.

WHOLESALE

FRUIT
MERCHANTS

VANCOUVER and VICTORIA
BRITISH COLUMBIA

SEND YOUR MONEY BY

DOMINION EXPRESS MONEY
ORDERS and FOREIGN DRAFTS

Payable all over the world. Travellers'

Cheques issued
;

on sale in Canadian

Pacific Stations.

The Y-S> Nursery
SUNNYSIDE, WASHINGTON

Grows Pedigreed Fruit Trees !

It Co^s no More to Grow Good Apple Stock than Poor. Write them Before Ordering Trees
W, S. McCLAIN. Manager

SUNNYSIDE, WASH.
H. M. LICHTY. Salesman

4719 16th Avenue, N. E., SEATTLE, WASH.

I'lease mention this Magazine when writing to advertisers.
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BANK WORK, VAULT DOORS, JAIL AND PRISON WORK
SAFETY DEPOSIT WORK, ETC.

THE

Vancouver Safe Works
LIMITED

CANADIAN AGENTS FOR-

The Diebold Safe & Lock Company
MANUFACTURERS OF THE WORL'DS STAND-
ARD FIRE AND BURGLAR PROOF SAFES

BRANCHES

WINNIPEG : CALGARY : EDMONTON : SASKATOON

AND VICTORIA, B. C

334 Cordova Street West Mercantile Building
FRANK J. BENSON, MANAGER :: :: TELEPHONE SEYMOUR 5930

Please mention this Magazine when writing to advertisers.
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APPLE GRAFTS
MADE TO YOUR ORDER!
Any Style or Length to Suit Purchaser

OVER FORTY YEARS' EXPERIENCE

APPLE SEEDLINGS
American or French Grown. : Straight or Branched Roots ^^

Well Matured. : Good Grades.

Carefully Handled.

LARGE GENERAL STOCK

The Shenandoah Nurseries
Write for Prices SHENANDOAH, IOWA D. S. LAKE, Proprietor

E. G. PRIOR & CO
LIMITED LIABILITY

Agents for

Special Disc Orchard Harrows

Kimball Orchard Cultivators

Planet Jr. Orchard and Garden Tools

Butler's Hand Carts
"
Spraymotor

"
Spray Pumps

Pruning Shears, Saws and Knives

Gasoline and Oil Engines

Farm Machinery of all kinds

Wagons, Buggies, and Carts

Send for Special Catalogues and Prices

Victoria : Vancouver : Kamloops

Please mention this Magazine when writing to advertisers.
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'Home, Home, Sweet, Sweet Home'

Do You Love the Beautiful?

IF
SO, don't fail to get a copy of our bulb catalogue, make

your sele(5tion, plant them early this fall, and ensure that

your home environments will be a perfedt blaze of bloom

next spring. ^We have ]u^ received a large consignment of

choice bulbs. Place your orders without delay and save dis-

appointment. ^Our Rose stock is up to date in every particular.

A visit to our rose gardens at Royal, two miles from the city

limits, on the B. C. Eledtric Railway, Steve^on branch, will

fully convince you of our high standard of rose stock. In facfl,

you will be fully repaid by visiting our nursery and walking

leisurely through our landscape sedion, where our nursery stock

is a panorama of beauty.

You cannot do without us in making your home surround-

ings beautiful, and we confess, we cannot do without you.

OUR EMPLOYEES WILL TREAT YOU COURTEOUSLY

P

!Si

Royal Nurseries Limited 723 Robson Street
Store: Phone Seymour 1892 General Office, Seeds and Bulbs Department:Phone Seymour 5556

Utility Board
THE IDEAL SUBSTITUTE FOR LATH AND PLASTER

It is waterproof, rigid and may be used on the walls,

panelled or papered, without the risk of splitting

at the joints : and being moderate in price

is all that can be desired for finishing

the interior walls and ceilings of

Bungalow or Mansion.

Samples and Prices from the Agent

Wm. C.Thomson & Go.
319 PENDER STREET WEST

Phone Seymour 3394 Vancouver, B. C.

CAN YOU
GUESS

Why we would recommend you to plant

that whole-root, stocky budded, 4-6

foot tree, and to decorate with

those high-class ornamental

trees and shrubbery

P P P
• • •

The answer is easy, because

we grow that class of stock

AN OPPORTUNITY FOR SALESMEN

N it

Capital City Nursery Co.
Rooms 413-15 U. S. National Bank Bldg.

SALEM :: OREGON

h\

Please mention this Magazine when writing to advertisers.

4
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FRUIT MAGAZINE
PUBLISHING COMPANY, Ltd.

Publishers : Printers : Binders

GENERAL COMMERCIAL PRINTING
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

MAGAZINES
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Fruit Papers

Duplex Fruit Wraps
PLAIN and PRINTED

White Box Lining

Layer Boards

Smith, Davidson
& Wright, Limited

"EVERYTHING IN PAPER"

The Paper House Vancouver, B. C.

No Comment Necessary !

The following unsolicited testimonials

speak for themselves. If you w^ant
to secure good results, place

your order with us.

Mr. D. J. James, Paradise, Utah, Aug. 14,

1911, says of last spring's order: "Have not

lost five per cent. I have never seen better

growing nor more healthy looking trees."

Mr. F. A. VoUenweider, Freewater, Ore.,

Nov. 7, 1911, says: "My two consignments
of trees arrived and I must say they are

cracker jacks. I am well pleased and the

buyers are elated with them."

Mr. A. W. Meyer. Seattle, Wash., Nov. 2.

1911, says: "Trees arrived and I am very
much pleased with same."

Our Large Beautiful Catalog Free. Send for it

More Salesmen Wanted.

VAlhUlC

Toppenish\,..^^^^' Washington

CO.

FARMERS' INSURANCE AT COST

No Risks taken in Incorporated Cities. No
High Premiums, Dividends or Expen-

sive Officials to pay

Cash and Securities, $100,000
Apply to our Local Agent in your district, or write for full particulars to

THE MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE CO.
OF BRITISH COLUMBIA

409 WINCH BUILDING :-: VANCOUVER, B. C.

Please mention this Magazine when writing to advertisers.
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The Riverside Nurseries
Grand Forks, B. C.

Pears A nUT P TTl 17170 Peaches
Plums APPLE TREES Cherries

GUARANTEED HOME GROWN
Cellared—Roots in earth, no danger of winter killing

We can hold your trade.
' '

Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, Roses, Climbers, Etc.

Established 1900 125 Acres

The Esquimalt and

Nanaimo Railway Co.
Vancouver Island, B.C.

4» 4» <•

This Company has in its Land Grant many
thousands of acres of excellent land eminently
suited for fruit growing and mixed farming.
A beautiful healthy climate— fine soil, and a

great and rapidly increasing demand for butter,
milk and cream (fine creameries in each dis-

trict)—a cash market for poultr^' and eggs,
large profits from mixed farming and vegetable
products.

A complete modern educational system-
free, undenominational

; primary and high
schools on the beautiful Island of Vancouver.

Descriptive pamphlets and full information
on application to

V V V

L. H. SOLLY
Land Agent, E. & N. Rly. Victoria, B.C.

Fruit Boxes
and Crates

WRITE FOR
OUR LISTS

BRUNETTE SAW MILL
COMPANY, Limited

Manufacturers of Lumber, Shinglds, Laths,
Boxes and Crates of all kinds.

Sapperton British Columbia

Please mention this Magazine when writing to advertisers.
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RENNIESSEEDS
THE FINEST IN THE LAND

Our Spring Catalogue is now ready. If you have not received

your copy yet, let us know

WM. RENNIE CO. LIMITED
TORONTO - MONTREAL - WINNIPEG - VANCOVUER

B. C. OFFICES AND WAREHOUSES

1 1 38 Homer Street

lA
VANCOUVER

PHONE—SEYMOUR 8550

=^
The

Vernon Fruit Company, Ltd.

CALGARY. ALBERTA

1 . Four years of strmght clean business.

2. Good sales, honest returns, prompt payments.

3. A British Columbia Company.

4. Handling British Columbia fruits and pro-

duce exclusively.

5. No American goods to sell in preference to

yours.

Write Calgary, Alta.

Head Office—Vernon, B.C.

Branches—Calgarj' and Edmonton, Alta. ; Regina and Moose
Jaw, Sask.; Kelowna and Penticton, B.C.

Selling Agents for the leading B. C. Association and Growers.

Wholesale Jobbers and Commission Merchants.

Canners of Wood Lake Brand Canned Goods.

Canning Factory—Wood Lake.

B. C. fruits and produce exclusively.

A Standard

For Comparison

Washington Nursery
Company's Trees are a

standard for comparison
wherever they've been
sold or planted. Many a

grower who wishes to

emphasize the quality of— his stock frankly "admits"

that they're "as good as Washington Nursery trees." Of course,

that's a matter for the customer to decide for himself, but the wise

buyer---and there are many of them these days---will consider

more than a mere statement before deciding a question as import-
ant as the selection of the trees for his future orchard.

*IHe will, of course, insist on buying from a "
real nurseryman,"

one who makes the growing of trees his business and not a side

issue, and who can be found at the "same old stand" one year

after another. He will also, in selecting a "
real nurseryman,"

consider his responsibility, his experience, his equipment, his

system, and the soil and climatic conditions under which his trees

are grown, and granting that he can produce a good tree, he will

make sure that he can dig, pack and place that tree in the pur-

chaser's hands in prime condition for planting, so will grow

and mature at the earliest possible moment.

flOur scores of satisfied customers, large and small, in all sections

of the great Northwest can tell you better than we can whether

or not we make good. Drop us a line and we'll send you a

page of their comments.

Washington Nursery Company
TOPPENISH, WASHINGTON

/

Please mention this Magazine when writing to advertisers.
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NOW IS THE RIGHT TIME
:TO ORDER:

Day-Old Chicks
Get YOUR Order m QUICK and Secure an Early

Shipment in the Spring.

Did you ever try Buying Live Day-Old Chickens In^ead

of
"
Maybe

"
Settings ? :-: Write for my Booklet

SAFE DELIVERY GUARANTEED ANYWHERE WITHIN 2,000 MILES !

White Wings Poultry Ranch
J. J. WILSON, Proprietor STEVESTON, B. C.

Public Health

Experts

Federal, Provincial and Municipal

Medical Officers, Hospital and

Private Praditioners

READ
THE

Public Health Journal
State Medicine and Sanitary Review^

43 Victoria Street Toronto, Canada

ADVERTISING RATES ON APPUCATION

The Westminster Hall

Magazme
PUBLISHED :: MONTHLY

By the Students of We^min^er Hall

Will Contribute to Your

Pleasure and Profit

Subscription Rate, $1.00 per Year, to any Address.

Write for Free Sample Copy. Advertising

Rates on Application.

Westminster Hall Magazine
1600 BARCLAY STREET VANCOUVER, B. C.

Please mention thi.s Magazine when writing to advertisers.
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TELEPHONES 6188-6189

THE
p. O. BOX 2420

Yorkshire Guarantee &
Securities Corporation

LIMITED

Mortgage Loans, Insurance, Real Estate, General Financial Agents

GENERAL AGENTS IN B. C. FOR

Yorkshire Insurance Company, Limited
Of York. England Established 1824

ALSO AGENTS FOR

Home Insurance Company
Of New York Established 1852

ALL KINDS OF INSURANCE EFFECTED

Fire, Live Stock, Accident and Employers' Liability at Equitable Rates

440 Seymour Street VANCOUVER, B. C.

SEED
MERCHANT

Grower of Spanish Canary Seed

Importer of

Hemp, Rape, Niger, Millet Seed,

and Cuttle Fish Bone

And Bird Seeds of all kinds.

Cleaned by Patent Machinery. Will be

pleased to submit samples

Head Office:

JOHN MACQUEEN
33 Brown Street, Glasgow

SCOTLAND

DO YOU OWN A

PARKYTE ?
OR ARE YOU A SLAVE OF

ILL-HEALTH ?

A "PARKYTE" SAN-
ITARY QHEMICAL
CLOSET in your home is

the strongest kind of insur-

ance against the germs of

disease. It is a preventative

against epidemics and con-

tagion in the summer, and
an absolute necessity the

year round.

Over 25,000 "PARKYTES"
installed in Canadian homes
the past year and a half.

Requires neither water nor

sewage. May be placed in

any part of any building.

Costs less than a CENT a

day, and lasts a lifetime.

We wish to demonstrate to

you why you should have a

"PARKYTE" in your
home, and our representative will be pleased to call on you and
explain the "PARKYTE" Way of Sanitation, on receipt of a

post card. _i;j, .. _. . . d ,„j-*_. .. .— ...;

Parker-Whyte, Ltd.
MANUFACTURERS OF "PARKYTE" PRODUCTS
1366 Pender St. West VANCOUVER, B. C.

Offices: Calvary, Edmonton, Winnfpeg, Toronto

Please mention this Magazine when writing to advertisers.
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The British Columbia
Nurseries Company, Ltd.

OF VANCOUVER, B. C.

Have just issued an 80-page illustrated and descriptive

Catalogue of their

Fruit Trees, Plants,

Shrubs, Roses, Etc.

which is FREE for the asking, to all intending planters.

In order to get the mo^ satisfadory service, all orders should be

arranged for early. ^We have a fine lot of Apple, Pear, Plum and

Cherry Trees, "one year on three -year roots/ which w^ill

measure from 4 to 6 feet high ; ^rong, well rooted trees that will

make you smile. One of our cu^omers who has ju^ received his

trees this fall, remarked when cheerfully paying his bill, that they

were the be^ trees he had "ever seen." C|We are prepared to

furnish Ornamental Trees of any kind for Street or Park planting

at reasonable prices. -:- -:- -:- -:-

Write us to-day about anything
in connection with your ^vants

in Trees, Roses, Shrubs or Small
Fruit Plants. We can please you.

We Tvant more Agents for Unrepresented Districts. :: Terms Most Liberal

The British Columbia Nurseries Co.
1 493 Seventh Avenue West LIMITED VANCOUVER, B. C.

Please mention this Magazine when writing to advertisers.
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Evolution of the Public School

Even in these days of modern hurry and

rush, when every moment of the day is filled

with work, executed almost as fast as the

brain can conceive the thought, there are

times when a glance backward has a soothing
and restful influence. We love to meditate

upon emd dream of the "good old days" of

our youth, before the burdens and cares of

life had cast their long shadows across the

daily round of pleasure and the the hands
that toiled or the hearts that planned for us

were laid to rest. While the public school

system of today is far from perfect, much

pregress has been made since the days of

forty years ago in, say old Ontario, when the

country children journeyed daily through the

woods to some little log schoolhouse ; when the

playgrounds were simply some maple, beech

and elm forests, and perhaps a nearby beaver

meadow or trout stream by way of variety.

And the furniture, do you remember it?

Long desks along the wall for writing pur-

poses, and long benches with no backs for

seats, usually too high to allow the little

chaps' feet to reach the floor. There we sat,

hunched up, studying our books or working
sums on big slates. Uniformity in dress did

not cut much figure in those days; boys and

girls alike usually clothed in homespun, and

when a new arrival from the old land turned

up with knee breeches, an Irish linen gent or

Scotch kilts, he was proud of his distinction

only for a few days, when he would beg his

mother to put them away. These reflections

are called forth by the announcement of Mr.
Kenneth G. Bealon's recent retirement as

head master of the public school in St. Cath-

erines, after forty-five years' service as a

teacher in Ontario. Writing in the Canadian

Magazine on the subject, Mr. W. G. Al-
lison says :

"There were no important headlines given
to this item; it was hidden away among the

smaller chroniclings of the day, but to myself
and to many Canadians scattered across the

continent, it was a piece of news of great

interest, for it called up the vision of the

httle school-house of the long ago, and of

the old master, who shaped our first imagin-

ings, who seemed then, and seems still, to one

person at least, to be the personification of

rectitude and wisdom. For the sake of his

pupils everywhere, for the edification of

teachers generally, and as an instructive inter-

lude for those who are reading at all times

eulogies of our captains of industry and kings
of finance, I wish to sketch the life of this

Ontario teacher, who has laid down the in-

signia of office after long and noble service;

I desire not only to review his career, but to

add my personal tribute to his worth.

Kenneth Beaton, now the Nestor of On-
tario teachers, was born in Vaughan town-

ship, county of York, in 1847. He inherited

two blessings that have put iron into the

blood of many an Ontario boy, poverty and
a Scotch love of learning. His father had
come out to Canada from Argyleshire, and,

although there was much work to be done

on the farm, he encouraged Kenneth to go
to school. The boy needed no stimulation,

however. He was extremely fortunate in

having as teacher Mr. John Morrow, who
was afterwards for many years connected

with the excise department in Toronto. Mr.
Morrow was a normal-trained teacher and

was not only well-educated, but grudged no

time or pains to help along promising pupils.
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He gave extra attention to the boys in the

higher classes who were ambitious to become
teachers. In those days there were no high
schools in Vaughan or anywhere else in On-
tario. Hence the machinery for making

public school teachers was not at all compli-
cated. Likely youths went up from the public

schools to be examined by the local super-

intendents of the different townships in the

county. As a rule, these superintendents

were ministers, Anglican, Presbyterian and

Methodist. Mr. Beaton and one of his fel-

low-students, Mr. James McMurchy, who
afterwards became high school teacher in

Harriston, appeared before this examining
board at Richmond Hill in 1 866. One of

the examiners was the Rev. John Bredin, a

Methodist minister, then stationed at Rich-

mond Hill ; another was the Rev. James Car-

michael, the veteran Presbyterian minister

of King, who celebrated last year his fiftieth

anniversary as minister in that place. The ex-

amination was partly oral and partly writ-

ten. The good, old-fashioned subjects set

for the examination were reading, spelling,

writing, arithmetic, geography, grammar, his-

tory, algebra, Euclid (the first four books),
and natural philosophy, an imperfectly de-

veloped subject in those days, ranging from

a study of the hydraulic press to problems on

the mechanical powers. Needless to say, Mr.
Morrow's pupils passed this examination with

credit. Mr. Beaton proceeded to his first-

class certificate in 1 868, and obtained the

highest qualification as a teacher, his first-

class A, in 1870.

In 1 868, however, he began his career as

teacher, his first school being near Mono
Mills, in the southwestern corner of the town-

ship of Ajala, in the county of Simcoe. He
taught there for three years, then obtained a

school nearer home, on the sixth concession

of Vaughan township, where he remained for

the next five years. His next move was to

the village of Kleinburg, in the same town-

ship, where he held sway for thirteen years.

In 1887 he went to Nobleton, several miles

distant, but remained there only two years.

In 1 889 he was offered a position as insur-

ance agent in St. Catherines and there enter-

ed upon a new experience. But the teaching
instinct was too strong for him; after six

months in the new field he went back to his

first love, becoming principal of a public

school in St. Catherines, where he was to re-

main for more than twenty-two years. This

position he resigned a few weeks ago to

spend the remainder of his days in Toronto.

For forty-five years, then, this pedagogue
has engaged in faithful service. And what
of the recompense? We have heard a great

deal about the salaries of school-teachers dur-

ing the last few years. Some miserly On-
tario farmers, who are willing to pay more
for the improvement of roads than for the

furnishing of their children's minds, still con-

tinue, even in the midst of their prosperity,

to bewail the increase in salaries, but when
we consider the harder times and greater pur-

chasing value of money in earlier days, it

appears that the public school teacher is

more poorly paid now than in the 'sixties.

When Mr. Beaton took his first school he

received £60 a year. The standard of cur-

rency was the old-fashioned Halifax pound,

equal to four dollars. During the next few

years his salary gradually increased from

$240 to $400 per annum. When he went
to Kleinburg, to teach in a fair-sized village

school, he received $425 a year. Before

long his salary was raised to $500, and so

continued during his thirteen years in that

generous community. In St. Catherines he

received at first $600 a year; later his sal-

ary was raised to $700, but, despite the in-

creased cost of living and growth of the city,

the figure never went higher, although Mr.
Beaton served there for twenty-two years.

Comparing the salary received at the close of

his career with that of the first years, there-

fore, it must be reluctantly admitted that On-
tario people in the days of adversity were

more generous, more appreciative of the work
of a teacher, than in these latter days of

boasted intelligence and progress.

Of course, the employment of women led

to a fall in salaries. When Mr. Beaton

took his first school there was only one wom-
an teacher in the county of York, In a few

years more women appeared upon the scene,

but they received the same amount of salary

as the men where they did equal work, show-

ing that school trustees in those days were not

only generous, but fair-minded men. Soon,

however, when the high and model schools

were established the female teacher waxed
numerous. School trustees were only hu-

man after all. They allowed the women to

underbid the men, so that in the 'eighties and
henceforth it became almost impossible for a

married man to make a living at school teach-

ing in country districts or in small towns.

Hence the rarity of teachers of the Beaton

stamp today. We have come to see now
that it is a good thing for the small boy to

have his character shaped by a masculine
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teacher. I do not say, of course, that it is

not beneficial for him to be brought under

the sweet and refining influence of a lady
teacher, but he needs both models to look

up to, the one for manly strength, the other

for grace and gentleness. I am not alone in

bewailing the fact that men have been driven

from the teaching profession in our public
schools in country places.

Mr. Beaton looked upon Mr. S. McAl-
lister as one of the leaders in the profession
as far back as the 'sixties. In those days
other leaders were Messrs. Robert Doan,
William Rennie, of Newmarket Robert Al-

exander, Robert Rice, Thomas Moore, and
A. B. Clark. Before the days of institutes

the teachers of North York organized a local

teachers' organization and met regularly at

Newmarket. Mr. Beaton remembers 1871
as a very important date in the history of On-
tario public schools, for in that year the old

superintendents were replaced by county in-

spectors, and teachers were required to attend

the county institutes. For many years he

belonged to the Provincial Teachers' Asso-

ciation, which developed into the Ontario

Educational Association, the annual meeting
of which creates such widespread interest at

the present day.

During his whole career Mr. Beaton

taught in free schools. While he was still

a scholar a very acrid controversy was waged
in nearly all districts in the Province, as to

whether the schools should be free or should

be what were called "rate schools." This

was the great issue at the election of school

trustees, and many a strong campaign was

fought out on this question previous to 1867.

It was a difficult thing in those days for a

teacher to keep out of the strife, for he was

always secretary of the trustee board in his

section. When all Ontario puDlic schools

tecame free, not because of the option of a

particular section, but by the pubhc school

law, one great trial in the life of the early

teacher was removed.

Forty-five years ago the public school

teacher and his pupils had few holidays. They
enjoyed every other Saturday, a week at

Christmas, Good Friday, the Queen's Birth-

day, and a brief and delectable vacation of

two weeks in the harvest season. Probably
the pupils would not have had the two weeks

in midsummer had they not been needed in

the fields. The teachers also were in de-

mand as harvesters. In the early years of

his service Mr. Beaton always went forth

to wield the scythe or to bind the sheaves.

One summer in the 'sixties, so I have heard
him say, he made a bargain with a Vaughan
farmer. He agreed to pull an eight-acre
field of peas in exchange for a two-year-old
heifer. It was a trying task. He blistered

his hands, but completed the work, and joy-

fully led the lowing heifer to his father's

farm. Eventually the heifer developed into

a cow, and one of her descendants supplied
milk for the school teacher's family fifteen

years later when he lived in Nobleton. In the

summer vacation Mr. Beaton received the

sum of $1.25 and board a day, the wages
of an able-bodied harvester in those bye-gone

golden days.

Although the school was in full operation

nearly all the year, many of the boys were
able to attend only during the winter months.

I can remember as a boy in the Kleinburg
school that in winter-time nearly all the back
seats were occupied by young fellows, rang-

ing from fifteen to twenty-three. One of the

oldest pupils wore a moustache and was a

local Samson. He was so strong that he

was able to throw a small stone with such

force as to knock off a picket from the school

fence. He was not so strong in the intellec-

tual sphere, however, and one of the con-

stant gratifications of the younger boys was
to stand ahead of him in the class. Often
the older boys who were new-comers, made

astonishing progress. There was one boy, in

particular, who was fourteen when he en-

tered for the winter session. He had been

at other schools, but had never got further

than the second book. The simple rules of

multiplication and division made him flounder

deplorably, to the amusement of small boys
and his own vexation and despair. Mr. Bea-

ton took him in hand, and for some weeks

struggled to enlighten his brain. But there

seemed to be "a veil hanging before his un-

derstanding." The boy was interesting out-

side of school and he was doing his best, so,

like a wise teacher, our master showed the

greatest patience, then he thought of a way
to help the flounderer. He would sit down
at the same desk, write out a problem on the

slate, then imagine that he was in the boy's

place, and think his way through, speaking
loud enough for the boy to hear him. It was
the very thing. No teacher had ever done

this for the lad. He learned how to think,

and, to the amazement of the teacher, the

veil was withdrawn, the boy saw clearly,

and, so wonderful Wcis his progress, that in

nine months he swept through book after

book and stood as head boy of the school.
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Such was the effect of the sympathetic, in-

dividual treatment of the old-time p>edagogue.

Among the letters received by Mr. Beaton

from old pupils in all parts of the country

there came a few weeks ago an epistle of

gratitude from that very boy, who is now
a commercial traveler in Western Canada.

In the course of his letter the ex-pupil says:

"While traveling through Saskatchewan the

other day I chanced to read a despatch in

one of the Winnipeg papers from St. Cath-

erines telling about the retirement of perhaps

the oldest school teacher from the standpoint

of continuous service in the whole Dominion

of Canada. I have been wondering ever

since if you are the Kenneth Beaton to whom
I went to school in York county, Ontario,

more than thirty years ago. ... I can

look back upon my school days of that period

with a great deal of pleasure. You were

then a young, active man and were in the

habit of participating in all kinds of athletic

sports, much to the amusement and enjoyment
of your scholars We moved to

Iowa many years ago and I remember you

telling me when I left the school-room that I

was going out among the Indians."

Although he was intensely interested in

his pupils, Mr. Beaton always managed to

inspire them with a wholesome respect for

his authority. My own reminiscences of those

years in the Kleinburg schools are not alto-

gether unclouded. In the words of W;fds-

worth, our teacher was "a rod to check the

erring." He helped out moral suasion by

corporal persuasion. He used a lithe ;aw-

hide that had a disagreeable habit of curling

around the recipient's hand. At certain sea-

sons he used a broad elm ruler ! At all times

of year he handed out just punishment for

offences, which ran all the way from the

minor sin of whispering in school to the great-

er offence of fighting on the way home, A
strong hand was needed to check thj pug-
nacious instincts of that generation, fo-" all

the boys of the school called themselvs

Downroads or Uproads, and numerous vere

the collective and individual encounters, due

not to personal so much as to topographical

differences. There was no boy in the school,

not even the picket-breaker, who dared dis-

pute the ipse dixit of the master. There were

none of those picturesque combats between

teacher and scholars, such as we read about

in hoosier schoolmaster stories. Mr. Beaton

was a buirdly Scot, and his strong frame was

surmounted by a stern countenance. There

was often a twinkle in the keen brown eyes,

however, and we always suspected that be-

neath the granite front of the master, behind

his mask of reserve and self-control there was

a warm heart. He taught us the way to love

through the wholesome, if somewhat sombre,

avenue of fear.

Obedience and faithful work—these alone

won his words of praise, which he dispensed

with the usual economy of a Scotsman, who
never enthused over anything. Even if he

loved a scholar, he would have perished rath-

er than betray any partiality. But his aut-

umnal sunshine was worth more than the full

summer splendor of other eulogists of our

boyhood days, and the discipline with which

he whipped us along the path of life made
us revere him afterwards as one who had

conveyed to us a tonic power. He was one

of the fathers of our flesh who corrected us,

who gave us our first visions of the beauty of

the world, and the grandeur of life, and the

love of God. To him I bow in humble ac-

knowledgment of the great good which he

poured into my heart and brain.

WRUNG OFF.

The shades of the goose and turkey were

discussing the circumstances which had at-

tended their respective deaths:

"Did you offer any objection when first

the cruel farmer laid hands on you?" sympa-

thetically inquired the gobbler.

"Yes," replied his Gooseship," I cried

out, 'Hullo! What's that?'
"

"What did you say next?"

"Oh," the goose replied, with

smirk, "I didn't say anything more just then;

I was wrung off."

silly

THINKING SOME
The freshman, who was a lanky

youth, sat in the rear seat. His attitude

was sprawling, and he was either asleep
or seemed about to go to sleep.

"Mr. Fraser," said the physicist,

sharply, "you may recite!"

Fraser opened his eyes. He did not

change his somnolent pose.
"Mr. Fraser, what is work?"

"Everything is work."
"What! Ever>1:hing is work?"
"Yes, sir."

"Then I take it you would like the

class to believe that this desk is work?"

"Yes, sir," wearily, "woodwork."



The Little Apricot Cutter
AN AUSTRALIAN ROMANCE

By Mrs. M. EUa Chaffey

SYNOPSIS OF PREVIOUS CHAPTERS.

This fascinating narrative was begun in our December number, with Chapter I, "At the Cutting Shed;"
II, "A Knife Makes a Friendship," and III, Helma at Home." The scene of the novel is laid

on the banks of the Great Murray River in Australia, on the plantation of Mr. George von Bergen.
We are introduced to Miss Helma Johnstone, "The Little Apricot Cutter," and learn something
of the home life of Helma and her mother, since the departure of her step-father. Dr. Fourfields,

to the gold fields in Western Australia. On the Plantation of Mr. Von Bergen, a Murray River

Fruit grower, Helma Johnstone succeeds in cutting more fruit than Sue Waller, who has held the

post of "ringer" for several seasons in the shed. Sue is furious, but attributes her defeat to the

uncommon knife Helma uses. This she persuades her lover. Jack Trevelyan, to steal for her.

Helma asks for it back, and the Boss's son, Valtin, appears just in time to enforce her demands.

There is a fight. Valtin restores the knife and falls in love with Helma at first sight. Mrs.

Fourfields, Helma's mother, lives in poverty, while her husband has gone to the mines in West-

ern Australia. He has not written. She warns her daughter against intimacy with the other

cutters. Helma tells her about Valtin.

CHAPTER 4.

Tomorrow.

The apricot season is a short one at best.

Three or four weeks from the time the first

fruits are gathered until the last over-ripe

apricot is divided and laid out under the

burning rays of the sun to-day.

The time passed all too swiftly to Valtin

von Bergen. He lived from day to day in

the presence of his little brown-eyed neigh-

bor of the cutting shed. When away from

her, he thought of her only; at night he

dreamed of her.

Are there any matter-of-fact readers of

this little tale who deny that such a thing

as love at first sight is possible? Let them be

convinced by the facts of experience. Not
their ovvti experience, of course, for to such

as they, doubtless, the sight of their future

fate would bring not so much as a premon-

itory tremor. But there are others who can

testify that to them the first beatific vision

was the occasion not of the preliminary step

only, but of an impetuous rush down the

whole length of that steep incline, the descent

of which is commonly called "falling in

love."

It is certain that from the first hour of his

meeting with Helma Johnstone, Valtin loved

her with all the ardour of the first passion

of his young manhood. Not with the steady

and unwavering affection that comes only

with intimate acquaintance with the beloved

one, but with a very true and absorbing love,

none the less.

Their intimacy made quick strides in those

three weeks of "camaraderie" in the shed.

Before they were over Valtin knew all there

was to know of Helma's life-history, and

she of his. But except for these recitals of

the past, they lived in the present
—a happy

present of golden sunshine and sympathy and

youth; the girl all unconscious that there was

a future to be faced; the young man delib-

erately putting away from him all thought

save of each perfect summer's day as it came.

More than once he had asked and obtained

permission to walk home with her and he had

in due time been presented to the Mother and

had been invited by the latter into the little

cottage, to rest and talk. Mrs. Fourfields

was, after all, a simple-minded woman and

she was won immediately by Valtin's strong

though boyish face and his evident sincerity.

"Your friend seems a nice young fellow,"

she said to Helma after the first meeting. "I'm

glad you brought him to the house."

It was not enthusiastic praise, but Helma
was satisfied.

To herself she said, "Probably nothing

will ever come of it—and if the companion-

ship of one of her own age and station gives

the child pleasure, I will not deny her this

innocent friendship. She has so little."

The last day's work at the shed was over

and Valtin had walked home at Helma's

side, without even asking her permission this

time. It seemed a natural thing for him to

do, somehow, and she chatted as they saun-

tered along, in the usual, bright, unrestrained
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way. But Valtin was silent for once, and

Helma, at last oppressed by his unresponsive-

ness, grew silent too.

Valtin was thinking about that future

which he had put away from him till now.

He was wondering if his little love was in

truth the child she seemed; whether she cared

for him as he did for her; whether he dared

speak to her of the feelings that were surging

even then, almost painfully, in his heart.

Later, as he stood by her mother's side

while they both watched Helma feeding her

chickens, a bold and happy thought came to

him,—at least it seemed to him both bold

and happy.
"I almost wish my daughter would choose

some less troublesome pets," Mrs. Fourfields

was saying, not without affectation, for it

was necessity, not choice that had directed

the little hen-wife in her selection. "Those
fowls take up so much of her time at night

and again early in the morning. Besides

they are so tame that I have great difficulty

in keeping them out of the house."

"They look tame," replied Valtin, laugh-

ing as a great, white biddy flew up on Hel-

ma's head while she was stooping over a nest

in a bush, gathering eggs.

"Now Snowdrift, that is too bad!" she

cried, as Valtin came running to the rescue

and lifted the bird down.
How the touch of her fine, silky hair

thrilled him!

"Don't talk of my giving up the chickens,

Mother," said the girl, coming up to the

porch with Valtin and exhibiting an apron-
ful of eggs. "Not while they give us all

these." If Mr. von Berger will stay to tea

we will make him an omelette with some of

them," and she turned with a smiling glance
to Valtin as she made the offer.

Her mother looked aghast. It was the

first time any such hospitality had been of-

fered Helma's friend and she felt that it was

perhaps going too far. The invitation was

accepted with alacrity, however, and feel-

ing encouraged by it Valtin proceeded to

unfold his plan.

"Have you been on the river yet, Mrs.

Fourfields?" he enquired.

"Only in coming here," she replied.

"I meant in a row-boat, of course," he

stammered.

"Oh, no. I am not at all fond of small

boats. Nothing would induce me to go in

one.

"If you don't care to come yourself, would

you trust Miss Helma to me for an hour's

row on the river some time? I have a small

boat and it is perfectly safe," he said, mak-

ing his plunge boldly, while he looked at

Helma for encouragement.
"Helma is too busy, I fear," began Mrs.

Fourfields, stiffly.

"Oh, no. Mother! The apricot cutting

is all done now, you know, and it would be

so lovely," interrupted her daughter eagerly,

and then feeling that she had done wrong in

her mother's eyes, in pleading for herself, she

stopped and blushed scarlet; then murmuring
something incoherent about the eggs and the

omelette, she fled into the house.

Valtin stood looking down unabashed at

the little lady beside him. At another time

he might have trembled at the cold and im-

penetrable mien she had all at once assumed,
but no, a mighty courage possessed him.

"Will you permit it, Madame?" he asked,

giving his phrase a foreign turn he had un-

consciously learned from his father.

"Do you not think you are presuming a

little on a short acquaintance, Mr. von Ber-

gen?" demanded Helma's mother, coldly.

"We have known each other three" weeks,"
he answered simply. "It seems a long time

to me."
There was silence for a few moments

while Valtin gazed out over the river, re-

calling the many happy hours that made of

those three weeks a very chaplet of pearls

in his memory, and his thoughts lit a light in

his eyes and suffused his face as with a

glory. Mrs. Fourfields, watching him criti-

cally, was touched. Something in the young
man's face stirred a memory of her own
girlhood. She sighed and a moisture dim-

med her eye.

"You are two children!" she said at last.

"You may go!"
"Tomorrow?" he asked eagerly.

"Tomorrow! Yes, if you like; if Helma
likes. All the days are alike," and she

spread out her little hands, still soft and pret-

ty, deprecatingly.
That night, when Valtin returned at ten

o'clock to "Herzensrush," he found his

father and mother engaged over their nightly

game of cribbage.
"So you dined out, Valtin?" observed the

lady, looking up at him from the cards, which

she proceeded to count punctiliously, without

waiting for a reply.

Nevertheless Valtin knew that an answer

and a full one, was expected."
and one for his Nobs," she con-

cluded. "Well, Valtin?"
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"Yes, Mother. I had tea with some

friends."

"Some friends! Dear me! And who

might the friends be? Tea makes one sus-

pect ladies."

"I stayed to tea at Mrs. Fourfields'."

The tone was not amiable, for though Valtin

had no wish to make a secret of where he

had spent the evening, he resented his Moth-

er's method of extracting the information.

It was now his father's turn to look

around and exclaim.

"Mrs. Fourfields! Not the little woman
who has rented the cottage in the Paddock?"

"Yes; the same."

"She's old enough to be your mother, boy.
Older than your mother, I should say," he

added hastily, with a propitiatory glance at

his handsome spouse.

"Of course there is a daughter," put in

that lady, contemptuously.

"There is a daughter. Mother. Have you

any objection?"

"I have a decided objection, Valtin, to

your amusing yourself with girls of that

class."

The young man rose to his feet. He had

been sitting between the lamp and the win-

dow, making a pretense at reading. Now he

threw his book down and his voice trembled

with anger as he said hotly,
—

"I don't know what you mean by 'girls of

that class,' Mother
"

"Come! Come!" interrupted Mr. von

Bergen, who hated any fuss that was not of

his own making. "Your mother has not seen

the lady, Valtin, and is labouring under a

slight misapprehension. Mrs. Fourfields is

a lady, my dear," he continued in concilia-

tory tones, to his wife. "I have seen and

spoken to her. They are in very poor cir-

cumstances certainly. The daughter has had

to work. I remember now, the lady is the

wife or widow, of a doctor, I think
"

"Wife, or widow," cried Valtin's mother,

throwing down her cards in disgust. "Ex-

actly! People of whom no one knows any-

thing!"

"If the daughter is the young woman I

have seen going to and from the apricot shed,

a stranger to me before, she is a very neat,

quiet-looking little girl."

"Neat and quiet-looking!" retorted his

wife, who had a most exasperating way of

repeating a person's words and holding them

up to ridicule,—"An apricot-cutter!"

Then, turning to her son, she demanded in

peremptory tones:

"How long has this—intimacy lasted, Val-
tin?"

"You can hardly call it an intimacy.

Mother," replied her son, holding himself in

check and trying to keep cool when he saw
his mother's excitement. "I have known
Miss Johnstone three weeks and I have been

two or three times to the cottage. That is all

there is to tell—at present."

"You hear that, George? At present.

He wishes us to understand there may be

more in the future."

"Well, what if there should be, Gertrude,
what if there should be?" replied her hus-

band, with considerable irritation. "Suffi-

cient unto the day is the evil thereof,—eh

Valtin?" he added, addressing his son in

a semi-jocular tone.

In his own heart Mr. von Bergen was far

from wishing his son to fall in love with the

little Apricot-cutter, or wnth any "one else for

some time to come, and for that reason he

judged his wife's mode of opposition unwise,

and tried in his clumsy fashion to smooth

things over.

Valtin, however, did not respond to his

father's remark, and his mother also said no

more, but let the subject drop, having taken

in the meaning of the keen and vexed glance

her husband had given her. The young fel-

low resumed his seat moodily, took up his

book, and spent half an hour turning over

the pages and thinking, now of the morrow,
now of his mother.

It would not be his fault, he resolved, if

he had not something more to tell his parents

within the next twenty-four hours.

Valtin took after his father in loving

peace and quiet, especially in his own home.

He loved his mother, too, as, after all, he

had good reason to; therefore he shrank

from much of what he felt lay before him.

There would be hard words, to hear and to

say, when once again he should disappoint

that mother's ambitious hopes.

But that she should speak sHghtingly of

Helma filled him with angry resentment. She

did not know her, to be sure,—but would it

be any different when she did, he asked him-

self?

His father did not enter into his thoughts

at all. George von Bergen was a just and

unworldly man, and Valtin felt as sure of

his help and sympathy as if it had already

been expressed to him in word and deed.
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CHAPTER 5.

Loves Young Dream.

"I propose that instead of keeping to the

river, we cross over, and go through that

little creek yonder. It is called the Half
Mile Run. Perhaps you have heard of it?"

"Yes, I have heard them speak of it. I

thought it was rather a dangerous place," and
Helma glanced nervously toward the place
on the other side, where a long sand spit ran

out from the bank, and where a portion of

the river which had branched off higher up
here joined the main stream again, after tak-

ing a short cut across one of the river's

sweeping bends.

"It is not at all dangerous if you keep to

the backwaters. We can return by the riv-

er and that will give us several miles down
stream. Call me lazy if you like, but the

fact is I'd rather talk than row this hot

day. You're not afraid, are you?" he ask-

ed, a little surprised, as she still seemed un-

easy.

"Oh, no," she replied instantly, putting

aside her first fear and looking up at him

with smiling confidence.

They began to cross the broad stream, and
Helma pulled out her handkerchief to wave
a farewell to her mother, who stood watch-

ing their departure from the bank near the

cottage. Valtin waved his hat, and then

devoted himself to his oars, for it needed

strong pulling to carry the small craft against

the current to the point they were aiming at,

almost exactly opposite. He bent his back
to the oars, with his head turned and his eye
on the spot he wished to reach, while his

companion watched him with an admiration

he was wholly imconscious of, thinking how
strong he looked, how capable and resolute.

Helma had arrayed herself for the little

outing, in a pale grey-green muslin,—a lighter

shade of the tint that spread itself along the

river banks,—the dull, soft green of the na-

tive Australian foliage. The quiet colour

set off the peachy bloom of her skin. On
her head was a simple little white straw,

with a bow of ribbon and a bit of lace by
way of trimming; and her gloves were only
cotton. Conscious of their ugliness, she pull-

ed them off and then dabbled her hands in

the warm current, while the boat made slow

speed to the other side.

Valtin was one of those men, not so rare

among their sex as women sometimes think,

before whose eyes nothing passes unobserved.

He had noted every detail of his compan-

ion's simple dress before she got into the

boat, and only loved her the better for its

poverty and its simplicity. She was charm-

ing in his eyes, whatever she wore; but never-

theless, he longed to have the power to deck

her in costly jewels and laces. It is an in-

stinct with some men to adorn their loved

ones in this way,—and, again, Valtin was
such a man.

"How low the river is." he said at length,

when they found themselves beyond the cur-

rent, on the other side of the stream.

"Yes, it has fallen a great deal, even since

we came. We have much further to fetch

the water now than at first and I often say
to Mother, I wish they had built the cottage

nearer the water, for our benefit."

"Don't wish that. It is too near already."
"You mean, in case of a flood?"

"Yes; I'm afraid the river would drown

you out even where you are if we had a

flood."

"Let us hop)e that will never happen in

our time," exclaimed Helma, laughing.

"Though I should like to see the river high.

It must be a beautiful sight, to look out on

miles of open water spreading over the coun-

try, with the trees growing out of it, as if

water was their natural element."

"Everyone thinks it will be high this year.

I don't pretend to be as wise as the oldest

inhabitant, but I'll tell you what Black Tom
said to me the other day,—and those old

black fellows know more about such things

than any white man ever did. He was sit-

ting in front of his wurly, down on the flat,

and he patted the top of his shaggy head, and
said the water would come over that in

those parts."

"Would that be a big river?"

"To big for the cottage."

"Oh, well,—if it comes to that we must

look for other xjuarters," she said carelessly,

and just then the back current caught the

boat and swung it into the little creek.

"Oh, do be careful!" cried Helma, in

momentary alarm.

"Do you think I could be anything but

careful, with you in my charge?"
"I think I'm like Mother,—nervous about

boats," she answered evasively, for something
in his look disconcerted her, and she felt her-

self blushing, and could not look in his

face.

In "A Manual on the Etiquette of Court-

ship," it may be read that a young man
should never propose to the object of his

affections while rowing with her in a small
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boat. This is good advice for obvious rea-

sons. Looked at in an unromantic light, an

offer of marriage under such circumstances,—
whatever the issue of the affair,—is inadvis-

able, for it is sure to lead, on the one hand

to embarrassment, or on the other, to danger.
Valtin had never read the above book,

and would certainly have scorned its counsels

if he had. But luckily he was a level-headed

young man, and not likely to put the pressing

of his suit before the steering of his craft.

So he rowed quietly and cautiously for twenty
minutes or more, through the treacherous lit-

tle creek, full of swift currents and eddies,

and only answered briefly Helma's questions

and exclamations as they passed one lovely

bit of scenery after another.

At last they reached a spot where the

water curved in to the bank and lay, calm

and smooth, without the ripple of an eddy.
The little cove was shaded by some mighty

gum trees standing close to the water, silvery

giants whose satin smoothness was marred,

or one might better say, further embellished,

by immense excrescences of a rich reddish-

brown colour, which presented in their mor-

bid development the most curious shapes and

contortions. Reedy grass of a vivid green

bordered the bank, and small water lilies,

white and yellow, clustered in nooks formed

by fallen trees and branches. Patches of

soft, pinky duck-weed veiled the surface of

the water and gave the tone of warmth need-

ed to complete the beauty of the spot.

Valtin seemed to have been expecting this

nook, for he drew in his oars promptly and

harbored their boat in a bed of lilies.

"How beautiful! How lovely! Oh, I

did not know there was such a perfect spot

so near!"

"May I say something to you. Miss Hel-

ma?
He leaned forward and tried to look into

her face, while she felt, with a wild fluttering

of the heart, what was coming, and would

not return his glance.

"I don't want to frighten you, Helma, dear

little girl, but I can't keep it back any long-

er. Won't you look at me?"
She raised those big brown eyes with one

frightened, appealing glance, and then looked

hurriedly away again.

"I love you, Helma; I have loved you
from the first moment I saw you. May I go

on?" he continued anxiously, for she was

sitting with averted head, watching with great

interest a shag perched on the branch of a

tree with wings spread out, as if to fly.

"If you like," she whispered breathlessly,

and for one brief moment turned her face

towards him. But the bird, poised with out-

stretched wings, in the curious fashion of

shags, appeared to fascinate her, and she

turned to watch it again, perhaps wishing she

could fly too, as it seemed ready to do.

Was ever so coy a maiden?
"I can't talk, Helma, if you won't listen

to me!" cried Valten, in distress, "at least,

not so well," he added truthfully, for say
his say he would, in spite of all the birds or

other distractions on the river.

"I love you so dearly, Helma, with all

my heart—will you marry me, my darling,
—

my little girl? Helma! Look at me!"
He was leaning forward in his eager,

earnest pleading, and now, almost timidly,

he laid hold of the slender wrist and lifted

the little hand out of the water, where it was

still dabbling, childishly. He pressed it in

his strong, warm fingers, and now at last she

looked round as she tried to withdraw it.

"Don't take my hand," she faltered. "It

is—all wet."

"I'll dry it against my heart. Sweetheart,"

he said, and drew her, only half-resisting,

towards him.
"—But what will mother say?" queried

Helma, half an hour later, as they were drift-

ing idly down the river, towards home.

"And your Father and Mother? Which
is a much more serious consideration."

"I don't care what they say," replied he,

stoutly, "I know what you have said, and

that is enough for me."

"I don't quite remember what I did say,"

she remarked a little uneasily. "Was it,
—-

very dreadful?"

"You haven't said half enough, Helma

dear, and that's the truth. Will you say

something more, please?" And he leaned

over to look in his sweetheart's face again.

She did not look away this time,—at least

not till the strong light in his eyes became

more than she could bear.

"What must I say, then?" she asked, and

her voice trembled a little.

"Say that you love me, as I love you, dear

heart; only say it in your own words."

"I can't talk like you do, Valtin." She

called him by his name for the first time, with

a great effort.

Her lover made no reply to this, but only

took her two little hands in one of his and

gazed at the sweet face eagerly.

She sighed, and looked first up, then down,

and the pretty color came and went.
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"It is hard for me to say, Valtin," she

said at last, "but I will try, since you wish

it. Let go my hands, please." He did so,

unwillingly.

Then she clasped them over her knees

and looked straight in his face, with her soul

in her eyes.

"I love you, Valtin. I think I have al-

ways loved you, even before I met you,—in

my dreams. l here now, are you content?

And my heart never changes, Valtin; I will

love you as now,—forever."

Forever! Proud boast of triumphant
love! How often,—but thank God not al-

ways, vain!

After that she was an irresponsible child

again, laughing at what she chose to call

Valtin's solemnity, and teasing him unmerci-

fully, when in a pre-occupied moment, or it

might have been a succession of moments, he

allowed the boat to run aground on a sand
bar.

"There's nothing half so sweet in life, as

love's young dream." And passing sweet it

was to these two young hearts as they slipped

along with the lazy river, while the sun en-

veloped them in the countless shades of

beauty it was shedding on trees and water,
hke an evening benediction.

CHAPTER 6.

Two Mothers.

As Valtin had taken the boat-key down
from its hook in the hall that Sunday after-

noon, his mother looked through the door of

the sitting-room and addressed him. She had
recovered, outwardly at least, from her vexa-
tion of the night before and appeared a gra-

cious, handsome presence before her son.

"You are going on the river, Valtin?" she

asked.

"Yes, Mother, It will be cooler on the

water than in the house today."

"No doubt; once you are there. But I

prefer the house, or a shady corner of the

verandah, myself."
The lady fanned herself languidly and

shook back the lace ruffles from her wrists.

She had on an exquisitely fine white gown,
as dehcate as gossamer and as cool as a

summer breeze,—which is not always cool

on the Murray, however. Mrs. von Bergen
would at least enjoy some of the advantages
of wealth, if she could not have them all.

"Did you want me for anything. Mother?"

enquired her son, pausing in the doorway,
key in hand. He was in feverish haste to

be gone, but feared to excite his mother's

suspicions, and more unwelcome questions,

by a too evident anxiety.

Unfortunately Valtin was no actor and
he did the worst thing possible in this case.

If he had gone without another word his

mother would have thought no more about it,

for did he not frequently go rowing on the

river? But as he stood there with a guilty

mien, fidgeting in ill-concealed impatience af-

ter propounding his dutiful question, the whole
situation dawned on his quick-witted parent.

"Aha! That girl again!" thought she

to herself. But aloud she merely said in-

differently, "Nothing, Valtin. Go and en-

joy yourself, if that is possible while indulg-

ing in such a vigorous exercise as rowing."
"Oh, I'll find it pleasant enough," return-

ed the youth, with a relieved laugh, as he

quickly left the house.

"No doubt you will!" murmured Mrs.
von Bergen grimly. Then she turned back
into the sitting-room.

George," she began, impetuously, "some-

thing must be done. I for one will not stand

by quietly and see our only boy throw himself

away on this girl
—an apricot-cutter, for-

sooth!"

Her husband was stretched out lazily in

a long steamer-chair, smoking and reading
the papers. He looked up, and a shade of
irritation crossed his placid brow.

"What has set you off now, Gertrude?"

"Why, Valtin. He has gone to take
that girl on the river."

"Did he tell you so himself?" and some-

thing of interest was perceptible in his tone
now.

"No,—but I know it as surely as if he
had. I am perfectly certain of it."

"Rubbish, Gertrude! It's your fancy,
ten chances to one. Leave the boy alone
or you'll worry him into marrying her. She's
a good girl anyway, I make no doubt."

This last remark was made for the sole

purpose of teasing his wife, and he looked

up slyly to note its effect on her. He was
disappointed, however, for she paid not the

least attention to him, but stood wrapped in

thought, with her eyes fixed absently on

space, for a minute or two.

At last she sighed impatiently. "I won-
der if all men are so stupid!" she exclaimed.

Her husband only laughed good-humor-
edly, and succeeded in exasperating her this

time, for she turned on him fiercely.

"Worry him into it!" she exclaimed, re-

peating his former words. "No, but I'll
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worry some one else out of it!" And with

these words she turned to leave the room.

Her husband sat up in his chair, roused

at last; he even brought his feet to the

ground.
"Let the girl alone, Gertrude! Let her

alone, for God's sake!" he cried. "And let

us have a little peace," he added patheti-

cally.

"Don't be alarmed. I have no intention

of interviewing the girl." She turned her

head over her shoulder to say to him. "At
least, not this afternoon. And I hope not

at all," she added mentally.

Then she repaired to her room and put
on her shadiest hat, and armed with a magni-

ficent, frilled lace parasol, she sallied forth

by the back way.
The housemaid watched her pass down the

hall with wonder. To go out on foot and

on such a day,—what was her mistress

thinking about? But she dared not offer a

remonstrance when she caught sight of the

well-known, set expression on Mrs. von Ber-

gen's countenance.

The gardener, enjoying the shade of the

back verandah, as she stepped out, was
readier with his advice.

"If you're wise, Mem," he remarked,

"you'll wait till the sun's a bit lower afore

you set out. The heat's something tur-

rible."

She stared at him haughtily, but made no

reply as she paissed on down the path.

Along the country roads she walked, trail-

ing her fine lace dress through the soft, thick

dust, all unconsciously. Frequently she

stopped ajid panted; for the heat was really

intense and it was years since Mrs. von Ber-

gen had found it necessary to walk out dur-

ing the sunny part of the day. Indeed, she

seldom walked at all. Since her husband's

circumstances had become more than easy,

there had been a light trap with a pair of

horses and a coachman kept for her use

alone. But today she would not make use

of these luxuries for she wished her business

to be strictly private.

At last she reached the upper gate of

the Narratoon Paddock. It was hard to

open, like the one at the other end, and she

had to lay down her fine lace parasol as she

struggled with it. When at last it yielded

to her effort, and she seized the sunshade in

all haste to protect her poor head from the

fierce rays that were pouring down on it, the

lace frill caught on a needle-bush and refused

to be extricated.

With an exclamation of vexation she tore

off the whole of the damaged flounce and
left it festooning the bush, and as she looked

at it ruefully, she became aware for the first

time that her white dress was stained with red

dust for twelve inches above the hem.

All these trifles, added to the heat, did

not improve the lady's temper. She shook
her dusty garments in great disgust and hur-

ried on, frantic to be at the end of her walk
and have it over.

"Supposing I should meet any one," she

thought with horror, but as the Paddock
was given up to stock and black-fellows there

was really not much danger of this last

calamity befalling her.

The road was rough and heavy and there

was as little shade from the mallee and san-

dalwood trees that grew at the upper end as

from the box trees that covered the river flat.

When at last she reached Mrs. Fourfields'

cottage, she was hot and tired and grimly
fierce.

Mrs. Fourfields, in honor of the day, had

arrayed herself in her one silk dress, a black

one that had seen many years' service, and

she was sitting on the little porch, which

overlooked the river, where the boat that held

Helma and Valtin has just disappeared from

her sight.

In her lap lay a copy of "The Imitation

of Christ." The little book was far older

than the black silk dress, even; the name and

date on its fly-leaf had been written a quar-

ter of a century before, when she was a girl

of fifteen and had found it sober reading in-

deed. But it had become dearer with age
and was a frequent Sunday companion in

these days.

In spite of her grey hair Mrs. Fourfields

was by no means an old woman; her face,

with its habitual expression of goodness and

dignity, was that of a woman in the prime
of life and looked actually younger than that

of the visitor, whose steps she did not hear

until, after coming along the path at the side

of the cottage, she stepped, panting, into the

shade of the porch.
"Are you Mrs. Fourfields?" was the

abrupt enquiry, as the tall, elegantly dressed,

though sadly dishevelled, lady stood fanning

herself ineffectually with her small lace hand-

kerchief.

The little woman rose with calm dignity;

the shabbiest dress in the world could never

disguise the fact that Mrs. Fourfields was a

perfect lady, from the top of her grey head

to the sole of her prunella-slippered foot.
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"Yes," she replied quietly. "Will you
not step inside and allow me to give you a

fan? You are perhaps tired, and the heat

is very great this afternoon."

Her visitor was about to refuse haughtily,
but catching a glimpse through the half-open
door of the cool interior and of a large palm-
leaf fan lying on the table, she thought better

of it and allowed herself to be ushered into

the little sitting-room, where her son Valtin

had spent the previous evening.
She looked around with curiosity, wonder-

ing what had attracted him. It was a poor

place enough and poorly furnished, but with

an air of refinement and comfort about it

which gentlewomen can usually conjure up
around them, whatever their circumstances.

She seated herself in the one cushioned

chair the room afforded and as she plied her

palmleaf vigorously, she watched, with those

keen, hazel eyes of hers, the mother of the

girl from whom she was bent on saving her

son, all the while hastily casting about in her

mind for the best method of introducing the

subject.

"I beg your pardon," she said, after a

short pause. "I should have introduced my-
self. I am Mrs. von Bergen."

If she expected some show of embarrass-

ment or even of surprise from Mrs. Fourfields

upon this introduction, she was mistaken. The
little lady merely inclined her head with

grave politeness. "I have already had the

pleasure of meeting your son," she said. "My
daughter Helma made his acquaintance at the

cutting shed."

This announcement, so calmly made, acted

like a match to the tow of the other lady's
wrath.

"Exactly!" she exclaimed, with sudden
heat. "That is what I came to see you
about."

"Indeed?" said Mrs. Fourfields, simply.
Nevertheless a chilly expression settled on her

usually serene countenance, and any one who
knew Helma's mother well enough to dis-

cern her moods by her face, would have

perceived that she was up in arms on the

instant.

"I believe that my son has been paying

your daughter some attention," continued the

lady, boldly, thinking it best to assume a

good deal where she knew little.

"Hardly that, Mrs. von Bergen. He has

certainly taken her on the river this after-

noon, I having, unwisely, perhaps, given my
consent to the expedition."

"You need not try to deceive me,

Madam," said the other, angrily, and yet

triumphant at having her suspicions so prompt-

ly verified. "I know my son Valtin and I

know something of your daughter, and I en-

tirely disapprove of his intimacy with her."

"And what do you know of my daughter,

may I ask?" Mrs. Fourfields was white to

the lips now, and a steelly light gleamed in

her pale, grey eyes.

"I know that she is an apricot-cutter, and
I know the class of girls who usually work
in the sheds. That is enough for me."

"You are satisfied with too little knowl-

edge. Madam," Mrs. Fourfields replied with

severe gravity. "Have you come to insult

the poverty that makes it necessary for my
daughter to earn what money she can at any
work that offers?" Her voice trembled, in

spite of a brave attempt to speak coldly, and
Mrs. von Bergen began to think she had

gone too far.

"You take my remark otherwise than I

meant it," she said. "Of course there are

very respectable girls among the cutters,"

this, with great condescension. "I wish you
to understand, simply, that a friendship be-

tween your daughter and my son is out of

the question. Their very different positions

make it undesirable, to say the least, both for

him and for her."

"I cannot permit you to assume this tone,

Mrs. von Bergen," replied Helma's mother,
as she drew herself up proudly. "My daugh-
ter is a lady and in every respect, except that

of wealth, is at least your son's equal."

"Ah, I knew I was not mistaken as to

your real feelings and wishes in the matter,"
cried her visitor, insultingly. "Of course you
would be only too glad for my son to marry
your daughter. That is so very natural ! But
I tell you plainly, Mrs. Fourfields, / will not

have it, and what is more, I wnll find some

way of stopping it!"

She was becoming greatly excited now;
her cheeks were red, her eyes. Hashing, and
she rose to her feet as she uttered these last

words, in a menacing tone of voice.

Mrs. Fourfields stood also. In the face

of her over-bearing antagonist, she retained

her own composure with difficulty, and the

little red and black devotional book which
she still held in her hands, received harder

usage, as she clutched and bent it, than ever

before in its existence.

"You excite yourself unnecessarily. Mad-
am," she said, at last, with icy coldness. "My
daughter has known your son just three weeks ;
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that fact alone should satisfy you that the

absurd idea which you are pleased to enter-

tain is without foundation. They are mere

acquaintances, as far as my daughter is con-

cerned, nothing more." And as inrs. Four-

fields made this assertion so confidently, she

earnestly hoped it might be true.

"Will you give me your word that this

'mere acquaintance,' as you call it, shall go
no further?" demanded Valtin's mother.

"Give you my word? And why should I

make any promise to you, Mrs. von Bergen?
You presume too much on my forbearance."

The two mothers looked each other in the

eye without speaking for a minute or more.

The one was insignificant to look at, bui

with her unflinching pride and spirit she was
more than a match for the other, tall, hand-

some, and weak in her violent excitement.

During the whole interview Valtin's

mother had not been able to be still for a

moment. She moved the books upon the

table, took up and put down her fan a

dozen times and even changed the position of

her chair more than once. So far she was
not satisfied with the effect her remarks had

produced, and she began to feel uncomfort-

ably doubtful whether she had taken the

right means to gain her end after all. Sup-
pose, too, by some chance the young people
were to return and find her there. How em-

barassing! How angry Valtin would be!

She would not like to meet him here; it

might precipitate matters, and with this

thought in her mind she gathered herself

together for a final blow.

"I perceive that I must speak plainly Mrs.

Fourfields," she said at length, with cool

emphasis, "I came here as much on your
account as my own—to utter a word of

warning. My son, Valtin, will never marry
your daughter, and it can lead to no good—
as you very well know, when a young man
of our class trifles with a young woman of

yours."
At these insulting words, so pointedly

spoken, Mrs. Fourfields drew herself up to

the full height of her small stature, and

slight though it was, she looked as imposing
as a queen. Her eyes flashed fire indeed,
and even the other mother quailed before

them.

"Madam, you insult me and my daughter

needlessly and wantonly. I scorn to reply to

your words. If you have one solitary instinct

of a lady in your heart, you will leave this

house, where you came uninvited, without

uttering another syllable." And with a

majestic wave of the small hand, Helma's
mother dismissed her visitor.

Mrs. von Bergen's lips parted as if she
were about to reply, but she closed them

again without making a sound. Perhaps that

instinct of a lady to which the other had
appealed, stirred in her and bade her be
silent. Be that as it may, she laid down the

palmleaf fan, seized her dilapidated parasol
and walked through the door, out into the

hot sunshine, without speaking a word or

looking back again.

Her discomfiture was complete and the

homeward walk was one of humiliation.

[To be Continued]

A HEART THROB.
The paper doll loved the china doll ;

"Will you be my wife?" said he.

"Oh, you're just shear nonsense," she laugh-
ed, "that's all,"

You weren't cut out for me."

THE PLUMBER
[After Longfellow]

Beside the leaking bath-room tap
The local plumber stands;

The plumber, lazy man is he;
With large and grimy hands;

And the puzzle is, the less he does.
The more his bill expands.

Week in, week out, all day to eve,

I can hear each hammer blow.
From my sitting-room below;

And he keeps on ringing the bed-room bells.

So the floor is up, I know.

I can hear him fling his tools about
He comes each morning to the house

With one—or two small boys;
And when his tools are out of reach

One hears his rancous voice.

Shouting for what he may require.

And it makes one's heart rejoice.

Spoiling, rejoicing, soldering—
Not where the leakage shows;

Each morning sees the job begun,
Each evening goodness knows.

Something's attempted, nothing done!
At six o'clock he goes.

Thanks to thee, unworthy friend.

And the mess that thou hast wrought.
They're ruined, our hot water pipes.

And new ones must be bought.
Bother! Confound!!—I can not shape

Each burning word and thought.



Fruit Ranching in British

Columbia
AN INTERVIEW WITH A KOOTENAY^LAKE ENTHUSIAST

"Good morning, Mr. Marsden! I see

you are busy spraying your trees. Things
are looking pretty good, eh? Blank's my
name. I'm representing 'The Fruit Maga-
zine, Scientific Farmer and Canadian Citi-

zen.

"No, no! I'm not soHciting subscriptions,

for I think pretty nearly all you ranchers

around here get our publication anyway.
"No, Mr. Marsden. I have heard of

your place, and as I am having a run round

the country, looking over some of the orch-

ards, I thought I would look you up. We
want to satisfy ourselves on one or two points

as to how you fellows who strike out from

the beaten tracks to carve out orchards and

homes for yourselves in the wilderness, make
it go. Thanks, Mr. Marsden; I should very
much like to have a walk over your place if

you can spare the time. You know we had

already heard you had a well set out young
orchard of symetrically grown trees, and I

can see from here, the report was not un-

founded. In fact it looks to me as if you
had been at this game before? No! An
architect, eh? That's interesting! and yet,

we understand a great many professional

men, doctors, lawyers, ex-army and naval

officers, and the hke, are buying up quite a

number of tracts of land, and settling down
as fruit growers in British Columbia. Tell

me: what do you think of the ultimate suc-

cess of their venture? Do you think this

class of men will come out alright in the

end?"

"Certainly I do. In my mind they are the

very men who are most likely to succeed, if

they will only adapt themselves to their sur-

roundings from the start. Why, their very
education is going to be their chief asset.

You know as well as I do, Mr. Blank, the

day has passed when any fool can be a

farmer, much more a grower of fruit on the

scientific principles necessary these days.

"Yes, I believe that is a conceded fact."

"And again, Mr. Blank, you have no
doubt often noticed on passing by many of

the older orchards in this country—their very

appearance at the present day shouts out to

you from every deformed limb of their twisted

and gnarled trunks that they have been reared

and cultivated by men destitute of the most

elementary knowledge with regard to the

management of trees ; in fact very few indeed

engaged in tree culture in the past seem to

show that they have ever studied the physio-

logy of trees to any marked degree, or that

they understood the functions of the different

parts of trees and the relation in which one

portion of them bore to the other; or, I might

say, ever grasped the fundamental principles

that govern and regulate the growth, the for-

mation of wood, and the production of fruit.

"TTiis being an acknowledged fact, Mr.

Blank, don't you yourself think that the

class of men you have just mentioned are the

very ones who are the most likely to get their

heads down into the excellent works written

on the subject by men who have made it their

life study, and so find out for themselves the

why and wherefore, in order to put into prac-
tice the knowledge thus gained in its more in-

tricate and refined points?"

"Yes, Mr. Marsden, I see your argument
and I believe you are right. These are the

men who should do it, anyway. Now this

property, you tell me, was virgin land when

you bought it, and you have only been here

three years? It seems incredible to me that

these six and eight-foot trees were only

planted eighteen months ago, and that they
came into bearing this year. I see you have

been putting your theory into practice. Scien-

tific study, eh? It surely has counted here.

Your trees look fine! You say you are a

crank now on the subject; you find it so fas-

cinating. Well, if every crank that had the-

ories could show such successful results with

them, cranks must be some use in the world

after all. I really must beg a few photo-

graphs of your place. Thanks very much.

I see here's one of Earl Grey's ranch; can

you spare one of these?"
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"Certainly! You people of the Magazine
want to keep your eye on that ranch. In a

few years' time it will be one of the show

places of the Kootenays; so also will be his

next door neighbor's, Major R—'s, if I have

any power of prophecy."

"Yes, Mr. Marsden, I noticed as I passed

along here to see you, that Boswell was go-

ing to have some beautiful orchards in the

near future; and yet I suppose there are

some who do not realize the necessity of a

deep study of the subject, and are quite con-

tent to plant any tree of known or unknown

variety, in any new unbroken land and ex-

f>ect a successful issue?"

"Yes that is so; and in my mind one

cannot make a greater mistake. I maintain

a man will be years ahead if he would only

plan and cultivate his land for one year or

even two, rather than plant his trees straight

away in holes dug in unbroken land, as so

many do. See, Mr. Blank, I have substan-

tial evidence on this point right here. Take
those two rows of trees, for instance, all the

same age; but in the case of one row the soil

had been plowed twice previously to plant-

ing, and in the other only once. A marked

difference, you notice. Again: look at those

trees on the far side there. Same variety,

same soil, same attention given them, but the

plowing didn't quite reach the ground where
these were to be planted, and so the trees

were put in unbroken land. It is going to

take those fellows two or three years to catch

up and be the size these others are already,"

"Yes, I see; but irrespective of what you
say, Mr. Marsden, I notice the majority of

your trees are both symmetrically and evenly

grown, which goes to prove to me you suc-

ceeded in gaining proper control of the de-

velopment of each tree, whether open head
or pyramid."

"Oh, that is easy enough if one will start

with a definite aim in view and follow it up
systematically. First, by preserving the

requisite number of shoots and removing early

the superfluous ones; then by checking back

those of too vigorous growth, and encourag-

ing the weaker, so as to keep them in proper

condition relative to the leader and the

branches below them. But one must study

each tree separately, for each and every one

will have some peculiarity entirely its own,

and must be treated accordingly. I assure

you, Mr. Blank, I can foresee more trouble

in training into shape such examples of fool-

ish haste planted in unbroken land than all

the rest of the orchard put together."

"I understand, Mr. Marsden. Well,
what would you be domg with your land in

the meantime while you were waiting for it

to get into the right tilth?"

"Oh, your land would not be idle, but

profitable, for strawberries and vegetables
will bring one in practically an immediate
revenue.

"Yes, my strawberries did very well this

season—eighteen hundred pounds off fifteen

hundred plants is not so bad. In fact I think

strawberries grow to perfection at Boswell,
both as to quality and quantity. Mr. Ginol,
whose ranch is a few miles south of where

you landed this morning, cropped close on
seven thousand pounds of berries off half an
acre of land—and as to potatoes, they excel

here. What do you think of this? From
one sack and a half of small potatoes planted
in newly broken land, I dug up this fall over

one ton and a quarter of beautiful clean pota-
toes, many of which turned the scales at two

pounds each,

"Tomatoes ! Oh, I have never paid much
attention to tomatoes myself, but before you
leave Boswell I should like to introduce you
to a six-foot plant grown by a neighbor, Mr.
A. R. Wilson, who has cropped over one

hundred tomatoes off this one plant, weigh-

ing from a few ounces up to one pound each.

This plant was not fully stripped of its fruit

until Nov. 8th.

"When we go round there, you must get
Mr. Wilson to open up some of the bins in

his root-house and let you see his gigantic
Hubbard squashes, which I think will go to

prove that he that sows here must reap."

"Yes, I should indeed like to see them,
Mr. Marsden. You are married, I presume?
How did you manage to bribe Mrs. Mars-
den away from social gaities?"

"Oh, that was easy. I happened to marry
'an out-door girl,' who considers this charm-

ing lake with its bathing, boating and fishing,

ample compensation for such things as pink
teas, etc."

"Oh, yes. Well, I have heard there is

lots of sport around Boswell, and that the

fishing in the broad waters of your lake is a

thing that would make the very Izaak Wal-
ton himself long to come back to life.

"So this is a photo of one of your lake

salmon—a seven and three-quarter pounder?
He looks a fine fish, and I vouchsafe to say
he tastes as good as he looks. Only a small
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one, eh? So there are twenty pounders to

be had? What sport there must be catching

fellows of that size!"

"Yes, it is, Mr. Blank; but these big ones

are mostly caught on a spoon with a hand-

line, though the one you have just been look-

ing at was killed with a light rod while troll-

ing from a boat, and so afforded lots of fun.

But the fly fishing, which in the season in

these waters is excellent, is what we prefer.

Of course fishing is not the only sport to be

had around here. There are many trophies

for the lover of the rifle, from a grizzly to a

jumping deer."

"Really, Mr. Marsden, you make me

quite covetous. Fruit farming under such

conditions and surrounded by these beautiful

mountains, must indeed be an ideal existence.

I can easily foresee a great future for the

Boswell district, and I sincerely trust we

may meet again to further discuss this sub-

ject of fruit culture, as it is very refreshing

to come across someone who is an enthu-

siast.

"Unfortunately, Mr. Marsden, there are

too many people who come to this country

for sport, and try fruit growing as a side

issue; these are the fellows who say it does

not pay. But the man who takes up the pro-

fession as a business and works hard with

his head as well as his hands, with a little

sport for recreation, will surely succeed and
be happy."

POSSIBLE SIGNS.

"Your husband might have a little solid

food directly he begins to mend," said the

doctor.

"But how shall I know?" asked the anx-

ious wife.

"The convalescent stages of influenza," re-

plied the doctor, "are marked by a slight

irritability."

The next day he called and found the

patient's wife radiant.

"When I refused to order his steak and

onions," she explained, "he came into the

kitchen and smashed fourteen soup plates

and a dinner service. So, of course, I sent

for a steak at once."

WHY IS IT?

During the coronation in London some

people paid $5,000 for a seat, while others

had not the price of a bowl of soup. Would
they not do better if they had a chance? is

the question which presents itself, after read-

ing the following poem:

Is the cheap show a cure for hunger, or is

it a curse that spreads the malady?

("The lad was taken ill in the gallery

of a music-hall, where, an attendent stated,

boys often faint because they are half-starv-

ed."—From the report of an inquest.)

There isn't no dinner for father.

And mother she ain't had a bite.

The baby is white with starvation.

So we're off to the hall tonight.

There's none of us had any breakfast.

Not a crumb that would gladden a mouse;
So we've raked up our coppers together.

And we're off to the gaff
—second 'ouse.

If there isn't a good shirt amongst us.

Nor soles to our boots, what's the odds?

Thank Gawd, we can still muster tuppence
To buy a front seat in the "gods."

The world is all dreadful around us

For once we'll get out of the strife;

No matter if stomachs is empty,
'Ere!—give us two penn'orth of life!

NOT HEARD IN VANCOUVER.
"Have you been swimming, Henry?"
"No, mother; I took off my clothes to

take a sun bath, and one of the fellows

pushed me into the water."

AGRICULTURE LEADS ALL.

Nearly a third of a billion dollars was
added to the wealth of the United States

from the mineral production of the western

states during 1910, according to the figures

of the United States Geological Survey. This

includes about 66 million dollars' worth of

coal, the remaining production, principally

metals, having a value of practically a quar-
ter of a billion dollars. The total figures

of western mineral production as compiled

by the Survey are $313,944,881. This is

about one-fourth the total agricultural pro-

duction of the same area, the proportion be-

tween mineral and agricultural production

being about the same as for the entire United

States. The agricultural production of the

western states, derived from figures of the

Department of Agriculture, was approximate-

ly $1,394,791,000. The area considered

includes the belt from the Dakotas south to

Texas and the territory westward.
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VIEWS OF BOSWELL, B. C.

1. rancher's BUNGALOW. 2. MR. MARSDEN's RANCH. 3. EARL GRAY's RANCH. 4. ONE-YEAR-OLD TREE

ON THREE-YEAR OLD ROOTS. 5. KOOTENAY LAKE SALMON.

6. ON MR. MARSDEn's RANCH.



Editorial

FEATHERED FRIENDS

Whether he is growing grain, root crops,

grasses, fruits or vegetables, the agriculturist

should remember that birds are his most

faithful and inexpensive servants. The feath-

ered tribe pursue and destroy such an enor-

mous quantity of the insect enemies of the

farmer that we should not begrudge them

a few tasty tidbits occasionally by way of

variety.

In this connection, it is with no small de-

gree of astonishment that we noticed an in-

terview in the daily papers in which the

game warden of British Columbia announced

that the Minister of Agriculture had forbid-

den him to im.port any song birds from Eng-
land for fear they would change their

habits and become a nuisance to fruit grow-

ers, etc.

The game warden is reported as saying:

"I took this matter up with the Depart-

ment of Agriculture. Both the Minister of

Agriculture and myself have received a large

number of communications dealing with this

matter, and after fully considering it we de-

cided that we would take no risks, and it

would be safer to keep the birds out. There

is no telling what even the most seemingly

harmless bird may develop into in new sur-

roundings."

In support of this contention, the game
warden mentioned that a perfectly insectivor-

ous bird had been imported to India some

years ago, but in a generation or two its

structure changed with a different climate and
environment and the msect-eater became car-

nivorous and even worried the sheep.

"Of course," he explamed, "this is not

intended to apply to domestic animals such

as horses and cattle, but it is intended to

give us power to prohibit the entry of ani-

mals or birds that may prove dangerous in

any way. We have an example of this m
the importation of wild rabbits to Australia

and New Zealand, where, in a few years

they became such a pest that the govern-

ment had to offer bounties for their destruc-

tion.. Even in allowing the importation of

pheasants we never know what may be the

effect of crossing with the pheasants we
have here already.

"In regard to the importation of song-

birds, we have given the matter the fullest

consideration, and have come to the con-

clusion that fruit-growing is so important an

industry in this country that we cannot take

the chance of injuring it for the sake of sen-

timent."

He regretted personally that they had to

come to this decision but it seemed to be the

wisest thing to do under the circumstances.

VANCOUVER EXHIBITION EGC-LAYlNG CONTEST.

1. COMPETITIVE PENS. 2. WHITE LEGHORN PEN,

V/INNERS FIRST MONTH LIGHT WEIGHTS. 3. SlLVER-

LACED WYANDOTTE PEN, WINNERS FIRST MONTH
HEAVY WEIGHTS.
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THE MASSES OF OUR YOUTH ARE, BY THEIR TRAINING, DIRECTED TO THE CONGESTED CITIES AND ONLY
A FEW FIND THEIR WAY TO THE COUNTRY.

Sometimes our best friends do things that

give us a decidedly weary feeling. We do

not presume to mtnnate to the government of

British Columbia what their duty is in the

matter of importing birds or anything else.

But since they have interested themselves m
the matter at all, we take decided exception

to the reasons advanced for abandoning the

proposal.

If they do not want to undertake the im-

portation of foreign song birds, well and

good, but they should not mahgn these beau-

tiful and useful friends of everybody as an

excuse.

The game warden says that they cannot

take the chances of injuring the fruit in-

dustry for the sake of "sentiment." They
often take "chances" in much more ques-

tionable experiments, and "sentiment" is one

of the most enobling traits of human char-

acter and the strongest tie that binds the na-

tion and the Empire together.

We believe the only case known to orni-

thologists of a bird changing his habits and

becoming a nuisance is the Kea Parrot, not the

Kiwi, which attacks sheep in New Zealand,

and he was a carnivorous beggar before sheep
came to the land of the Maori.

After carefully examining the voluminous

provisions of the "Game Protection Act" of

British Columbia, we find that so far as it

relates to the importation of animals or birds,

the whole thing is nullified by the last clause

in Section 5, which reads: "Nor shall any
person at any time import any live animal

or bird into this Province, without the writ-

ten permission of the Provincial Game War-
den therefor."

This is too much power to be given into

the hands of any official and not withstand-

ing the statement of the game warden that

"this is not intended to apply to domestic

animals," it does, and if that officer saw fit

nobody could import a cat, a chicken, or a

milk cow, without his permission. The Act

certainly needs fixing.

In the October number of this Magazine
we referred to this subject as follows :

As objects of human care and interest,

birds occupy a place filled by no other living

being, and the various movements to protect

and foster them would be fully justified were
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there no returns other than esthetic. Only
the thoughtless and the ignorant still hold

that the graceful forms and beautiful plum-

age of these masterpieces of nature serve

their highest purpose when worn on a hat

for a brief season, to be cast aside and for-

gotten, the plumage dimmed and faded, the

beautiful songs quenched forever.

While by no means insensible to the

higher value of birds, the farmer who is

asked to aid in measures for their protec-

tion is entitled to inquire as to the practical

purpose they subserve, and how far thev

may be expected to return his outlay of time,

trouble and expense.
Most birds eat insects and it is their insect-

eating habits that chiefly invite inquiry, and

they are actively persistent in the pursuit of

important enemies.

When birds are permitted to labor undis-

turbed they thoroughly police both earth and

air. The thrushes, sparrows, larks and wrens

search the surface of the earth for insects

and the larvae, or hunt among the leaves

and peer under logs and refuse for them.

Thus each family plays its part in the never-

ending warfare, and the number of insects

annually consumed by the combined hosts is

simply incalculable. It is well that this is

so, for so vast is the number of insects and
so great is the quantity of vegetation required
for their subsistence that the existence of every

green thing would be threatened were it not

for the birds and other agents specially de-

signed to keep them in check.

While birds are not numerous in the sense

that insects are, they exist in fair numbers

everywhere—or would were it not for the

interference of man—and so rapid is the

digestion of birds and so perfect their as-

similation powers that, to satisfy the appetite

of even a small bird, great numbers of in-

sects are needed. Much of this food is hid-

den and must be searched for; much of it

is active and must be vigorously pursued.

Hence only by the expenditure of much time

and labor do birds procure their daily food.

With birds the struggle for existence is pe-

culiarly a struggle for subsistence ; shelter is

obtained with comparative ease, and if cli-

matic conditions are not to their liking they

migrate to other regions.

When by reason of favorable conditions

insects have multiplied and become unusually

abundant, birds eat more than at ordinary

times; hence the importance of their service

during insect invasions.

From the standpoint of the farmer and

the orchardist perhaps no birds more useful

than the swallows exist. They have been

described as the light cavalry of the avian

army.

Specially adapted for flight and unex-

celled in aerial evolutions, they have few

rivals in the art of capturing insects in mid-

air. They eat nothing of value to man ex-

cept a few predaceous wasps and bugs, and

in return for their services in destroying vast

numbers of noxious insects ask only for har-

borage and protection.

It is to the fact that they capture their

prey on the wing that their peculiar value is

due. Orioles do royal service in catching

weevils, and blackbirds, wrens, flycatchers

and others contribute to the good work, but

when swallows are migrating they find the

m *
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BRITISH COLUMBIA COMMISSIONERS AND THEIR TROPHY FOR POTATO CONTEST, NEW YORK CITY.

weevils flying in the open and wage active

war against them. As many as 47 adult

weevils have been found in the stomach of a

single cliff swallow.

B. C. POTATOES.

From the report of Mr. C. H. Stuart-

Wade to the Deputy Minister of Agriculture
of British Columbia, we find that the Land
Show in Madison Square Garden, New
York, at whicn the British Columbia exhibit

captured the $ I 000 Stilwell trophy marks an

epoch in the history of agriculture in B. C.
The purpose of this exposition was to ex-

hibit the products of American soil, demon-
strate the nature and extent of land oppor-
tunities in America, and depict the progress
of American agriculture from the prehis-
toric times of the Pueblos and cliff dwellers

to the present day methods of scientific culti-

vation. To this end exhibits were collected

from Alaska to Florida and from Mexico
to Canada, and comprised American staples

from sugar cane and cotton to corn, in addi-

tion to the finest apple, potato and grain. Ex-
hibits were accompanied by demonstrations

of various methods of scientific farming,

adapted to various soils, and in a lecture hall

seating I 1 00 people, entertaining and in-

structive lectures were given by lecturers of

international reputation. In many cases these

lectures were illustrated by means of moving

pictures and stereopticon views.

Prizes and trophies to the total value of

$1 1,000 were given by a number of prom-
inent men and firms in the United States and

Canada, including Sir Thomas Shaughnessy,
wheat and corn; President A. J. Earling, of

the C. M. & St. P. Ry. (oats) ; and others.

The $ 1 ,000 silver trophy for potatoes, won

by the British Columbia exhibit, was given
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by Mr. A. E. Stilwell, president of the Kan-
sas City, Mexico and Orient Railway.
An intensely interesting feature of the

exposition was the Burbank exhibit. This in-

cluded a number of his hybrid productions,

for which he is famous, such as the pomato,
a cross between a potato and a tomato; his

white "blackberries," his spineless cactus and
other new-comers in the vegetable kingdom.
As an advertising and publicity medium

for the various states and provinces which

exhibited, the value of the show was ines-

timable and the success which attended

British Columbia's exhibit should richly re-

pay the time and money spent on it.

THE JOYS OF A GARDEN.
Growers of fruit, farmers and all who

cultivate the land are showing an increasing

desire to keep one little corner as a garden.
This is a thing to encourage. The pleas-

ures, the joys of a garden have been often

written about, the garden has been extolled

in poem and song; many eminent literary

men have eloquently pleaded for flower cul-

tivation, and it is with pleasure we print a

few lines on "The Joy of a Garden" by the

great novelist, George Manville Fenn:

It is naturally a part of our life that we
should suffer pam, but it is just as much our

fate that the pain should be balanced by

pleasure, and of all the pleasures which fall

into the life of mankind—and let me say it

with satisfaction, of womankind—the most

lasting and never palling is that of gardening.
It may weary, but it does so healthily, and

the appetite is always there. Moreover, it

is so delightfully ordered, that its pleasures

increase in what a mathematician would term

an inverse ratio. Let me place it simply:
The delight is great for the millionaire who

possesses his acres of pleasure and fruit gar-

den, his velvet lawns, shrubberies, flower beds,

and ranges of conservatory, orchid, and or-

dinary glass-houses, stoves, and fruit walls,

managed by a score or two of gardeners;

but the satisfaction is keener to the man who
has his acre, keener still to him who has but

his rood, but keenest pleasure of all to him

who owns but a patch, over which he rules

alone and knows and watches over every

seedling, plant, and tree. I do not care

what he takes up intelligently out of the

many, or mixes gloriously, whether it be the

blushing rose, the hardy faithful auricula, the

potato, the cabbage, or that glorious runner

as scarlet flower and vegetable in one; he has

always a pleasure at his door—a solace

from the everyday cares of life.

PRIZE-WINNING CAR OF WAGNERS, SPOKANE NATIONAL APPLE SHOW, 1911.
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AT THE SUMMERLAND, B. C, FRUIT FAIR, 1911.

"In spring or summer," someone may say—someone who does not know the sweet

scent of the grateful newly turned earth.

Nonsense! The pleasure is everlasting, and

always increasing. Quite as great to the

true gardener in autumn and winter as in

the summer, for plant life is never really at

rest. The leaf falls in autumn, but even

then it is only through being thrust off by that

swelling bud whose size is visibly increasing

all through the coldest weather, while one

knows, and can see if one likes, the work

going on just beneath the surface of the soil.

Enthusiastic sentiment! Is it? Well call

it so if you will; but it is enthusiastc senti-

ment that deserves cultivation to the highest

degree, and my experience of over three-

score years has taught me that it goes on

growing enormously. I have lived to see

what the Englishman who loves gardening

has done the wide world round; gloried in

the plants he has collected in far distant

climes, eaten the apples he has grown in

Canada and Tasmania, his pines from the

isles, his oranges from California and Florida,

his bananas from Jamaica; solaced myself

with his tea, coffee, sugar, and tobacco, with

the various other products—broadly speaking,

all gardeners' work—and victory over the

many enemies with which he has to battle.

I have lived to see the streets of great cities

made glorious with flowers to a hundred

times the extent visible forty or fifty years

ago, and to be brief, as an old gardener, let

me say to all and several, as the lawyers have

it. Take to gardening. Have as good a

garden as you can ; it will prove a constant

friend; and, believe me, the word garden is

a most elastic term—a Chatsworth, or an

allotment outside a town. Let me go far-

ther and say a patch behind a four-roomed

house, even a window-sill, with its home-

made box painted green, or a row of pots.

For the one who owns a garden doubles the

joys of life.
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FADED JOY.

If men and women could only see the

end from the beginning, how many would

choose the pure sweet air and wholesome

surroundings of country life, in preference to

that of the city. Blighted hopes and wasted

lives are constantly flying the danger signal.

It was in New York the other day, that

Evelyn Granville, whose charm and wit

made her the talk of Broadway when she

was a chorus girl a score of years ago, and

who was the cause of a famous murder,

staggered into Harlem Police Court, a ragged

old woman, and threw herself across the rail,

screaming to Magistrate Corrigan that she

wanted a warrant for someone—she did not

know who.

She was sent to the court prison, where

she fainted and for a time physicians thought

she would die of heart disease. Later she

recovered sufficiently to go home.

Years ago while she was posing as the

wife of Burton C. Webster, Webster killed

Charles E. Goodwin, a Broadway "swell,"

over Goodwin's attentions to her. Webster

was sent to Sing Sing for 1 9 years, but later

was paroled.

"It would be a good thing," said Magis-

trate Corrigan, "for some of the young
women who sit until closing time in Broadway
restaurants and think of life as all silk stock-

ings, diamonds and champagne, to call on

this woman. They might learn something—
but probably they would not."

FRUIT GROWERS.

Without casting any reflections on the late

Dominion Minister of Agriculture, we feel

that the fruit growers of Canada are to be

congratulated on securing for that portfolio

in Mr. Borden's cabinet, Mr. Martin Burrell

of Grand Forks, B. C.

The Hon. Mr. Burrell is well known to

be a friend of the horticulturist and we may
expect that the requirements of those engaged
in the fruit industry will receive careful and

sympathetic consideration at his hands.

Many of the Fruit Growers' Associations

throughout the Dominion have already ap-

pointed their delegates to the next conference

of Fruit Growers to be held in Ottawa, Feb.

20-2 I and 11 next, but the intervening time

should be utilized in drawing up such resolu-

tions as are deemed wise for submission to

R. p Wright's prize-winning car of rome beauty apples, spokane national apple show, 1911.
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NORTHERN PACIFIC RAILWAY DISPLAY AT THE SPOKANE NATIONAL APPLE SHOW, 1911.

that convention and giving the delegates from

the various districts the fullest information as

to the needs of the industry. Let these resolu-

tions be carefully considered with a view^ to

the best interests of the whole Dominion, that

delegates to Ottawa may be enabled to enter

upon their labors in the spirit of harmonious

co-operation, and with a clear understanding
as to the wishes of their constituents.

To all our friends we, therefore, extend

the glad hand and wish you a Happy New
Year.

A HAPPY NEW YEAR.

Once more the hand on the dial of time

has passed the midnight hour, and, as we
bid farewell to the dying year, we turn with

a new hope to welcome the dawn of 1912.

While in many parts of the world during

the past year the clash of arms has given

place to diplomatic relations, the dove of

peace still soars high m search of a resting

place.

But in Canada the past year has been one

of uninterrupted prosperity, and, as a nation,

we are at peace with all men.

The Fruit Magazine, Scientific Farmer

and Canadian Citizen has shared in this

prosperity, and we enter upon the new year

with a broader vision of our responsibilities

and a fuller determination to merit the con-

fidence and support of an appreciative public.

PHILOSOPHY OF LIFE.

Did it ever occur to you that a man's life

is full of crosses and temptations? He comes

into this world without his consent and goes

out against his will, and the trip is exceed-

ingly rocky. The rule of contraries is one

of the features of this trip. When he is

little, the big girls kiss him; when he is big

the little girls kiss him. If he is poor, he is

a bad manager; if he is rich, he is dishonest.

If he needs credit, he can't get it; if he is

prosperous everyone wants to do him a favor.

If he is in politics, it is for graft; if he is out

of politics, he is no good to his country. If

he doesn't give to charity, he is a stingy cuss;

if he does, it is for show. If he is actively

religious, he is a hypocrite; if he takes no

interest in religion, he is a hardened sinner.

If he gives affection, he is a soft specimen;

if he cares for no one, he is cold blooded.

If he dies young, there was a great future for

iiim ; if he lives to an old age, he missed hii

calling.

If you save money you're a grouch, if you

spend it you're a loafer, if you get it, you're

a grafter, if you don't get it you're a bum, so

what's the use.



Forest Conservation
By PROF. A. H. D. ROSS, M.A.. M.F.

Toronto, Ontario

IN
this article I wish to emphasize the

necessity of conserving our forest re-

sources, and to point out some of the

benefits to be derived from a thorough-going

system of forest management in each of the

Canadian provinces.

Every year our forest areas are being

steadily drawn upon for the production of

enormous quantities of sawn lumber, con-

struction timber, railroad ties, fuel, pulp-

wood, piling, telegraph poles, fencing, lath,

shingles, cooperage stock, tanbark and other

forest products. Even with our present pop-
ulation of something over seven million peo-

ple, the average annual out put of sawn stuff

alone is more than four billion feet, board
measure. To this we must add at least ten

million cords of fire-wood, a million cords

of pulp-wood, fourteen million railroad ties,

about seventeen million cubic feet of piling

and construction timber for culverts, trestles,

bridges, etc. ; besides an innumerable number
of telegraph and telephone poles, fencing

material, mine props, etc., etc. Expressed
in board foot units, the total annual con-

sumption of wood for various purposes is

somewhere in the neighborhood of sixteen

billion feet—enough material to build a four-

foot walk of two-inch plank (including 2x4

stringers) of sufficient length to girdle the

earth no less than thirteen and one-half

times !

If we now make allowance for the enor-

mous amount of usable wood that is either

left in the bush or wasted, it is evident that

axe and saw are felling our timber at the

rate of something like twenty billion feet a

year. In the case of the yellow pine cut

for 1907, Mr. R. A. Long, a prominent
lumberman of Washington State, says
that twenty per cent, was simply left

m the woods—a waste representing the

timber growing on 300,000 acres—and
that approximately only one-half was util-

ized. The total waste he estimates at

eight million cords. Although it would
never do to speak of the material rejected

at the mill as waste unless it can be worked

up at a profit, yet any of us who are familiar

with sawmills know that there is a fearful

waste of bulk in the process of converting

logs into lumber. A tall burner, looming

bigger than the mill itself, glows night and

day in a sometimes vain effort to get rid of

thousands of tons of sawdust and tens of

thousands of slabs thrown out as a by-product
to the boards and dimension stuff. In addi-

tion to the waste that occurs in the woods
and at the mill, there is also the criminal

and senseless destruction of large areas of

timber by fire, which goes on year after year
in all parts of the country.

THE APPROACHING TIMBER FAMINE.

During the year 1907 the United States

produced over forty billion feet of lumber,
besides lath and shingles, which bring the

total up to forty-one billion feet—ten times

what Canada produced. The best informed

officers in the United States Forest Service

state that their timber is being cut between
three and four times as fast as it is growing.
At the present rate of consumption they esti-

mate that the present supply will be exhausted

in 25 or 30 years. Consequently they are

looking to Canada and other exporting coun-

tries to supply the deficiency. With the com-

pletion of the Grand Trunk Pacific and
Canadian Northern Railway systems and the

opening of the Panama Canal, our people
will be strongly tempted to export very large

quantities of timber to countries where a

shortage exists, and the question naturally
arises as to whether we can afford to let them
do so. The answer to this question may be
found in the case of Germany which realized

a century ago that she could not continue

her wasteful methods of logging and milling
or permit the loss from forest fires, and con-

sequently set to work to prevent the waste in

various directions. Later she found that she

was compelled to import timber. In spite

of all the improvements she has made in the

prevention of waste and the growing of new
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crops on the logged off and burned over

areas she is still importing about one-quarter

of her total consumption. The fact of the

matter is that there is a growing scarcity of

timber all over the world. Prices are bound

to rise steadily from now on, and it is for us in

Canada to seize the present opportunity and

lay the foundation for a magnificent future

development of our forest wealth. At the

present stage of our national development
wood i.« an absolute necessity. In one form

or another our people use enormous quan-

tities of it. During the present century, the

extension of our railway systems, the build-

ing of homes for our rapidly increasing popu-

lation, and the development of our mineral

resources will necessitate the use of still larger

quantities. For the maintenance of our rail-

ways alone much timber is required every

year. For the construction of bridges, cul-

verts, station buildings, etc., something like

200 million feet a year are required. At

present we have 27,517 miles of track in

operation or under construction. The aver-

age number of ties being about 3,000 per

mile and the average life of each between

six and seven years, it will be seen that over

fourteen million ties, or 392,000,000 board

feet will be required every year to keep the

tracks in repair. To maintain one tie in a

roadbed requires that two trees must be kept

growing for replacements.

CANADA SHOULD LOOK AHEAD.

Before the close of the present century

Canada will have a population of at least

eighty million people. With such a large

population, how much wood will be required

annually? Perhaps it would be more to

the point to ask, "How much wood will we

have left to use?"; for we already export

great quantities of it to other countries—con-

siderably over $50,000,000 worth every

year of forest products and manufactured

wood products. At the present moment there

are only six nations in a position to export

timber, namely, Canada, the United States,

Russia, Norway, Sweden, Finland and Aus-

tria-Hungary, and it cannot be many years

before at least two of these will prohibit the

export of timber. Wood always has been

and always will be a necessity in civilized

communities. In spite of such substitutes as

iron, steel, brick and cement, not only the

total consumption but the average annual con-

sumption per capita has been steadily rising

during the last forty years. In Europe the

average consumption is 30 cubic feet per

year, whilst in Canada it is somewhere

around 238 cubic feet. Every Canadian

who has had occasion to buy lumber during

the last twenty years knows that the price

has been steadily increasing. This is true

of other countries also, and it will not be

long before world prices obtain. The con-

sumption of wood in all the leading civilized

countries already exceeds the annual growth
in their forests, and transportation facilities

between them are constantly being improved.

Is it not high time, then, for the Canadian

people to take definite steps looking towards

the conservation of the forest wealth of each

of the Provinces in the Dominion? This

would mean not only the prevention of waste,

but the speedy adoption of such systems of

forest management as will ensure to future

generations the necessary suppHes of lumber

and other forest products.

It has been well said that the standing of

a nation is measured by the distance it is able

to look ahead and make provision for the

future prosperity of its citizens. The state

being an institution for ensuring not only the

present welfare of its citizens but also their

future and continued welfare, must neces-

sarily take an interest in the permanence of

the natural resources upon which their wel-

fare rests. The destruction of natural re-

sources strikes at the very foundations of pros-

perity and sooner or later will impoverish

even the richest nations. Palestine, Sicily

and Greece are examples of countries which

were once the home of teeming and prosper-

ous populations, but which, with the destruc-

tion of their forests have become the prey of

erosion by wind and water and are today

mere shadows of their former glory without

hope of ever materially bettering their con-

dition. For want of knowledge and fore-

sight the removal of their forests has led to

the destruction of soil fertility, dried up the

streams and converted these countries into

veritable deserts. Generations still unborn

must reap the fruits of their ancient folly.

Now the point of all this is that Canada does

not hold any special dispensation from Prov-

idence and that a similar transgression of the

laws of Nature will inevitably lead to the

same results. The evils which have over-

taken other lands, as the result of the disap-

pearance of their forests, can be averted only

by the adoption of a far-sighted, aggressive

and business-like public policy based upon an
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adequate, scientific and practical grasp of the

whole situation in all its aspects.

THE FIRE PERIL.

All over Canada, huge tracts of woodland
and timberland are annually being destroyed

by fires which might be prevented by the

exercise of proper care on the part of people
who have occasion to use it in the woods and

the use of efficient fire screens on railway
locomotives. The lumberman pursues a

legitimate business and in time will learn to

conduct his operations so as to secure another

crop, and in many cases a better crop, from

his cut-over areas, but he who is responsible

age in that region is much greater than is

popularly supposed. What we need in every

Province and Territory in the Dominion is

that every man in the woods should be im-

pressed with the belief that it is an absolute

crime to imperil the safety of forest property.

Even a light surface fire will kill every seed-

ling that has established itself, and the result

is that there is no young growth coming on

to replace the mature timber as it is removed

by fungous disease, windwall or the lumber-

man's axe. Very few people ever think of

this phase of the subject, and it is surprising

how many otherwise intelligent people tell us

that light surface fires do not do any harm.

ON MR. W. A. MARSDEN's RANCH, BOSWELL, B. C. 1. FIRST YEAR. 2. SECOND YEAR STRAWBERRIES.
3. THIRD YEAR, PLANTED IN ORCHARD.

for the destruction of forest property, public
or private, is a positive menace to the well-

being of the country. Lumber enough to

build whole cities, ties enough to supply com-

plete railway systems, and enough fuelwood
for the entire population of the Dominion are

annually swept out of existence by the fire

fiend without exciting the slightest public
interest. In the Labrador Peninsula I have

seen great stretches of country which were
burned over by the Indians to clear the

ground for hunting. Members of the Geo-

logical Survey of Canada who have trav-

elled the country west of Hudson Bay and
north of the Saskatchewan River tell me that

forest fires have been a regular annual occur-

rence for many years back and that the dam-

This is about as sensible as telling us that

killing off the children under five or ten years
of age has no effect upon the future popula-
tion of the country.

REGULATION OF STREAM FLOW.

Again, it should be remembered that the

forest is not merely a place for the produc-
tion of wood, but IS also the source and

regulator of the immense water powers which

are our national pride, and which should

make the Dominion from now on a great

manufacturing country. In its natural con-

dition it becomes a reservoir admirably fitted

to receive large supplies of moisture, to hold

it for a lengthened time and to part with it
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at intervals well calculated to equalize the

stream flow.

As early as the time of Louis XIV.,
France awoke to the fact that her forests and
her life were draining away together. But

it was too late. Today she is spending $34
an acre to reforest her watersheds. The
same experience is costing Italy $20 an acre.

Italy IS not a wealthy nation, yet she cheer-

fully appropriates this sum because she

knows that on it depends the question as to

whether or not she will have to strike her

tents.

The efficiency of a stream for power pur-

poses depends upon the amount of energy it

is capable of developing at the time of low

water. Without forest cover there will be

destructive spring or fall freshets and the

long summer drought. With it there will be

a much more equable stream flow and con-

sequently the possibility of developing a much

greater amount of electric energy for indus-

trial purposes and plenty of water when it is

needed for irrigation purposes. When it is

known that the water powers of Canada are

estimated to be equal to forty per cent, of

the total water power of the world, it will

at once be seen what infinite possibilities lie

before us in the way of developing electric

energy for industrial and traction purposes.

Fortunately we have plenty of water power
in most parts of the country where coal does

not exist. The development of half a mil-

lion electric horse-power means the saving of

about two and a half million tons of coal and

approximately ten million dollars for the pur-
chase of it. With the electrification of our

railways we would largely eliminate the fire

peril
—

especially in the exceedingly inflam-

able spruce and balsam forests of the north

country through which the Grand Trunk
Pacific and other lines are to run.

In California, where the necessities of irri-

gation caused the people to pay great atten-

tion to such matters, it has been found by
actual measurement that the stream flow has

increased twenty-five per cent, since the estab-

lishment of efficient protection for the forest

cover. Water is now recognized as a pri-

mary resource and its use for domestic and

municipal supply, irrigation, navigation and

power purposes brings it under the heading of

a natural resource which should be placed
under public control.

Thus, whether we discuss the importance
of the regulation of stream flow from the

standpoint of preserving soil fertihty, the de-

velopment of electric energy, irrigation pro-
jects or water transportation it is evident that

the preservation and utilization of our forests

upon the non-agricultural lands is the best

possible solution of the whole question.

FISH AND GAME PROTECTION.

Still another reason for the preservation of

the forest on all non-agricultural lands is the

protection it affords to fish and game. With-
out its regulating influence we cannot have a

constant supply of pure, sweet water in our

streams, and without such water in abun-
dance we cannot have fish. A board of fish

commissioners once asked a Scotch game
warden why the salmon were no longer run-

ning up a river once famous for its good
fishing and were promptly told, "Ye canna
hae feesh when ye hae stoppit the water."

Of course not.

In all parts of the world the forest was
first valued as a harbour for game, and most

civilized countries have set aside large tracts

of woodland for this purpose. So far, so

good. The next forward step should be to

make them wood producers as well as stream

regulators and a protection for game animals.

HOW ABOUT THE FUTURE?

During the nineteenth century more than

half of our forests have been swept away by
fire—uselessly and needlessly. Will the

close of another century find the destruction

more surely and completely established, or

will it find the forests clothing the rocky hills

and valleys with their beautiful verdure—
well ordered, productive, abounding in wealth

for the state, furnishing the needs of Canada
and the regions beyond, supporting a hardy
and intelligent populace, equalizing the flow

of water in our magnificent rivers, forming a

shelter for the wild animals and furnishing a

playground for our people? Will it?

NEED FOR TRAINED MEN.

An advancing civilization calls for more

exact and scientific methods in all depart-

ments of life, and in forest administration

there is no exception to this general rule.

Just as scientific agriculture depends upon a

rational treatment of the soil for the produc-

tion of food crops, so scientific forestry de-

pends upon a proper method of treatment for

the production of wood crops. The crude

present day methods of what some ill-inform-

ed people are pleased to call forestry may
be likened to the agricultural efforts of our
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FOREST CONSERVATION.

WHAT WASTEFUL LUMBERING AND FIRE DID IN ONTARIO. 2. TIMBERED HILLSIDE IN B. C, WHEN

THE LOGGER GOT THROUGH. 3. TIMBER NEAR ALBERNI, B. C. 4. HEADWATERS OF THE ELK

RIVER, 6,700 FEET ABOVE SEA LEVEL, IN THE CANADIAN ROCKIES.
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forefathers who scratched the soil with wood-

en ploughs and paid little attention to the

future use of the land. Like agriculture and

mining, forestry has a scientific basis. When
better understood it will command equal at-

tention and be recognized as a factor that

enters largely into the more important econ-

omic questions of the day. Just as agricul-

tural colleges and experimental farms require

a large number of professional men with

superior technical training^ to teach the prin-

ciples of agriculture and investigate the new

problems that are constantly coming forward

for solution, and just as our mining schools

and our Geological Survey Department need

highly trained specialists to show us how to

develop our mineral wealth, so our forestry

schools and our Bureaus of Forestry will

require trained specialists to teach the prin-

ciples of forestry and investigate its many
complex problems. The idea that scientific

foresters are purely theoretical and of little

use to the community is now pretty well ex-

ploded, and it will not be long before the

science of forestry is recognized as a distinct

profession, ranking equally with engineering,

law, medicine and teaching.

FAR-REACHING PROBLEMS.

A forester does not aim to oppose Nature

but to assist her; to make use of the favour-

able conditions naturally existing in any given

locality and to hold in check the unfavour-

able ones. He exercises his skill in the selec-

tion of the most suitable species and modifies

their growth so that they may produce the

most valuable timber in the shortest possible

time without diminishing the value of the soil

for the production of future wood crops.

Like the agriculturist, he carries on his busi-

ness for the practical purpose of producing a

revenue. Both must guard against the im-

poverishment of the soil and constantly aim

to increase its value. In each case the land

is the principal capital, and any part of it

either wholly non-productive or turned to a

less profitable use than it might be represents

so much wasted capital. From this it will

be seen that questions of forest management
are often extremely difficult and complicated.

A food crop can usually be grown in a year,

but a wood crop requires from thirty to a

hundred years to produce. Hence the for-

ester is constantly being called upon to deal

with questions of tremendous magnitude and

importance. He is not a mere botanist let

loose to air his knowledge at the expense of

others ; neither is he simply a fire ranger, a

lumberman, a sportsman, a dendrologist, nor

a silviculturist. He must clearly understand

all these phases of the question and above all

their relation to one another. His profession
touches life at many points and he must of

necessity be thoroughly well trained for his

life work if he is to be of the highest service

to the state.

STATE FORESTRY.

Very few private owners or corporations
are in a position to wait from thirty to a hun-

dred years before deriving a revenue from

the growing wood crop. Growing such a

crop for use and for revenue practically

means that the State must exercise its pro-

vidential functions so as to counteract the

destructive tendencies of private exploitation.

Being a permanent institution it can exercise

this providential function and make provision

for the future. All history teaches that

whilst the private individual makes the best

farmer, the state makes the best forester—
and perhaps the only safe forester. This be-

ing the case, it seems to be the plain duty of

T)ur legislators to make adequate provision for

the proper protection and management of our

rapidly diminishing forest areas. Under
rational management they can be made to

produce a continuous revenue. Such man-

agement will not only increase their growing

capacity but improve the quality of the tim-

ber and protect it from fire, timber thieves,

insect enemies and fungous diseases. The

immediate revenue will not be as great as

under the present destructive methods, but

both yield and revenue will be sustained.

A far-sighted, comprehensive, aggressive

and business-like public policy in relation to

our forests is one of the great needs of the

time. Our leading statesmen and public

economists recognize this fact, and an ever-

increasing number of thoughtful people is

urging the Federal and Provincial Govern-

ments to introduce a sweeping forestry policy.

Unquestionably there are difficulties in the

way, but none that may not be settled upon

a fair and equitable basis. In both the

Provinces and the unorganized Territories

the leased timber lands revert to the Crown.

This places us in a most advantageous posi-

tion for the practical working out of sane,

practical and far-reaching forest policies. No
other economic problem confronting the Can-

adian people is equal in importance to that

offered by the present condition and future

fate of our forests.
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1. TIMBER ON THE SHORES OF THE MACKENZIE RIVER. 2. FOREST-CLAD SLOPES IN THE CROW's NEST

PASS, B. C. 3. YOUNG OREGON FOREST UNDER MANAGEMENT. 4. PULPWOOD SLASHING,

TOPS AND BRANCHES LEFT TO FORM A REGULAR FIRE-TRAP.



C. p. R. Irrigation Project
Alberta

[By Mr. A. S. Dawson, Chief Engineer]

ENGINEERING AND CONSTRUCTION.

In developing the scheme, the Block of

about three million acres extending 1 50 miles

east of the city of Calgary and between the

Bow and Red Deer Rivers, has been di-

vided into three sections: Western, Eastern

and Central; of about one million acres each,

and the work is being carried on along the

lines of development of the sections in the

order named.

WESTERN SECTION.

The Western Section is composed of 1 ,-

039,620 acres, of which 370,000 acres have

been brought under irrigation.

The water for the irrigation of the Western

Section is diverted from the Bow River at a

point about two miles below the city of

Calgary. From there it is carried south and

east through a main canal 1 7 miles in length,

which in part is 60 feet wide on the bottom,

1 20 feet wide at the water line, and designed

to carry water to a depth of 1 feet. The

larger portion of this canal, however, is 44
feet bed width and 84 feet on the water

line.

This main canal delivers water to a res-

ervoir, for which a natural depression has

been utilized, and where by the erection of a

large dam a body of water three miles long,

half a mile wide and 40 feet in depth has

been created. Just before reaching this res-

ervoir the main canal makes a vertical drop

of 10 feet.

From the reservoir referred to, the water

is taken out in three secondary canals, "A,'

"B" and "C," and carried to the different

districts to be irrigated. These secondary

canals have a combined length of about 250

miles, and are the following sizes at their

westerly ends:

Secondary Canal *A," 18 ft. bed width,

carrying 8 ft. of water.

Secondary Canal "B," 28 ft. bed width,

carrying 6 ft. of water.

Secondary Canal "C." 40 ft. bed width,

carrying 6 ft. of water.

From these secondary canals the water
is again taken out and distributed in each irri-

gation district through a comprehensive sys-

tem of distributing ditches, which bring the

water to each parcel of land irrigated.

In the Western Section of the Block the

following mileage of waterways has been

constructed:

Main Canal 17 miles

Secondary Canals 254 miles

Distributing Ditches 1 ,329 miles

Total 1 ,600 miles

In addition to the above, there are several

hundred miles of small ditches constructed

by the farmers to distribute the water over

their farms.

The structures, consisting of headgates,

spillways, drops, flumes, bridges, weirs, etc..

are numbered in thousands, and in their con-

struction ten million feet B. M. of timber

and four thousand cubic yards of reinforced

concrete were used.

In completing the canal system of the

Western Section ten million cubic yards of

material were excavated.

Of its total area, both irrigable and non-

irrigable, less than five per cent, remains un-

sold.

EASTERN SECTION.

The Eastern Section of the Block is com-

posed of 1,156,224 acres, of which 440,-

000 are to be rendered irrigable. Most of

this land is of a gently rolling character, and

susceptible of good drainage.

This system will be an entirely independ-

ent one from the Western and Central Sec-

tion systems, having an independent intake,

located about three miles southwest of Bas-

sano, a point on the main line of the Can-

adian Pacific Railway 83 miles east of

Calgary.
The system as outlined from the surveys

will take advantage of a low pass through

the rim of the Bow Valley at the Horse-

shoe Bend to take water from the river by
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an independent intake at that point. A dam
is being built across the river at this point

which performs two functions. First, it raises

the level of the water at the intake, thus en-

abling the system to command a much larger

area of land than it would otherwise do, and

secondly, it reduces the quantity of material

to be removed from the main canal heading

at the dam.

This structure is being built on the Bow
River at a point locally known as Horse-

shoe Bend, distant about three miles south-

west of Bassano. At this point the ordinary

low water level is elevation 2515.00. The
elevation of the sills of the canal headgates

is 2549.63, and it was desired to raise the

water to give a depth of 1 1 feet above these

sills, making normal water level at the dam
2560.63.

The dam is to be a composite structure,

consisting of a long and high earthen em-

bankment on the south bank of the river, and

a reinforced concrete spillway in the exist-

ing river channel, connected at its northerly

end with the canal headgates.

Just above the site of the dam the river

makes a long bend, in the shape of a horse-

shoe, which gives the locality its name, the

dam being located at the toe of the horse-

shoe. At this point the river is approximately
600 feet wide. The north or left bank of

the river has a narrow bench immediately

at the water's edge and only a few feet above

it, beyond which is a cut bank rising over

1 00 feet above the bed of the stream.

The south or right bank has a gravel

beach rising gradually until it forms a tongue

between the two legs of the horseshoe. This

tongue has a broad flat top several hundred

feet in width and rises gradually to the gen-

eral prairie elevation. The general elevation

of the surface of this tongue near the river

is about 25 feet above the bed of the stream.

On this tongue an earth dam is now un-

der construction, to which the spillway will

be joined.

The earthen embankment will have a maxi-

mum height of about 45 feet, a total length

of about 7,000 feet, and at its highest point

is 350 feet in width at the base. It will

contain about one million cubic yards.

The wetter slope is to be 4 to 1 , the dry

slope 3 to 1 , and the top width 32 feet,

with a freeboard of 9 feet above normal

water level. Provision has been made for

under drainage, and its upper slope will be

paved either with boulder concrete or re-

inforced concrete slabs.

The foundation of the earth portion con-

sists of a deposit of river silt over coarse

gravel and boulders, which in turn overlies

dense blue clay.

The spillway was designed to pass over

its crest 100,000 second feet without raising

the surface of the pool above elevation

2562.63, or I 3 feet over the crest, which

requires a free length of weir of about 600
feet. To allow for end contraction on ac-

count of the piers necessary to support the

movable crest, an aggregate length of 650
feet between piers was decided on.

As the crest of the dam and the sills of

the canal headgates were fixed at elevation

2549.63, the additional depth of 1 I feet

for which the canal was designed had to be

maintained by some form of movable crest

for the entire length of the spillway, in order

to pass extreme floods. This movable crest

will be divided into 24 sections and sup-

ported between piers giving 27 feet clear

spans. These of>enings will be regulated by
structural steel gates, either in the form of

segmental Taintor gates or by "Stoney"
sluices.

In the determination of the spacing of the

buttresses due consideration was given to

the effect upon cost of construction, the time

required to build the structure, and the limi-

tations in length of the gates corresponding
to the spacing of the buttresses, with the re-

sult that these are to be at 15' centers, with

every second buttress carried up in the form

of bridge piers, with clear spans of 27 feet.

Emergency gates will also be provided in

case of necessary repairs having to be made
to the main gates.

The spillway proper is to be a reinforced

concrete structure of the so-called Ambursen

type, consisting of a heavy floor built upon
the bed of the stream with suitable cut-off

walls at its upstream and downstream edges,
and upon this floor will be erected parallel

buttresses of substantially triangular outline,

having a slope on the upstream edge of about

45 degrees. Upon brackets or haunches pro-

jecting from the faces of the buttresses and

parallel to the upstream edges will be cast

concrete slabs to form a deck, terminating
at the top of the buttresses in a curvet crest

and passing down over the downstream edge
of the buttresses in the form of an apron
suitably curved to correspond as nearly as

possible to the path of the over-fall flood

waters.
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In front of the dam the floor will be car-

ried downstream a distance of about 90 feet,

forming a tumbling hearth.

In general the cross section of the spill-

way is what is known as the Ogee section,
and consists of constructing the downstream
face of the dam between the crest and the
floor in the form of a reverse curve, the lower

edge of this curve being tangent to the floor

of the structure, so that the overfalling nappe
should be led down the face of the dam and
turned into a horizontal direction tangental
to the river bed with the least possible dis-

turbance, while passing over the face of
the structure.

The spillway is founded on a deposit of

sand, gravel and boulders, overlying a thick

stratum of stiff blue clay.
At the upper and downstream edges of the

structure, as well as at the centre, heavy cut-

off walls are being carried well down into

the clay and well bonded to the body of the

carpet.

The structure is to be 720 feet in length
between abutments, with a maximum height
of 40 feet to the overflow crest, above which
1 I feet of water will be retained by the

gates above referred to.

It will contain about 40,000 cubic yards
of concrete and 2^^ million pounds of re-

inforcing steel.

Provision will be made for a road bridge
on top of the structure.

The abutments connecting the spillway
with the earth dam will be in the form of

reinforced concrete retaining walls of the

counterfort type, with a view of cutting off

all possibility of leakage at this point.

The question of the operation of the gates
has not yet been decided upon, but either a

smaller power plant, consisting of vertical

turbines with direct connected generators will

be installed inside the dam for this purpose,
as well as lighting, or else natural gas will

be made use of.

The canal headgates will form an integral

part of the spillway structure at its northerly

end. They will consist of 5 openings each

of 20 feet, controlled by "Stoney" sluices.

These gates will control the discharge

through a main canal of 70 feet bed width,

carrying 1 1 feet of water, and designed to

discharge 3,000 cubic feet per second.

The material excavated from the first

I 3,000 feet of the canal, amounting to about

one million yards, is now being transported

.across the river, over a double track pile

trestle bridge, and placed in the earthen em-
bankment previously referred to.

The contract for this structure was let on
October 1st, 1910, to the Ambursen Hy-
draulic Construction Company, of Boston
and Montreal. Work was commenced im-

mediately and it is anticipated that it will

be completed within eighteen months from
that date.

The earthen embankment referred to is

part of a very large contract awarded Messrs.

Janse, McDonnell & Co. in June, 1910. ex-

tending over five years and including about
20 muiion cubic yards of excavation in the

Eastern Section of the Railway Company's
Irrigation Block, in which close to half a

million acres will be placed under "ditch."
At a point about five miles from the in-

take, an earth dam, 1280 feet in leigth, 35
feet maximum height, containing 80,000 cu-
bic yards, is built across the valley, thus

forming a tail pool into which the main canal
will discharge, and from which the branch
canals will be fed.

From this pool two canals will head—the

north branch and the east branch. The north

branch is the smaller of the two and will

serve the country lying north and west of

Mat-zi-win Creek, which is the name applied
to the valley above mentioned. At the out-

set this canal will be about 30 feet bed
width, carrying about 63/2 feet of water.

After crossing the railway line, the loca-

tion of this canal will follow the west flank

of a deep valley known as Crawling Valley
to a point about eight miles north of its in-

take, where it will cross the valley by a

siphon or flume and then run northerly. It

will have numerous branches, and will be-

come smaller as the distributaries are thrown

off, finally tailing out at the Red Deer River.

The east branch, like the north branch,
will head out in the tail pool of the main
canal. Its size at the outlet will be about 70
feet bed width, carrying 9.3 feet of water.

Its general course will be south-east, and it

will serve the balance of the country not

served by the north branch.

Near Lathom the first branch will take

off, crossing the railway and watering a

large area between the two forks of the

Met-zi-win Creek. This branch will be

known as the Spring Hill canal and will be

about 35 feet bed width, carrying 7 feet

of water.

The east branch will continue south-east-

erly, reaching the height of land at the head
of Antelope Creek. At this point it will
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again fork, the south-easterly branch being
known as the Bow Slope Canal, which will

be about 1 7 feet bed width, carrying 5 feet

of water, and will serve all the land on the

Bow River Slope.
At Cassils two smaller canals will be taken

off, and just south of Brooks the east branch

will discharge part of its water into Lake
Newell Reservoir, which will be formed in

a depression in the Little Rolling Hills by
the construction of a number of earth dams,
the largest of which will be about 2,000 feet

long and 30 feet in height. The storage

capacity of this reservoir will be about 1 75,-

000 acre feet, more or less.

The balance of the water in the east

branch will go down the east Hank of the

Rolling Hills on a high grade line in a canal

known as Rolling Hills Canal, the size of

which will be about 20 feet bed width, carry-

ing 5^ feet of water.

The outlet from the reservoir will be a

canal about 40 feet bed width, carrying 7

feet of water and about five miles in length.

At its easterly end it will discharge into a

very large siphon or flume, about 1 0,000
feet in length, which will carry the water

over a deep notch in the watershed and de-

liver it to the Bantry Canal, which will

serve north and south of the Bantry Hills.

The Bantry Canal until it forks will be

about 45 feet bed width, carrying 7^ feet

of water. After it forks the east branch will

be about 20 feet bed width, carrying 5^
feet of water.

The system to serve the Eastern Section

is a very large undertaking, involves a great

many large and important structures, and the

details of construction are being worked out

with all possible care, it being the intention

to make use of reinforced concrete or other

permanent construction in all important
structures.

The estimated mileage of canals and
ditches to serve this portion of the Block is

as follows:

Main Canal 5 miles

Secondary Canals 475 miles

Distributing Ditches 2,020 miles

Total 2,500 miles

The earth work necessary to remove in

connection with the construction of the

above mentioned canals and ditches will

amount to over 20 million cubic yards, the

whole of which is now under contract. The
structures, numbering thousands, will include

drops, headgates, flumes, siphons, bridges,

etc., and to a large extent will be built of re-

inforced concrete.

CENTRAL SECTION.

This contains an area of 801,737 acres,

of which it is proposed to irrigate about 70,-

000 acres. The preliminary surveys are

now about completed, and the non-irrigable

areas being rapidly disposed of. The irri-

gable lands in this section will be served

through an enlargement of the system already
constructed to serve the Western Section of

the Block, the head works of which are lo-

cated near Calgary.

She: "They say there are germs in

kisses. What do you suppose a girl could

catch that way?"
He: "A husband."

DOMINION CONFERENCE OF
FRUIT GROWERS.

The Ontario delegates to the conference

to be held in Ottawa, Feb. 20, 21, 22, have

given notice of the following resolutions,

viz. :

1 . That the Government have daily mar-

ket prices cabled from their agents in the Old

Country and published in the daily papers
in all Provinces of the Dominion.

2. That the Association urge upon the

Dominion Minister of Agriculture to appoint
a commission of three from each Province,

composed of fruit dealers or growers of

prominence, to select and recommend for ap-

pointment fruit inspectors.

3. That the Dominion Government be re-

quested to have the forms issued to basket

manufacturers, so as to insure uniform size

of fruit baskets.

4. That the Government be asked to so

amend the Inspection and Sales Act as to

guarantee a uniform size for each variety.

5. That the Government be asked to

amend the Inspection and Sales Act, and
with this in view to appoint a larger number
of inspectors so that inspection be made at

point of shipment and a certificate of same
be given.

6. That railway companies be interview-

ed by the transportation committee, with a

view of improving the refrigerator-car accom-

modation, and to protect fruit, and that the

railway companies be asked to guarantee re-

frigerator cars to move fruit in cold weather.



Lady Adanac's Fireside Talks

THE
New Year appears to me a good

time for us women to consider this

all-important "Question" to which
our name is attached. The "Woman Ques-
tion"—what is it? And what stand should

we take about it? Stated briefly, it is the

question that is being asked on all hands as

to Woman's proper position in the social

economy, or if you like it better, in the world
as we know it in this twentieth century.

Middle-aged people, under which term we
may include all those from, say, forty-five

to sixty, know that a great change has taken

place in woman's position within their recol-

lection. Ideas have changed and the work

actually done by women has changed enor-

mously, in kind, if not in amount.

Thirty or forty years ago the question of

political rights for women was raised by a

few, it is true, but was not seriously consid-

ered at all ; advanced education for women
was condemned by the very class of people
who now uphold it; and the technical educa-

tion of women, to fit them to earn their own

living and to hold their own with men in the

business world, was unthought of. Now all

these things are accepted as matters of course,—the only difference of opinion being as to

how far women are to go in the directions

indicated. Certain political rights are grant-

ed, but not all—and there is some diversity

of opinion as to the kind of "Higher Educa-
tion" best suited to the sex. But as to wom-
an's position in the business world and the

advantage of her being trained for it,
—

against which position many just objections

might be raised,—there is seldom heard a

word of protest. All seem agreed that wom-
en must earn their keep in this world in the

same way as men, at least until some man is

found who is willing to undertake it for

them.

Many of us can remember when the men
were expected to support not only their wives,

but all their female relatives not otherwise

provided for, to a remote degree; it was ex-

pected of them and they lived up to the ex-

pectation.

There is a good deal to be said in favor

of the position occupied by women in the

mid-nineteenth century,—but it does not con-

cern us now. That day has gone, never to

return. What we have to consider is, how
are we to act under the present changed and

changing conditions? We have been born

into a quick-moving age, a complex society,

an intensely interesting period of time. It is

a privilege which entails a large responsibility.

Granted that we want to do our part in

carrying forward the work of civilization,

the development of the race; how can we
best accomplish it?

I say, by making good use of the tools

which the Twentieth Century has put into

our hands or is offering us.

There was a time when our sex's only
tool was the soft hand of Womanhood. With
it she plied the needle and prepared the food,

or rocked the symbolic Cradle of Humanity.
No more was asked of her, although she was

permitted to use that same soft hand (always,

theoretically, "soft,") to wield a pencil or

a brush, or through the condescension of the

lordly male,—the pen.

Nous avons change tout cela. It behooves

us to take every advantage of the change.
Let us take hold of the tools of our day,—

unfamiliar to many of us though they be,—•

and learn to use them well.

There are the tools of Modern Invention,

for example. Very foolish is the woman who
does not take full advantage of these. We
live in an age of labor-saving machinery and

women are entitled to their share of it in the

home. It is oftener her fault than the man's

if her kitchen is not furnished with the handy
contrivances and the labor-saving devices with-

in her means. Not all of them, but a great

many at least, represent money well invested.

Many a woman washes her clothes laborious-

ly by hand and kneads her bread by the

same slow process, and even gets along some-

how without a sink in the kitchen or water

laid on in the house, whose husband would

justly regard himself as a fool if he did not

use the latest and best type of plough, or cul-

tivator, or other implement required in his

work, regardless of cost. City women,

though more progressive on the whole, are

still far from taking advantage of all the
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modern conveniences within their reach. The

good and faithful human servants of the old-

en days seem to have vanished off the face of

the earth, but instead of bemoaning their loss

why not make full use of that wonderfully
efficient domestic servant which we alone in

all the ages are privileged to employ: Elec-

tricity ?

This servant already does much for us,

but it is safe to say that it will soon do far

more if we will let it,
—for, like other ser-

vants,—the more that is expected of it, the

more it will do. Already it lights our homes

and cleans our rooms and irons our clothes;

it runs our messages if we wish to stay at

home and conveys our persons if we desire

to go abroad. Soon it will cook our food

and heat our homes. Fortunately it will not

do our thinking for us, else we should un-

doubtedly revert to the original Ape, or come
to the sad end of the "great and jolly na-

tion of the Doasyoulikes," according to

Charles Kingsley.
Then there is the tool of Education. Say,

rather, we are offered in Modern Education

a variety of tools from which to select those

best fitted for our use. This is such a big

subject that I can only suggest a thought or

two and leave the rest unsaid. There was a

time when education in the sense of book

knowledge was of little importance to men
and of less to women; men could "get on in

the world" and women could do all that was

required of them, without it. That day has

passed. An education is essential for every
individual in the present day, and the foun-

dations thereof must be thoroughly well laid,

whatever the superstructure may be, or a great

injustice will be done.

Education must above all things be practi-

cal, we hear on all hands. So it must in-

deed, but remember, the most practical thing
of all, without which the rest is useless, is to

learn to use our brains. Mental processes
must be made easy and sure by practice;

memory must be strengthened; the power of

concentrating the mind must be acquired;

judgment and reasoning powers must be cul-

tivated, and those studies are most practical

Tvhich will best develop the minds of children

along those lines.

So much for the foundation. After that

let every individual, girls as well as boys,
women as well as men, learn to do one thing
at least, thoroughly well, well enough for

their work to be worth while to the commun-

ity, well enough to earn a living by doing it

if necessary.

There is no more pitiable sight in the world
than that of some poor woman turned adrift

to earn her own living, incapable of doing

any one useful thing, rvell. Well done work
is generally well paid work. But this poor
woman's education taught her to do many
things indifferently and made her mistress of

none. There is nothing for her but to join

the vast army of Incapables, who are paid a

bare living,,
—or starving, wage,—and who

are dear at that.

But what is this brand-new, shining tool

we see our Century offering to some women
and churlishly withholding from others who
are clamoring for it? Can you guess?

The Ballot!

Not ours to use yet, you say. No, but it

needs no prophet to predict that it soon will

be.

Perhaps you do not want it. "A man's

implement," some one exclaims; "I prefer my
woman's tools ; they have served well in the

past; they will suffice for the present and the

future." But it is not a question of prefer-

ence or of choice, dear Woman. The point
is this: The ballot is yours already in part;
it will be yours altogether within, I venture

to assert, a very few years. What are you
going to make of it? You will not cast it

aside and refuse to use it because this style

of tool does not please you or interest you?
You can do work with it that can be done
in no other way, and it is work that your

Century calls on you to perform.
Of one thing be sure. The Ballot is no

Magic Wand in the hands of either men or

women. Water will not rise above its own
level nor can a Legislative Body be superior
to the men who compose it or the people it

represents; and these people are average
men and women, good and bad, not the ideal

people who would be needed to inhabit the

Utopia that some fondly hope to see estab-

lished by Government.

No magic wand,—just a useful tool,—a

powerful implement; or rather, many in one.

This Woman's Vote, if we use it intelli-

gently and conscientiously when we get it,

may become a Wedge to start new openings
in the imprisoning walls of Social Conditions,

letting some of the Joy of life shine through
them. It may become a hammer to drive a

nail in the plank that will carry a noble

cause over difficulties; a Lever to lift ob-

structions out of the path of progress; a Rule
to measure out equal opportunities for all.
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There is no end to the uses this new tool

may be put to,—but best of all I like to

fancy it in the hands of energetic and coura-

geous women, a Besom, to sweep our Public

Places clean of Trash and Humbug,—a Fork
to remove the foul accumulations of Graft

and Corruption from the Augean stables of

National Politics !

In conclusion: A Happy New Year to

all of us! May 1912 imbue us with its own
spirit, and the Spirit of our Age. Let us de-

hght in its good and feel shame for its evil;

let us fight its battles with the weapons it

has fashioned for us, and let us be, in a good
and practical sense, strictly UP TO DATE.

BIDDY'S MORNING CALL.

The morning was no greyer nor duller

than my spirits as I sat near the window to

get what little light there was on my work.

It was very close to January 1 st, and I was

sorting over the year's accumulation of let-

ters, throwing most of them into the waste-

paper basket but laying aside a few, to save

them just a little while longer from the in-

evitable flames.

Lifting my eyes, I saw Biddy dashing

through the mud and the rain towards our

gate. She is a dear girl and seldom misses

giving me at least a good morning on her

way to the city. Today she looked positive-

ly blooming, and coming in, she brought a

whole roomful of moist, fresh air with her.

It made me shiver; I was feeling out of

sorts anyway.
"Biddy, do shut the door!" I exclaimed.

She closed it on the instant.

"Anything wrong?" she demanded. "Bank
busted? Boys going to the 'demnition bow-
wows?' or have you only been lying awake
all night, thinking what it would feel like if

they did?"

"The New Year is such a sad time," I

said solemnly, and as I looked through the

window I couldn't tell whether the mist that

blurred everything was in the atmosphere or

my eyes.

"Sad! Whatever blue devils have got

hold of you, Lady Adanac? It's a per-

fectly glorious world!"

"It all depends on the point of view," I

replied, rather sharply, I'm afraid. "I'm fif-

ty and you are twenty, Biddy, that makes
all the difference in the world."

"Thirty years—quite a bit of difference,"

Biddy admitted, sobered all at once. "Still,

Lady, we both live in the same world, and it's

a beautiful world, you know that!"

"Is it?" I asked, looking dubiously at

the dreary prospect out of doors.

"It is! You know it is!" my youthful
friend maintained, stoutly. "And anyhow,
you're good for another fifty years, so cheer

up, old lady. It's not grippe, is it?" she

added, anxiously.

"No, it's not—"
and I managed a feeble

laugh. "But it's just this way, Biddy; ^ou
are going up, / am going down." I paused
for effect, and Biddy interrupted

"For pity's sake, Lady, you sound like

an elevator: Going up—going down—
What do you mean?"

"I mean," said I, vehemently, "that I

have to face the fact that I have reached the

summit of all life holds for me. It is going
down, now,—a slow or a quick descent as

it may chance to be,—but always going down
until—I don't want to sadden you by men-

tioning the grave, Biddy, but still, the New
Year makes me think of these things, and this

dull morning is depressing, anyway."
"I'm surprised at you," said Biddy, se-

verely. "I thought you simply longed to be

a grandmother and to sit by the fire knit-

ting socks!"

"Oh, even at fifty one has one's moods,"
I replied, with an attempt at a smile.

Biddy looked at me thoughtfully for at

least a minute.

"You're all wrong. Lady," said she at

last. "I mean about the 'going down' on

the other side. You're thinking of nothing
but steep, rough places and slippery slants,

with a deep, dark valley at the bottom. But

I don't think it's that way; I'm sure it needn't

be that way. Don't you remember?" she

continued eagerly, "that mountain we climb-

ed last summer? We planned to come down
the other side; and when we got to the top,

there was no other side! There was just a

beautiful, sunshiny plain,
—don't you re-

member. Lady, dear? Where you could

see, oh, ever so far, farm houses and fields,

and streams and trees, and in the distance a

lovely sunset, all red and gold—"
she stop-

ped for breath and gave me one of her sweet-

est smiles. (Biddy is not pretty, but she

has a bewitching smile.)

"Biddy, how you have comforted me," I

said, for every blue devil had taken flight at

her words. "Yours is the right view of life

after all. First a climb, then a going for-

ward through a pleeisant country—thank you,

Biddy!"
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"It sounds rather sentimental," said my
little friend, briskly, "considering that sen-

timent isn't my line. But anyhow. Lady,
dear, I hope you'll live another fifty years
to prove the truth of it."

"Horrors!" I cried, with a real laugh this

time, "save me from being a centenarion !

"

"It's what we're all coming to," Biddy as-

sured me. "Men of science say so, and of

course they know. Before my time comes I

expect the Elixir of Life will at last have

been discovered, and my friends will be saved

my funeral expenses—"
She was out of

the door by this time, but held it open a

crack, to call back

"A Happy New Year to you. Lady Ad-
anac—and Fifty of them!"

But I knew that her real wish for me was
a forward journey through that Pleasant

Country.

BOBBIE'S FIRST SWIMMING
LESSON.

"Now, children," said Grandma, as the

three gathered round her to hear their story

at the close of a long, snowy day, "I mean
to tell you of an adventure that happened
to your Father when he was six years old."

"Was he a little boy in Australia then?"

Trot enquired.

"No—a little boy in Canada. Your
father was never in Australia, dear, and this

was before the family moved to Europe, as

I told you they did, last night. Your Grand-
mother Maclaren, who is dead now, you
know, told me all about this story, and you
may be sure that every word of it is true.

"Your father was a strong, sturdy little

fellow; he almost lived out-of-doors, and he

delighted to do everything that his big
brothers did; he played all their games and
went with them on their shooting and fishing

expeditions whenever they would take him.

But he could not swim and it was a great
trouble to him that he had to go with the lit-

tle boys to a safe place where the water was

shallow, while his brothers went to the

'Cove,' the resort of all the good swimmers.

He had often begged them to teach him to

swim, but they could not be bothered with

him, I suppose, for they never tried to

teach him.

"But when his biggest brother. Nelson,

came home from college that summer for his

vacation, and Bobbie asked him, he got a

pleasant surprise, for Nelson consented im-

mediately, laughing in his loud, jolly way,
as he did so.

"Nelson, I must tell you, thought a great

deal of his own knowledge and importance,—
he meant to be a doctor some day, and in the

meantime he read a great many books and

was a good student.

"It appears that he had been reading about

the native children of Australia and the Is-

lands of the Pacific, who can swim almost

before they can walk. Their mothers teach

them by throwing them into the water where

it is quite deep, and they kick out to save

themselves from drowning, and begin to

swim just like little puppies do when you
throw them into the water."

"How funny!" exclaimed Fred, and all

the children agreed that it would be great

fun to see the black babies swimming about

in the water like little frogs.

"Well, Nelson had been reading about all

this, and the writer of the book also gave
it as his opinion that the best way to teach

any child, white or black, to swim, was to

throw them into deep water and to let Nature

teach them, for he said swimming was a

natural instinct, like walking, and much more

easily acquired,
—which is all nonsense, chil-

dren," Grandma hastened to add, as she saw
that Peggy and Fred were looking much

impressed.

"Unfortunately Nelson believed it all,

and without saying a word to any one he

determined to try the experiment on Bobbie.

So he promised to give him a swimming les-

son that very afternoon, and after dinner

they both went out in a row-boat on the lake.

It was a lovely, bright day in August, and

your father was in high glee at the thought
of learning to swim at last.

"
'When are we going to the "Cove,"

Nelson?' he asked after they had been row-

ing for a while.
"
'We're not going there at all,' Nelson

replied. 'Take off your clothes now. Bob,
and I'll soon show you how to swim.'

'Right out here in the middle of the

lake?' Bobbie asked, hardly believing his

ears, and beginning to feel ia little bit fright-

ened.

"Nelson assured him that this was the very
best place to learn, but he had to coax for

a good while before he could persuade the

little fellow to undress for his first lesson.

"Bobbie kept saying as he pulled his gar-

ments off one by one: 'Why don't you get

undressed, too. Nelson? I'll get cold wait-

ing for you. You'd better hurry up.'
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"But Nelson only watched him without

making any reply, and as soon as the little

fellow was quite stripped he picked him up
without a word of warning, and in spite of

poor Bobbie's shrieks and even tears, he

threw him out into the water, as far as he

could.

"Nelson was a strong fellow and could

swim like a fish himself, but he had such a

foolish belief in every word he had read in

that ridiculous book that he never expected

to have to get into the water to help Bobbie.

He just sat down and took up the oars, and

waited to see him begin to swim.

"Instead of that, when Bobbie came up
after staying under water a good deal longer

than his brother expected, he threw his arms

up over his head, gasped piteously, *Oh, Nel-

son, take me out!' and then went down again

like a lump of lead.

"When Nelson saw him disappear again

so quickly, he was thoroughly frightened, I

can tell you, and it took him a very few

moments to unlace his boots and throw off

his coat ; so when Bobbie's head showed dark

above the water once more, he was ready to

jump in after him. But the boat had already

drifted a little way from the boy, and when

he reached the spot where he had seen him,

Bobbie had disappeared again. There was

nothing for it but to dive after him, and this

Nelson did, and was lucky enough to just

clutch his short hair as he went down, and

to drag his head out of the water.

"The boy did not struggle, which was

very fortunate for them both. He was too

far gone. He was a fat, sturdy boy, but Nel-

son managed to swim back with him without

difficulty, but to lift the limp, unconscious

little body over the side, without capsizing

the boat, was a different matter, and taxed

his strength to the utmost. If he had not

been a very strong fellow—as strong as an

ox, I have heard your father say—I am sure

he could not have done it. There was no

one in sight to help him, however, and he

succeeded in the end in getting both Bobbie

and himself back in the boat. Then it was

a simple matter to row ashore and carry the

little fellow up to the house in his arms."

"Was he dead?" asked Trot, in awe-

struck tones.

"Of course not, you goose!" cried Peggy,

scornfully, "Bobbie was our father, and he's

alive now!"

"Well, he was very nearly dead. Baby,"

said Grandma. "It took a long time to

bring him properly to life again, and it took

a longer time still for him to get over the

fright and the chill, which made him ill for

a good many days."

"And what about that bad boy. Nelson?"

asked Fred, with severity.

"Nelson had learnt a lesson that he never

forgot, and the fright he had experienced,

together with the thought that he had very

nearly caused the death of his little brother,

was enough punishment for him. At any

rate, he did not receive any other."

"And when did Father learn to swim af-

ter that? I should think he would never

want to go near the water again in all his

life," said Peggy.

"Your Grandmother told me that he

learned to swim like a duck that very sum-

mer," said Grandma, laughing.

Then suddenly an expression of unusual

severity came over her kind, old face, and,

looking straight at Fred over the top of her

spectacles, she said:

"Don't you think that this true story I

have told you children ought to be a warn-

ing to everybod}) not to try experiments with

little children, or to persuade them to do

dangerous things just for the fun of seeing

them?"

Fred said not a word but grew very red

all over his face, while Trot in an absent-

minded way put her little hand to a spot on

the bridge of her nose which had been an-

ointed with lanoline. For that afternoon, it

being too stormy to go out, the children had

had a great frolic in the attic, and Fred had

coaxed Baby to be a Tight-rope Lady and

walk across a narrow beam, with the result

that she had fallen down and scraped a

large piece of skin off her poor, little nose.

HOW DID HE KNOW?
After dinner, when the ladies had gone

upstairs, the men, over their coffee and cigars,

talked as men will, of love.

All of a sudden the host said:

"I will tell you, gentlemen, this is the

truth: I have kissed the dainty Japanese

girl; I have kissed the South Sea maiden;

I have kissed the slim Indian beauty, and the

girls of England, Germany, and even of

America; but it is truest that to kiss my wife

is best of all."

Then a young man at the table said:

"By gad. Sir, you are right there,"



Mixed Plantations

FROM
the view of the landowner who

looks askance at afforestation from

the point of expense without immedi-

ate profit, it is not so easy to explain why
so many owners plant large areas, at con-

siderable outlay, in such a way that they

can never be expected to produce good tim-

ber. One of the most usual mistakes is im-

proper mixing, which is to be seen in

country districts, particularly in the

South of England. Extensive woods
are planted with four or more differ-

ent species, without regard to their rate

of growth, shade-bearing qualities, soil

demands and hardiness, which are always
considered by the experienced forester

or woodman. We recently saw a

plantation composed of Scots pine,

Norway spruce, larch, beech and birch,

all apparently even aged, but not by any
means anything like even-sized or

health. Mixtures are, as a general rule,

desirable, although upon this question a

great deal of nonsense has been talked

and written by persons who have done a

deal of reading but had very little prac-
tical experience. Such a jumble as is

here described would need all the efforts

of a first-class forester to make it a suc-

cess, and he would probably begin by
felling half the species in favor of the

better-growing ones. There is danger in

too much variety, while it is no advantage
whatever, as two, or at the most three,

species will provide shelter and at the

same time all that is needed for main

crop and undergrowth ; moreover, it is,

as a rule, most difficult to find a market

for a crop composed of several different

kinds of timber. An exception may be

made when working woods on the selec-

tion system, but this method is rather out

of date for large areas, although most

authors still devote a good deal of atten-

tion to it, probably out of deference to

the old masters, who often looked upon
it as the ideal. While we should not like

to throw cold water upon the efforts of

private planters, we desire to suggest that

it would be advisable to obtain the opinion
of an expert when about to form these

plantations.

Another fault that one often meets

with in pure woods is the neglect to fill

up gaps caused by death in plantations.

This is especially evident in the case of

the larch, which is favored by planters on

account of its quick growth and early

yield. It is often said that a properly
made plantation should require no tend-

ing other than thinning. But unfavor-

able circumstances can always spoil a

promising plantation, and when once an

area has been planted, however small it

may be, it is the duty of the person re-

sponsible to attend to its wants and help
it to fulfil the purpose for which it was
made. Larch is specially liable to die off

in patches, owing to the ravages of blister

and moth. We have seen any number
of promising larch plantations which

might be saved by a little timely atten-

tion. It is not advisable to fill in such

gaps with larch again, broad-leaved trees

such as beech or hornbeam being better,

as they help to improve the soil. A pure
larch plantation is sylviculturally bad in

any case, and although it is often advis-

able to start it as a pure wood, an under-

growth of some kind should be provided
as soon as the light which filters through
the crowns is strong enough to render

its growth possible. It should also be

borne in mind that the larch is a native

of the Alps, and that the low-lying dis-

tricts in the South of England have a

totally different climate. Unless soil and

situation are exceptionally favorable, and

on estates where the forests are looked

after by some person not very well up
in a knowledge of forestry, it would be

as well to leave larch plantings to the ex-

perts, and to be content with some other

tree which, though not quite so valuable,

will stand the conditions better.—British

Bx.



Our Ottawa Letter
FROM OUR OWN REPRESENTATIVE AT THE NATIONAL CAPITAL

IT
is satisfactory to note that a great im-

provement in the grading of Canadian

apples arriving in the leading British

markets so far during the present ship-

ping season is reported to the Trade

and Commerce Department by the Cana-

dian Trade Commissioners to the United

Kingdom. For instance, I may quote Mr.

W. J. Egan, Commissioner at Manchester.

He says the fruit brokers and merchants in

Liverpool and Manchester are "loud in their

praises of the improvement of grading of

Canadian apples." Nothing is now heard

of the complaints which were so frequent in

previous shipments of Canadian apples as

No. I., when really No. 2. All interest in

the trade express their appreciation of the

"thorough manner in which the Canadian

Government follows up those guilty of infrac-

tions of the law," and approval of the system

of publishing the names of those who are

found guilty of dishonest grading. These

names are freely distributed in the trade, and

results were seen before the end of last season

in better grading, which has continued this

year. Some shipments arrived over-ripe early

in the season. One, of about 1 5,000 barrels,

was loaded at Hahfax on a steamer that call-

ed at another port for general cargo, and

was delivered at Liverpool in pretty bad

shape. The softer varieties were dead ripe

and the delay at the port of call did the fruit

a lot of harm. The apple receipts to the end

of the month from all sources at the two ports

were 236,667 barrels, against 208,649 bar-

rels for the same period last year.

The english apple crop proved, after all,

at the close of the season for the native-grown

fruit, to have been unusually large and the

quality of marked excellence. This fact, to-

gether with larger offerings than were receiv-

ed the previous year from other sources of

supply, is responsible for the lower range of

prices for Canadian fruit at Liverpool and

Manchester, towards the close of the English

apple season, compared with the correspond-

ing period of 1910. However, Mr. Egan

says, results on the whole cannot be consid-

ered unsatisfactory, owing to the large quan-

tities disposed of. The condition and qual-

ity of the Canadian imports being generally

excellent there was very little shrinkage on net

results consequent on defective packages. Re-

ferring more particularly to the Ontario ship-

ments arriving to date of reporting, Mr. Egan
characterized them as "satisfactory in every

respect." The importers at Manchester con-

sidered the grading and packing of these con-

signments, as, generally speaking, first class."

Apples have been arriving in a fairly advanc-

ed state of maturity and therefore rather soft,

but landing conditions for the most part were

favorable and the snicks in the Ontario pack-

ages were consequently exceptionally light.

Mr. Egan remarks that Canada is very far

from enjoying a monopoly of the British mar-

ket, the following apple-producing countries

being exporters of apples in their respective

seasons, to the United Kingdom, namely:

Canada, United States, Belgium, France,

Germany, Holland, Portugal, Tasmania,

Denmark, Italy, Madeira, Norway, Aus-

tralia, New Zealand, Channel Island and

Newfoundland.

It may interest Canadian shippers to know

under what regulations the fruit trade by auc-

tion is conducted in Liverpool and Manches-

ter. The bulk of the Canadian shipments to

the two points is disposed of by public auc-

tion. Each port has a large sale room where

an association of fruit buyers conduct sales

on fixed market days, with occasional special

sales. Regular sale days at Liverpool are

Monday, Wednesday and Friday; and at

Manchester, Tuesday and Thursday. The

sale rooms are constructed with aeats facing

a pit which is below and in front of the auc-

tioneer, and which is furnished with a double

elevator for raising and lovering samples from

or to the basement. Printed catalogues are

supplied to buyers which give a discription of

the fruit to be disposed of, with mark or name

of shipper, number of barrels, etc., in lots,

variety or varieties of apples, apparent condi-

tion, such as tight, slack, slack and wet, etc.

Samples are taken from the dock (wharf) by

the brokers, and no sample is admitted to the
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salesroom which has been opened or tamper-
ed with in any way. The packages, barrels

or boxes, are not opened until raised into the

sale room, so that even the auctioneers have

no idea of the quality of the fruit beyond
what can be told before the packages are

opened; thus tights or slacks are detected by
sounding on ends of barrels, wets or slightly

wet by the outside appearance of the pack-

age, and so on. The samples brought into

the sale room are turned into large baskets

before the buyers, so there is nothing but a

bad reputation to be gained by facing barrels

with choice fruit and filling the rest of the

package with inferior qualities. Following
are the conditions of sale:

1 . All fruit and produce is offered on

the condition that the price paid be regarded

by the buyers as the value of the sound goods
contained in any package, whether the whole

of such contents be sound or only a part

thereof, and as regards such of the contents as

are spoilt, damaged, or otherwise defective,

so as to be unfit for human consumption, such

defective goods are not intended by the brok-

ers, or purchased by the buyers, for the food

of man.

2. The highest bidder (in due time) shall

be the purchaser, unless the lot shall be with-

drawn; and if any dispute arise, the manner
of settling such dispute shall be decided by
the selling broker.

3. The goods shall be taken away at the

purchaser's expense, as soon as possible after

sale, and any goods not rejected by the pur-
chaser during the day following sale shall be

considered as accepted by buyer, according
to the re-selection of selling broker's men, and
shall afterwards remain on quay or in ware-

house at the buyer's risk and expense.

4. Payment shall be made by cash before

delivery, if required. No discount to be allow-

ed. A deposit of 25 per cent, shall be made

(if required by the selling broker) at the

time of sale.

5. Each bidding not to be less thanl/2d.
under 3/, 3d. under £l, and 6d. over £1.

6. It shall be at the discretion of selling

broker to take or refuse the biddings of per-

sons who have been defaulters.

7. Both seller and buyer shall be bound

by the signature of the selling broker to the

catalogues with buyer's' names and prices

affixed.

8. In the event of non-fulfillment of any
of these conditions, the deposit shall be for-

feited, and the fruit may be re-sold at the

seller's discretion, either by public or private

sale; and the seller shall be under no obli-

gation to give notice of such second sale, but

the loss, if any, shall be born by the de-

faulter.

9. Buyers not taking delivery of samples

by noon on the day following sale, will in-

cur a charge of 3d. per package per day.
There is a fine growing market in Great

Britain for Canadian canned fruits and to-

matoes. Take the great port of Bristol, for

example. Mr. E. D. Amand, the Cana-
dian Trade Commissioner there, reports en-

quiries as to whether Canadian canned fruits

and tomatoes can be supplied to meet the

British demand. He had been informed by a

local broker that the latter was in a position

to dispose annually of about 20,000 cases of

Italian tomatoes and about the same quan-

tity of California pears, peaches and apri-

cots. If Canadian goods of these descripn

tions could be forwarded in direct shipments
to Bristol, and on as favorable terms as the

foreign article, the quality being as good,

preference, Mr. Amand says, would no doubt

be given to the Canadian product. Mr. Ar-
nand adds that an influential association ex-

ists at Bristol with the object of promoting
direct shipments to that port from the sources

of production, and serious objection would be

raised to any other method of dealing with

them; that is to say, through other ports.

Bristol is rapidly becoming one of the most

promising ports for the distribution of food

stuffs, and their products in the United King-
dom.

I find the following in the Cold Storage
Branch report in the Census and Statistics

Monthly respecting treatment of shipments of

peaches for the British markets: The cargo

inspector for the Department in London, Eng-
land, has reported respecting the shipment of

peaches from the Wenatchee Valley, Wash-
ington, which were placed on the English
market just previous to the arrival of the first

Ontario shipment. He states that the Wash-
ington peaches were packed after the On-
tario fashion, that is, in single layer cases,

three of which were fastened together to

make one crate, and that as regards quality
there was little to choose between them. It

was generally admitted, however, that the

Canadian fruit showed the better color.

According to a published report of the

United States Consul at Southampton, the

Ontario peaches were packed in a superior
manner but were inferior in quality to those

from Washington.
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Nova Scotia's official crop report for the

present month describes the yield of high-

class fruit the past season as the most phen-
omenal yield ever produced in the history of

the province. In some of the apple dis-

tricts the correspondents' returns show a yield

of 400 per cent over 1910. The quantity

available for export is estimated at 150,000
barrels.

The address delivered by Hon. Martin

Burrell, Minister of Agriculture of the Do-
minion, to the members of the Fruit Grow-
ers' Association of the provmce of Quebec,
at the Macdonald College, Ste. Anne de

Beaupre, Quebec, was of a highly practical

character and well calculated to tend to much
needed improvements in the fruit growing
business in the neighboring province. The
Minister spoke as a practical pomologist who
has spent many years in fruit raising, and

strongly urged the Quebecers to co-operate

for mutual advantage on the lines laid down

by fruit growers in the west. His summary
of the progress made in the fruit raising and

allied interests in British Columbia was lis-

tened to with great interest and created a

most favorable impression. Mr. Burrell's

appointment to the Borden cabinet has re-

ceived the warm endorsement of the Ontario

Fruit Growers' Association, as you may have

noticed from the dispatches to the daily pa-

pers. The Association, at a recent meeting,

adopted a resolution expressing its apprecia-

tion of Mr. Burrell's acceptance of so im-

portant a portfolio in the administration of

the Dominion as that of Minister of Agricul-

ture, and its confident expectation that the

appointment will lead to much valuable work

being accomplished in connection with the

fruit growing interests of the country. The
Association also adopted resolutions dealing

with fruit schools, inspectors, inspection, pack-

ers, and so forth, to the following effect:

That the Ontario government provide short

courses at the O. A. C, Guelph, for fruit

inspectors and fruit schools throughout the

province for packers; that the Dominion

government amend the Inspection and Sales

Act to define a minimum size for grades in

the various varieties of apples, and to pro-

vide for the appointment of a larger number

of inspectors and for the services, on the re-

quest of the growers, of these inspectors at

the point of shipment; that the Dominion

government appoint a commission of three in

each province to examine and to recommend

for appointment applicants for positions of

fruit inspectors.

THE HABIT BUILDER.

"How shall I a habit break?"

As you did that habit make.
As you gather you must lose ;

As you yielded, now refuse.

Thread by thread the strands we twist.

Till they bind us, neck and wrist;

Must untwine, ere free we stand.

As we builded, stone by stone.

We must toil, unhelped, alone.

Till that wall is overthrown.

Ah, the precious years we waste

Leveling what we raised in haste;

Doing what must be undone.

Ere content or love be won!
First across the gulf we cast

Kite-borne threads, till lines are passed.

And habit builds the bridge at last !

—John Boyle O'Reilly.

THE LAST DAYS OF THE WESTERN
COWBOY.

He lay by my side on that Western hill.

With his clustering golden hair.

And gazed at the herd which lay panting.

In the heavy, oppressive air.

The white clouds drifted from over the sea.

And the cow-boy turned and sighed.

Saying, "Lift me once more in the saddle,

And give me my farewell ride."

"Perchance I shall never see the green grass

And the fierce stampede of the cattle,

As they madly rush through the narrow pass.

Like a charge on a field of battle."

He drew his hand across his brow.

And earthly grief and pain seemed cast aside.

Then whispered, "Let dear mother know

That you were beside me when I died.

So on that summer's eve he passed away,

And on a craggy mound, thick fringed with pine.

In solitude I laid him down to rest.

In silence save the wild coyote's whine.

And o'er his grave I piled great stones and moss,

And heaped sweet wild flowers, roses red and

white ;

And stole away alone to think and weep.

For the brave soul that passed away that night.

And years have passed, yet still those stones remain,

As untouched as his memory in my heart;

Let none disturb his grave; there let him rest,

In solitude, yet of the land he loved apart.

—
J. N. J. Brown.



The Operation of Irrigation

Systems
[ By Mr. Robert S. Stockton, at the Western Canada Irrigation Convention, Calgary, Alta., August 9, 1911]

It has been my fortune to be connected

^vith the operation of a number of large irri-

gation systems during their initial stages. The
opcratrvn of a newly constructed irrigation

project presents many difficulties outside of

the general problem of a proper organization
iind policy covering the operations and main-

)enance work on an irrigation project. It is

my intention to review some of these matters

which are of interest as well as outline some
fundamental principles governing the opera-
tion of an irrigation project. During the first

few years of a newly built system of canals

and works designed to deliver water for the

irrigation of a certain amount of land the

operating engineer must test out the suffi-

ciency of the works and usually lead a busy
life. Canal banks and dams which no one

would have predicted unsafe may, when sat-

urated with water, develop slides or seepage

requiring many anxious days and nights. Af-
ter a time the settlement may cease and no

further trouble occur or, conditions might

grow worse and extensive reconstruction be

necessary. Again certain structures will be

found too small or inadequate to meet the

conditions and all sorts of expedients must

be resorted to until the defect can be reme-

died. This does not necessarily mean that

the constructing engineer has made a mis-

take, but simply that he is not omnipotent
and cannot without an unjustifiable expendi-

ture, provide for every possible contingency.
In fact as a business proposition it is often

much cheaper to instal temporary works un-

til use has demonstrated the best type and
size of structure.

A pertinent illustration which will make
this more clear is the analogy between op-

erating a ditch and a railroad. The new
railroad is handed to the operating depart-
ment who must try and furnish continuous

service, and at the same time take up the

settlement in the fills, clean out the slides,

make additional provisions for cross drainage,

etc., and eventually replace temporary struc-

tures with permanent ones. These troubles

make a new railroad more difficult to oper-
ate. In the same way a new ditch may have

all these things happen and more. If the

grade is a little to steep the water will

erode the ditch bank or burrowing ani-

mals may start a break. The break in the

canal bank affects the operating force about

like a train off the track and the cars on fire

would the railroad employees. The anal-

ogy may be carried still further; the train

service must be governed rigidly by des-

patchers in order that people and goods shall

be delivered on time to their proper destina-

tion. In a like manner, the water in a canal

system must run on schedule, and be deliv-

ered to the water users at a stipulated rate

of flow. It will be conceded then that the

operation and maintenance of a large irri-

gation project requires a staff of men technic-

ally skillful and experienced in the handling
of water or to peruse our trend of thought, it

is just as necessary to have experienced irriga-

tion engineers and water masters to run the

irrigation system as it is to have experienced
trainmen on the railroad, as there is the same

special knowledge required.

The organization found most efficient for

the handling of an irrigation system consists

of a superintendent or manager, supported by
an engineering force capable of handling the

betterment work and general administration

and a clerical force sufficient for the pur-

chasing, accounting and cost keeping. The
water is handled by ditch riders, each one

having a certain district with which he be-

comes perfectly familiar and must have an

intimate knowledge of both the ditches and
Water users in his territory. The ditch rid-

ers report to the water masters, who should

be old, experienced ditch men, familiar with

the handling of water, directing repair work,

putting in structures, and last, but not least,

having a tactful personality and a good un-

derstanding of irrigation farming. The wat-

er master is the most important link in the

chain for if he is of the right type, inexperi-

enced ditch riders can be used with fair re-

sults. The size of the water master's dis-

tricts varies with local conditions, but is

usually of such size that he can drive to the

extremity of the district and back to head-

quarters in a day.
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The large irrigation developments in the

west during the last few years has created a

demand for experienced ditch men and good
salaries must be paid.

After competent men one of the most

essential things for the operation of the pro-

ject is a good telephone system, connecting
the head works and most important points.

This is just as essential as telegraph or tele-

prone service is to the train despatcher. The
water master must know how much water is

running and where every foot goes to. The
ideal arrangements consists in having a com-

pany telephone system connecting the water

master's headquarters, ditch riders headquar-
ters and certain critical points on the canal.

This system should be free from private busi-

ness and used exclusively by the operation
force. As an additional safeguard it is very
desirable to have headquarters and the water

master's houses connected with any commer-

cial or government telephone service in the

district so as to allow of communication in

case of trouble with the ditch company's
line, also so as to facilitate general business

with merchants and others and finally to

allow of quick connection with the water

users who are thus in a position to make
known their wants with the least delay, and
to promptly notify the water master in case

of threatened breaks or trouble at some point

that otherwise might not be discovered in

time to prevent damage. A double telephone
service coupled with the co-operation of the

farmers and an efficient operation force are

the essentials for safe operation. To empha-
size the importance of these matters to both

the irrigation company and the farmers in

the district take as example the following:

Suppose that under a certain ditch there

are 20,000 acres in crop ready for irriga-

tion, and that a break occurs requiring ten

days to repair. This might easily damage a

grain crop to the extent of five or ten bushels

per acre, or we will assume for the moment
the loss amounts to $5 per acre on the crop
affected. Under these conditions the farm-

ers of the district lose $ 1 00,000, and the

ditch company loses a tidy sum, hence it

pays to keep up as good a telephone service

as possible with connections to as many
points as possible. The usefulness of the

ditch company's telephone system can be

largely increased by installing telephone in-

struments in booths at points where the line

crosses the canals between stations. These

instruments can be switched on by the ditch

rider when he passes and reports be received

with instructions given, saving much time.

This saving, as explained above, may in

times of emergency be very important.

As the extra telephones when not in use

are switched off the line, nearly double the

number of instruments can be handled on

the same line without overweighting it.

A road for the operation and maintenance

force along the main canals and laterals is

of great importance for several reasons; it

facilitates the economical conduct of the

work; it allows the ditch rider to follow the

bank in a cart or buggy and carry tools that

would be left behind if he had to go on

horseback; he is thus more efficient; and, fin-

ally, the various employees follow the ditch

road, which means that the condition of the

water and bank is subject to more frequent

inspection with consequent greater safety. The

oj>erating road is a feature that is often over-

looked by the constructing engineers. It fre-

quently happens that by extending a culvert

a few feet or making some change in the

disposal of waste material or by increasing

the right of way slightly a road can be had
for a fraction of the expense that would be

necessary later.

On the larger irrigation projects and as

water becomes more valuable it is increas-

ingly necessary to have systematic records cov-

ering the discharge of the main canals and

laterals, the water lost by seepage and evap-

oration, and the water wasted back into the

river. It is still more important to determine

the approximate amount of water delivered

to each tract of land. It is desirable to have,

in addition, the acreage in each crop and the

yield per acre for the individual water users.

With these records the ditch company is in

a position to introduce important economies

in handling the water, reduce the losses, and
can meet the complaints of water users with

the facts as to the quantity of water deliver-

ed between given dates. The exact form in

which this information is recorded will vary,
but the basis will always be daily gauge

readings measurements, and changes in gates

recorded by the ditch rider and submitted

in his reports and diary. The measurement

of water to the farmers should be by weirs

where possible. The larger canals are usual-

ly measured by a rating flume, and current

meter or at some structure.

The operating force should be supplied
with maps showing the land ownership, irri-

gable and non-irrigable acreage and location

of canals and structures. This enables accu-
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rate report to be rendered as to field condi-
tions and allows a systematic record of work
done, change of ownership, etc. Such maps
are necessary aid to the management in con-

sidering the various problems in connection
with the operation, maintenance, water duty,
crop returns, collection of water rents, charges,
etc. These maps are usually supplemented
by a card catalogue of the water users.

In the various irrigation districts in West-
ern Canada and the United States the larger

policies and the irrigation law is laying more
and more stress on a high duty of water and

division of water and time subject only to

appeal to the superintendent or board of di-

rectors. Measurement of the water to each

user obviates most of the trouble resulting

from the division of the supply.

A system of diversified farming is neces-

sary in order to obtain the full benefit of the

water rights and ensure a high return from
the land.

A consideration of the rotation of the

water supply brings up the most difficult and

important duty of the operating force, to-wit:

To treat the farmers under the ditch in such
its utilization by storage, and proper use over an honest, fair and courteous way that the

the largest possible area. rules and regulations of the ditch company
One of the most important duties of the ™^y ^^ enforced rigorously without detri-

operating engineer is in working out a policy
^-^^^ ^° legitimate farm requirements and

and system of delivering water that shall without offence to fair minded men. Those

ensure to the water users adequate returns who have followed the points brought out in

while making the largest possible use of the ^^'^ paper will concede the importance of hav-

water supply. This matter has worked out ^^S rules and regulations as successful ser-

in practically every developed irrigation dis- "^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^ "P by means of a harmonious,

trict to the plan of rotation in the delivery of ^.^'^
trained organization following a detail

water. This policy gives to each user a cer-

tain ameunt of water for a definite period.
The amount of water thus delivered can be

measured and the charges based on the quan-
tities delivered if desired. Usually a flat

charge is made for water not to exceed a

given duty of say 2 to 3 acre feet per acre

for the season. In many districts the water

ed and accurate system of which the water
user is an essential part. .

It has been found
a great help in the administration of a large

system to have these rules and regulations

printed so that all parties may understand

fully the policy of the company and the

reason for its enforcement. A good example
of such rules and regulations may be found

available depends on complicated priorities
i" the pamphlet recently issued by the Cana-

and storage reservoirs and practically all wat- ^^^^ Pacific Railway Irrigation Department
er agreements provide for pro rating the sup- governing the delivery of water and related

ply in case of shortage. The doctrine that

water cannot be appropriated unless put to

beneficial use is applied so that if the water
user is not ready or fails to take care of his

supply when it is delivered to him then the

water is promptly used elsewhere. The rota-

tion should always be arranged to give the

water user an irrigation head suited to his

land and conditions, but limiting the time

during which he may use the water to con-

form to the water pro rated to him under
his agreement with the ditch company and in

proportion to the total water supply. The
rotation of water can be carried on success-

fully by associations of water users covering
the land on each main lateral or the ditch

company may be empowered under their

agreement with the consumers to rotate the

water. In the first case the ditch company
delivers water wholesale to the lateral ditches

and in the second case delivers water retail

to the individual, the essential point is that

matters on the western section of the irriga-

tion block. One of the largest problems on
some of the newer irrigation projects colon-

ized by people entirely ignorant of irrigation

farming is the education of such people to

an appreciation of the benefits of irrigation
and a knowledge of the methods of irriga-

tion.

The operating force is and should be a

big factor in this campaign of education, but
it is desired in this paper to merely call at-

tention to this fact without going into the

many questions that would arise were a dis-

cussion on this phase of the subject attempted.
In conclusion, it may be said that the

operation of irrigation systems and the policies
connected therewith is receiving much atten-

tion throughout the west and laws and cus-

toms are growing to meet the conditions. The
United States Reclamation Service, as well
as many large irrigation companies in both
Canada and the United States, are working
on the problem of the best utilization of

someone is authorized to make an arbitrarywater for irrigation and power development.



Spokane National Apple Show
Sixty-five thousand men, women and chil-

dren attended the fourth National Apple
show in Spokane, November 23 to 30, which,
from its formal opening, with a fanfare of

trumpets and the ringing of bells and blow-

ing of factory whistles, to its close, with the

playing of "Auld Lang Syne" by massed

bands, was a series of delightful surprises.

The show was a confirmed success, and,

while the displays were not as numerous as

in 1 910, they were better arranged and af-

forded greater opportunity to study the edu-

cational features. The work of the judges,
C. J. Sinsel, Boise, Idaho ; James Gibb, Kel-

owna, B. C, and H. J. Eustace, Lansing,

Mich., was facilitated by the arrangement
and was highly satisfactory. E. F. Cartier

Van Dissel, chairman of the board of trus-

tees, was complimented on all sides, as was
also Charles Hebberd, chairman of the gen-
eral committee of the Mystic Order of Ena-

kops, which had charge of the numerous

carnival features.

The success of the show means that it

will now become an annual event in Spo-
kone and occupy its own structure, to be

erected in time for the 1912 exposition.

Competing growers from Washington, Ore-

gon, Idaho and British Columbia and visit-

ing orchardists from other northwestern states

and points in the east, middle west and south

have pledged themselves to enter more and

larger displays at the next show.

One of the significant results of the show
is the widespread attention directed to the

apple districts in the Northwest and the in-

creased demand for clean and wholesome

fruit.

It is officially announced that the coming

exposition will be more in keeping with its

name. Plans are under way to secure dis-

plays for competitive and exhibition pur-

poses from every state and province on the

continent and it is expected to offer larger

and more prizes for displays ranging from

carloads to single plates.

The festivities began with the formal open-

ing of the show at 10:30 o'clock the morn-

ing of November 23, the program including

the dedication of the Monroe street bridge,

a $500,000 structure.

There were thousands of visitors from all

parts of the Northwest, also officials of horti-

cultural societies and official representatives
of the United States and Canadian govern-
ments, among the latter being William E.

Bunting of St. Catherines, Ont., delegated by
the Dominion Department of Agriculture to

visit the show on his tour of the Northwest.

Idaho carried off the chief honors in the

carload competition, the Moscow entry win-

ning first on Wagener, also a prize of $500
for the best pack and the International Apple
Shippers' association trophy for commercial

pack and grade. The Stowe entry, also from

Idaho, was second on Wagener. A car of

Wagener, entered by growers in the Spokane
Valley for exhibition only, scored high. The
Oregon entry won first on Yellow Newtown.

Washington was first with cars of Gano,
Spitzenburg, Winesap and mixed varieties,

also the sweepstakes for taking the largest

number of prizes in all contests, except

plates. The growers from British Columbia
who won 37 prizes with box and plate ex-

hibits were: Mr. Steuart, Summerland, B.

C. ; Mr. Nelson Brothers, Summerland, B,

C. ; Mr. F. C. Farquier, Needles, B. C. ;

Mr. J. J. Campbell, Willow Point, B. C. ;

Mr. C. J. Thomson, Summerland, B. C.

W. L. Dreshbach of Mosier, Ore., won
the world championship and a prize of $100
in the apple packing contest against 23 com-

petitors, on November 30, scoring 96 J/4 out

of a possible 1 00 points, defeating Charles

Mason of Spokane, last year's champion, who
scored 92|/2 points as second and won $50.
Earl Benson of Spokane was third with 93

points and won $25. Benson packed four

boxes in l9|/2 minutes, but scored low on

the condition of his pack; Dresbach used

22|/2 minutes, while Mason required 28|/2
minutes. J. M. Carroll of Mosier, Ore.,

was presiding judge.
The spraying, pruning and grafting dem-

onstrations by the horticultural department of

the State College of Washington, under the

direction of Professor A. L. Melander, en-

tomologist, were attended by many, as were

also the daily lectures in the main auditorium.

The spraying machine trials also interested

growers from all parts of the country. The
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daily packing school was largely attended,

some of the students being present the entire

series.

From the spectator's viewpoint the show
was more artistic than any of the previous

exhibitions, care being given to the display
of the fruit as well as descriptions in printed
text and pictures of the districts in which it

was grown. The Northern Pacific Railway
company's commissary department had an

exhibit, eight by 1 6 feet, showing a model
orchard home made of sugar.

Miss Laura Breese, instructor, and a

bevy of young women students in the depart-
ment of home economics at the University of

Idaho, taught housewives how to prepare

apples as food in 209 different ways. The
demonstrations were witnessed by 20,000
men and women and as many more were

supplied with viands. The University of

Oregon or the University of Montana will

send its instructor in domestic science and a

number of students to Spokane for the 1912
show.

The exhibitors expressed their appreciation
of the arrangements by presenting Ren H.
Rice, secretary of the show, a set of resolu-

tions on the closing day, and on all sides

were heard the most complimentary remarks

over the manner in which the show was
handled. Chief Judge Sinsel declared the

show was the best of the four so far given in

Spokane and every exhibitor promised to re-

turn for the fifth exhibition. "Mike" Horan
of Wenatchee, winner of the sweepstakes at

the 1 908 show, said he will have two or

more carloads and it is expected that other

parts of the country will take advantage of

the next show.

Ex-Senator Turner, as King Apple, said

in part: "Being a king, the think that struck

me of first importance is the extraordinary

splendor attendant upon my coronation. There
has been nothing like it since the coronation

of my royal brother. King George of Eng-
land. While there has perhaps not been the

solemnity that is characteristic of the more

prosaic kingdoms, perhaps it may be account-

ed for by the influences of cider that are

with the Kingdom of Apple.
"In the Apple Kingdom we all live in a

care-free atmosphere. In this kingdom there

is no one who would assassinate the high offi-

cials nor steal the royal jewelry. There is

no one to plot against the dynasty, and there-

fore the spirit that moves us is one of joy-

ousness. So we boldly and joyously proclaim:
'On with the dance, let joy be unconfined.'

"I want to speak of the splendid court

that has surrounded King Apple. The prin-

cesses and the dignitaries have presented a

galaxy of beauty and dignity beyond compar-
ison, and your king is more favored in this

way than any of the other crowned heads.

"It will be my task, as well as my pleas-

ure, to see that the young ladies of our royal
court contract happy matrimonial alliances,

that the Kingdom of Apple may ever live and
be surrounded by such loyalty.

"It gives me great pleasure especially to

commend Prime Minister Van Dissel, Secre-

tary of State Rice and Field Marshals Heb-
berd and Slater. May the Kingdom of Ap-
ple long have the benefit of their wise counsel

and the support of their strengthening arms

in times of rejoicing.

"In a kingdom the word of the king is

final, and I tell you now that the fourth

National Apple show has been an unqualified
success and has been of immeasurable benefit

to the apple empire of the Pacific Northwest.

"In a perfect kingdom the king never dies.

The individual may die, but there is a suc-

cession to the throne. So I now close this

formal ceremony with the declaration, 'The

king is dead; long live the king'."
Mr. Turner retired amidst prolonged ap-

plause, the audience in the big auditorium

standing. Afterward Mr. Turner, accom-

panied by Mrs. Turner, inspected the vari-

ous displays and complimented the exhibitors

upon the excellence of their fruit and the

happy arrangement of the booths. The
bands played "Auld Lang Syne" and the

1911 show became history.

The awards in the carload contests were
as follows:

Rome Beauty—R. P. Wright, Chelan,

Wash., first; score, 9,464 1/4 of possible 10,-

000 points, $300 and gold medal banner;
also orchard harrow.

Spitzenburg—Keystone Fruit company,
Entiat, Wash. ; not scored ; no competition.

Wagener—George S. Knapp, Moscow,
Idaho, first; score, 9,7011/2; $300 and gold
medal banner; also extension frame orchard'

disc harrow; George M. Stowe, Coeur d'-

Alene, Idaho, second; score, 9,4771/2! $100
and silver medal banner.

Winesap—Keystone Fruit company, En-
tiat, Wash., first; $300, gold medal ban-
ner and five drums of lime sulphur solution.

Yellow Newtown—Houston Brothers,

Talent, Ore., first; $300, gold medal ban-
ner and five drums of lime sulphur solution;
not competing on pack.
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Any standard winter variety not mentioned
in the carload contests—Keystone Fruit com-

pany, Entiat, Wash., car of Gano, first;

$300, gold medal banner and 1 00-pound
drum dry powder arsenate of lead.

For the best mixed carload of any standard
winter varieties, each variety to consist of at

least 50 boxes—H. S. Simmons, Wenatchee,
Wash., first; score, 9.5851/2 : $300 and gold
medal banner, also five drums of lime sulphur

solution; J. Rosenhaupt and Sons, Spokane,
second; score, 8,157; $100 and silver medal
banner.

For the best packed carload exhibit of all

carloads entered in competition—George S.

Knapp, Moscow. Idaho; score. 1 ,846j/2 on

a basis of 2,000 for perfect; $500 and gold
medal banner, also five drums of lime sul-

phur solution.

For the best commercially packed and
graded carload of all entered in competition,
the International Apple Shippers' association

trophy—George S. Knapp, Moscow. Idaho ;

score, 9.701 1^, on a basis of 10,000.
For the most artistically decorated carload

entered in competition—J. Rosenhaupt and
Sons. Spokane; $200.

For the carload scoring highest on condi-
tion of all carloads entered in competition—
George M. Stowe. Coeur d'Alene. Idaho;
score, 1,919 on a basis of 2,000 for per-

fect; prize, spray pump with attachments

Sweepstakes to the exhibitor winning the

greatest number of prizes in all contests, ex-

cept plates
—Keystone Fruit company, En-

tiat, Wash. ; prize, 1 00 pounds of arsenate

of lead.

No competitions on Jonathan and Mcin-
tosh Red.

Cultivation of Fruit Trees in

Cold Climates
I By Mr. R. M. Winslow, B. C. Horticulturist, Victoria

]

If trees are going to resist cold tempera-
tures in winter, they must be well matured

and ripened in the autumn. Thorough culti-

vation should be practiced in the early part

of the season, commencing in spring by

ploughing to about 5 inches in depth as soon

as the ground can be worked, and then culti-

vating with some implement that will keep
down weeds and form a good mulch. The

ground should be cultivated often enough to

keep down the weeds and keep a dirt mulch

of about 3 inches in depth to conserve all

moisture. To do this it will be necessary to

cultivate about every ten days or two weeks.

About the middle of July, under ordinary

conditions, irrigating and cultivating should

be discontinued, so that the trees will have

time to mature the new growth before cold

weather begins. Experience has taught old

fruit-growers that late fall cultivation forces

the trees into a late growth. This is very

undesirable, in that the wood of the tree is

then very soft, the cells are overcharged with

moisture, the cell-walls do not have time to

thicken, and the tree is in a favorable condi-

tion to freeze very easily. Late cultivation

and irrigation is always to be discouraged in

cold climates.

Soon after cultivation is stopped some

crop should be sown broadcast over the or-

chard to serve as cover over the ground dur-

ing winter months. The advantages to be

gained by using such a crop often mean the

difference between success and failure. After

thorough cultivation all summer a great deal

of plant food has been liberated and moist-

ure has been conserved. A crop sown on
the ground in the fall takes up a great deal

of this available plant food, which might
otherwise be lost by leaching, and also tends

to force late growth. It takes up any surplus

moisture, and when turned under in the

spring adds a great amount of humus to the

soil. This betters the physical condition of

all soils, increasing the water-holding capa-

city of light soils and opening up the heavier

soils, making them easier to till. It is also

essential for the liberation of the locked-up

plant food in the soil.
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On soils where root-freezing sometimes

occurs, the cover on the ground prevents the

deep penetration of the frost and holds the

moisture in the soil during winter months, by

forming a mat over the ground which catches

the snow and prevents it from blowing off so

early in the season. Cover crops also pre-

vent washing on hillsides in the spring by the

roots holding the earth together; they make

heavy wet soils earlier, in that they can be

worked earlier in the spring when a crop is

growing on them.

The kind of cover crop to grow depends
on local conditions, but for all ordinary soils

that contain a fair amount of nitrogen, fall

rye or wheat makes an excellent crop. They
grow on various soils and stand up well dur-

ing the winter. Of the two crops mentioned,

rye, if it can be obtained, is the better one to

grow. Sow about I Yl bushels to the acre.

If the soil is lacking in nitrogen, which is

generally recognized by poor, weak growth
and pale-green leaves, a nitrogen-gathering

crop should be grown. Hairy vetch in this

instance is one of the best, but its price makes

it prohibitive under ordinary conditions. Red
clover has also given good results in some

instances, but must be left down two years;

and when sown, at least 3 feet must be left

on each side of the tree-rows to allow of

cultivation. Cut the crop, but leave it on

the ground as a mulch, and when ploughed
under at the end of the second year it will

put the soil in excellent condition. Do not

sow clover unless there is plenty of water

available.

All other cover crops are ploughed down

every spring. Get them under as soon as

the land is fit to plough, for otherwise they

may get a start and sap the ground of its

moisture and plant food at the season of the

year when trees need it most.

Another sort of freezing that often occurs

on exposed knolls, light soils, soils underlaid

with hard-pan, bed-rock, and gravel is what
is known as dry freezing. This generally

occurs in a cold freeze accompanied with

drying winds. The soil is rapidly depleted
of its moisture, the result of which is a freez-

ing of the roots of the trees. The water is

drawn from the protoplasmic cell contents

and frozen in the intercellular spaces, from

which it evaporates in the dry soil. This,

in effect, is a condition of drought, and steps

should be taken to guard against it. Where
such conditions as these exist, handle the

trees as mentioned above to mature the wood

thoroughly; and then if water is available

in the fall of the year, irrigate just before

cold weather begins. This will charge the

soil with moisture, and combined with the

cover crop, v/ill greatly aid in preventing the

freezing of the roots.

Commence pruning in early spring after

all hard freezes are over. Early winter prun-

ing is not desirable on young trees in dry
climates. Where the surface is cut a drying

takes place during the winter, and in spring

we find a few inches at the tips of the

branches killed back, making it necessary to

go over the trees again in the spring. Be-

sides the extra work involved, one cannot get

a good-shaped tree, because the terminal buds

left are usually killed during the winter.

Other than methods above, there are other

precautions to take against destruction of

trees during the winter. In localities where

winds prevail, some protection around the

orchard should be instituted, and the trees in

the orchard pruned accordingly. Head all

trees close to the ground. When planting,

cut trees off to 18 inches in height and allow

the first branch to start 8 or 1 inches from

the surface of the ground. Around the or-

chard plant a wind-break of close-branching,

rapid-growing trees. Plant them close enough

together to break the velocity of the wind.

Lombardy Poplars make a good wind-break

when planted in a double row, about 1 2

feet apart in the row, the rows planted alter-

nately. A protection of this kind prevents

winter injury of all sorts, prevents drying-out

of the soil, and if the locality is windy dur-

ing the growing season, protects the trees

from breaking with a heavy load, allows the

shaping of better trees, prevents the soil

from blowing, which means a saving of plant

food and humus.

Sun-scald takes place in winter and very

early in spring. It occurs on the southwest

side of the trees, and is brought about by
rapid changes in temperature, hot afternoons

and cold nights. To lessen the amount of

sun-scald, head the trees low as mentioned

above, bringing, if possible, the branch near-

est to the ground to the southwest side of

the tree. TTiis tends to break the sun's rays

and only a small portion of the trunk is ex-

posed. In the fall of the year place slabs

about 15 or 18 inches high and about 6
inches wide close to the southwest side of

the tree. This will shade the tree and will

almost entirely eliminate dangers of sun-

scald.

Protection is often necessary against mice

and rabbits, because during the winter when
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there is little vegetation, they feed to some
extent on the bark of the trees, sometimes gird-

ling and killing them. A piece of wire

screening up to the first branch aifords pro-
tection against these animals. Building-pa-

per, burlap, and tree-protectors of different

sorts are sometimes used for the dual pur-

pose of protecting against animals and sun-

scald, but experience has taught growers that

they are sometimes injurious to the tree, and
not to be recommended.

1. Plant trees only on good( deep, well-

drained soil free from hard-pan, bed-rock,

ground water, open gravel, and coarse sand,
in a location sHghtly higher than surrounding

country.

2. Avoid sites exposed to cold, bleak

winter winds.

3. Head trees low, 1 8 inches, starting first

branch at 8 or 10 inches from ground.
4. Mature trees early in season, so that

terminal buds will form at least three or

four weeks before hard frosts.

5. Sow cover crop.

6. Plant wind-break on windy side of the

orchard.

7. See that ground is not dry when win-

ter commences.

8. Prune trees only in late winter or early

sprmg.
9. Protect trees by shading trunks on

southwest side.
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Greater Vancouver''
By FELIX PENNE

prize.

"GREATER VANCOUVER"!—let our slogan be—
Growing in GREATNESS—as we grow in size,

A CITY SET ON HIGH— for men to see-

Having the great things
—that all GREAT MEN

A city ocean-kissed, with mountains high,

Whose crowns of snow glow in the setting sun,

Where stately trees look up toward the sky
And leaping streams through mighty canyons run.

With SUCH ENVIRONMENTS—can we be small?

Shall we not follow where fair nature leads?

Does not the mountain, sea and forest call—
Vancouver's sons to noble thoughts and deeds?

Our fathers' voices bid us onward press
—

They blazed the trail which, easily, we tread

For blessings we enjoy their names we bless

Where we sit down and FEAST—they toiled for bread!

From tasks fit but for giants
—

they did not shrink.

No! Through the mountains wild,—men bold and brave—
From fierce ATLANTIC brought IRON STEEDS—to drink

Where this fair city greets PACIFIC wave.

The work that they commenced—IS NOT YET DONE.
Their task now falls into their children's hands

We have accomplished much—but JUST BEGUN—
TO PUT THE LANDLESS men ON MANLESS LANDS.

So keep dear LORD—the sword from out our hand

We ask no bloody victories—by seas, by lands—or skies—
But let us SCATTER PLENTY o'er this boundless land

And read "CONTENTMENT"—in our peoples eyes.

So—to our port the Argosies shall ply
—

In forest dense and dark the axe shall ring.

The corn shall wave in lands now waste and dry.

Where silence reigns
—shall childrens voices sing.

And HERE—shall ART assert her gentle sway—
JUSTICE and TRUTH shall noble work inspire

—
Our COMMERCE shall sweep onward day by day—

And yet THE COMMON GOOD—be our desire.

Be ours the task— TO MAKE VANCOUVER GROW.
"GREAT!"—yes! and BEAUTIFUL—and WISE—and FREE!

Standing four-square to all the winds that blow,

"GREATER VANCOUVER"!—THE CITY THAT SHALL
BE!



Building Up a Commercial Flock
[By Mr. S. B. HoUings, Bradford. England ^

The fact is well known in wool centres

that Canada does not figure prominently in

the wool markets of the world. In this matter

Australia takes the lead, having in South

Africa a rival which, though not at present

formidable, bids fair to make her name

more widely known as a country producing

a large quantity of good quality wools. Can-

ada has hitherto regarded her sheep and wool

industry as a side line, and consequently

has not taken as much interest in her sheep

flocks as she might have done. Of course,

we do not overlook the fact that Canada's

name has been made in a very different way
from that of Australia. Canadian wheat

fields, Canadian cattle and horses are known

throughout the world, and whilst farmers

there have been making progress in these

lines, they have probably missed more than

a little by not giving sheep culture more

attention. If Canada will enter the arena,

we feel sure that she will learn much from

those who have already acquired fame, and

we do not doubt that Canadian farmers will

be willing to reciprocate by passing over

some of the knowledge of the subject which

they already possess.

The energy which a man brings to bear

upon any enterprise, and the interest which

he evinces in it, may be taken as the measure

of success which will attend that enterprise.

A liking for any subject is more important,

and is a greater incentive to pursue it than

any reward which may be offered. As soon

as an outward impetus is required to urge

forward the work in hand, so soon may it be

decided that failure looms in front. The

necessity for a lilip shows that the (true

prompting power has gone. Though the fore-

going principles have been spoken of in a

general sort of way, every practical farmer

knows that they apply to his own business,

and the sheepman, most especially, will recog-

nize the important bearing which they have

upon his own line of industry. The first

essential to success in sheep farming is a

liking for sheep, a willingness to understand

their peculiarities, and a large reserve of

patience. Outward conditions may vary, but

these are always wanted, and will do more

than anything to make the pastoralist's work

agreeable and profitable.

Cause of Failures.

I intend, in this rticle, to touch the founda-

tion of the subject in hand, and therefore

make no apology for dealing with one aspect

of it, which, though apparently trifling is

the cause of many failures. I refer to the

mistake of keeping more sheep on the land

than it is capable of supporting. The charac-

ter of the soil varies so much on different

holdings, and altitude and latitude are such

important factors, that no strict rules can be

laid down. Actual experiment is the best

means of discovering how many sheep the

land will carry. Unfortunately, or perhaps

fortunately, these experiments are often made

unconsciously. The beginner purchases a

flock and thinks he has got the right number,

but in time he finds that he has not calcu-

lated correctly. The wisdom thus acquired

is often dearly bought, but the first loss is

often less serious than the last, and if the

lesson is taken to heart, it will pave the way
to greater success.

The great point to be borne in mind are

that all sheep are naturally of a roving dis-

position, and there is nothing they appreciate

more than clean, fresh grazing ground.

Every practical man knows that the sheep

which are most alert in seeking new pasture

are always better grown, in better condition,

and produce more wool than the less enter-

prising member of the flock. Just as the old

Spanish merino produced a better fleece, and

was otherwise benefitted by its bi-ennial

migrations, so sheep everywhere today are

constitutionally sronger and give greater

satisfaction every way, when they have the

privilege to roam over a fairly extensive

tract of land. When these things are borne

in mind, it will be seen that nothing is of

greater importance than to keep the number

of sheep under, rather than above that which

the land is capable of carrying.

Building Up.

I have headed this article "Building up a

Commercial Sheep Flock" because I take it

for granted that the man on the land who
reads it already possesses at least a few sheep,

not be necessary, or even possible, to increase

the number of sheep kept, but it very often

happens that the quality of the flock is below
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the standard, and the character of the wool is

not what it ought to be. We are inchned to

think that one reason for this is that sheep

owners are frequently changing their Hocks.

No doubt some financial gain is acquired by

trading, but the benefit is probably lost other

ways. The price of the animals sold, com-

pared with the price of the animals bought,

becomes the chief factor in all these transac-

tions. The sheep purchased may eventually

reveal qualities which prove them to be much

superior to their predecessors, or they may
turn out to be less valuable. If the latter

takes place, it is clear that the sheep owner

has lost money, and that he cannot now im-

prove his flock without investing new capital.

A certain amount of trading is undoubtedly

unavoidable, but the best way to build up the

flock is to be satisfied with those already on

the farm, and to try by the introduction of

suitable new blood to improve their quality.

Even in a poor flock, there are nearly always

a few sheep which may form the nucleus of a

better stock. If the ewe lambs coming from

these are kept, and the inferior lambs and

sheep weeded out, their owner will be sur-

prised how soon the quahty of his stock will

improve. By this means it is possible to form

exactly the kind of flock required, and in no

other way can a high standard of perfection

in the quality of the wool produced be attain-

ed. All sheep which do not produce a good,

even staple may be prevented from producing

their kind. In order to accomplish this it is

important to study the sheep carefully, and to

note the peculiarities of each animal, for the

time and care extended will be ultimately

repaid.

Another result of the method here recom-

mended, is that the stock reared become well

adapted to the soil. By allowing succeeding

generations of sheep to be kept on one hold-

ing, the flock becomes naturalized, or accli-

matised as they say in Scotland, in a most

remarkable way. Some soils are not suitable

for sheep of any kind. For instance, there

may be disease germs in the soil, and then

the only remedy is to treat the soil in such a

way as will destroy those germs. But apart

from and disadvantage of that kind, every

district has a soil peculiar to itself, and be-

cause of this, it behoves the pastoralist to

observe what kind of sheep are kept in his

neighborhood, and then to come nearer home

by noting which members of flock are pro-

ducing the best yield of wool which will com-

mand the highest price.
—Canadian Farm.

EGG-LAYING CONTEST.

International egg laying contest, under

joint auspices of the British Columbia Poul-

try Association, Vancouver Exhibition Board
and the Provincial Government.

Second monthly record, November 20th
to December 20th:

Class I . Eggs Laid.

Pen 2, white leghorns 87
Pen 5, white leghorns 75

Pen 3, white leghorns 57
Pen 4, white leghorns 53
Pen 1 4, white leghorns 48
Pen 10, white leghorns 47
Pen 9, white leghorns 42
Pen 19, white leghorns . 23
Pen 23, white leghorns 23
Pen 8, white leghorns 20
Pen 1 2, white leghorns 13

Pen 1 8, white leghorns 9
Pen 1 3, white leghorns 7

Pen 1 , white leghorns 4

Pen 6, brown leghorns 2

Pen 1 I , white leghorns 1

Pen 22, bufl^ leghorns 1

Six pens have not laid yet.

Class 2. Eggs Laid.

Pen 40, silver laced wyandottes 1 03

Pen 39, buff Orpingtons 54

Pen 34, white wyandottes 41

Pen 31 Rhode Island Reds 23

Pen 33. Rhode Island reds 17

Pen 37, barred rocks 15

Pen 29, buff rocks 1 1

Pen 38, white wyandottes 10

Pen 26, barred rocks 5

Pen 35, barred rocks 1

Average price received for eggs, 70c per

dozen.

Pen temperature, highest, 50 degrees ; low-

est, 29 degrees. Average mean, 42.2 de-

grees.

Rain fell on twelve days. No snow fell

during the month. During the month sev-

eral heavy gales occurred, uprooting several

trees, but no damage was done to pens.

The surprise of the month has been the

excellent performance of pen 5. This pen

had only three eggs to their credit during the

first month, but during the second period they

produced the largest number of eggs, 72;

this entitling them to second place. On two

separate occasions this pen laid five eggs in

one day. Pen 39 in the heavy class has also

performed very creditably, laying 54 eggs

during the month.



Insects of the Year in British

Columbia
By Mr. Thomas Cunningham, Inspector of Fruit Pests, before the B. C.

Entomological Society, Vancouver, Dec. 9, 1911

This is a very comprehensive title and a

large order. I hope I shall not be expected
to deal with all the insects of the year in

British Columbia. I presume that the

thought in the mind of the party w^ho ar-

ranged the program was that I would be

expected to deal with destructive or noxious

insects.

Even if it were contemplated that I

would deal with all the destructive insects of

the year, the subject would be much too large
to be dealt with in the time alloted. I see

that there are seven other subjects to be dealt

with, and each in turn must receive a fair

share of the time at our disposal. I will,

therefore, confine myself to a few of the

most destructive insects with which we have
to deal in this Province.

I may say that we have always had them
with us, and mankind has had from the

earliest history of civilization to suffer more
or less from the destruction of insect pests,

which prey on fruit, vegetables and grain.

It is the common experience of all mankind
since the Creation.

We have evidence of the existence of nox-
ious insects even in geological times. Mr.
Dawson, our own Canadian Geologist, has

abundantly demonstrated this fact. In the

early history of Egypt and Palestine it has
been shown that the inhabitants of those

countries suffered a great deal more from
the depredation of insect pests than we are

suffering today, although I am bound to

admit that it is the experience of economic

entomologists the world over that there is

rapid increase in the number of insects that

afflict the agriculturist, horticulturist and gard-
ner.

British Columbia, being a comparatively

newly settled Province, has suffered less

than most countries from destructive insect

pests, although we are, by our geographical

position, and having trade relations with prac-

tically every nation on earth, especially the

Orient, more exposed to insect invasion than

any other section or province of North Am-
erica.

Early in the history of the Province the

pioneer fruitgrowers wisely took precaution
to protect the country from insect invasion.

We profited by the experience of California,

and were determined to protect ourselves. In

this we were aided by the Government of

the day. In 1 890 steps were taken to cre-

ate a Board of Horticulture, with power io

make regulations governing the inspection of

imported nursery stock, trees, plants and
fruit. The Regulations of the Board have,

by Act of Parliament, the force of statute

law, and it is entirely owing to the provis-

ions of these Regulations that the Province is

free from many of the most destructive insect

pests which inflict such financial loss to our

neighbors to the south, and the Eastern Prov-

inces of our own Dominion.

We have, however, a few very destructive

pests. I think it is wise to deal with these. I

presume that the object of this Society is to

study insect life with the view of protecting
the country from the depredations of destruc-

tive insects. I think we may take this for

granted, and therefore I will deal briefly

with some of our most injurious insects.

*'M})iilaspis pomorum" commonly known
as the Oyster Shell Scale, or Mussel Scale.

I can well remember when the Scale was
not known either in California, Oregon,

Washington or British Columbia. I was

quite familiar with conditions in these States

up to, and including the year 1885, and am
clearly of the opinion that this Scale did not

exist anywhere on the Pacific Coast prior to

the year 1887, and that probably it was

imported on nursery stock from Ontario.

I saw it first on some grand old apple-
trees in the vicinity of London, Ontario, in

the year I 888. The owner of the trees was

entirely oblivious of the presence of the Scale,

and was greatly astonished when I sug-

gested that he should examine it under a

pocket lens. I myself was amazed at the
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number of scales that were sucking the very
life out of those beautiful trees, which were
in full fruitage.

On the completion of the Transcontinental

Railroad, we began the importation of large

quantities of nursery stock from Ontario. This
stock was planted mostly on the Lower
Mamland, Vancouver Island and the Islands,
and I have no doubt whatever that the

Oyster Shell Scale was imported on this

stock.

Fortunately for the Province, it is rarely
found east of the Cascade Mountains in

British Columbia. I did discover a case of
infection in the Grand Forks Valley last

October. In looking over the fruit that was
being packed for shipment, I detected the

Scale, traced the infection to the orchard
from which the fruit had been sent for pack-
ing, and notified the owner that unless im-
mediate steps were taken to destroy the in-

fection, I would quarantine the orchard,

although it is a large commercial concern, con-

sisting of thousands of bearing trees, and in

the vicinity of several very promising young
orchards.

I have the assurance that the infection

will be promptly dealt with. It is by taking
such precautions as these that we have been
enabled to keep the Interior of the Province

comparatively free from this pest.

Coming now to the life history of this in-

sect, it completes the round of life once a year.
It belongs to the order "Hemiptera," Family
Coccidae, sub-family Diaspinae. (Armoured
Scales). It is owing to the fact of being

protected by the covering scale that it is

one of our most difficult pests to eradicate.

The winter is passed in the egg, under-

neath the protecting scale of the female. I

have here a sample of the egg clusters, which
I will submit for the inspection and informa-

tion of all who should care to examine it.

These eggs hatch out usually the latter part
of May on the Lower Mainland, probably
from one to two weeks earlier on Vancouver
Island.

It is after the insects are hatched, and the

tiny youngsters are seeking for a place to

settle, that they are most exposed to the

effect of our contact sprays. They cannot

be poisoned, but must be destroyed by con-

tact sprays.

If our fruit-growers will keep a close

watch from the middle to the last of May,
and immediately apply contact spraying ma-

terial, such as the "Black Leaf 40," a com-

pound of sulphur and nicotine, and spray the

trees thoroughly with this mixture, they will

do a great deal to eradicate the pest.

If not destroyed at this time, the young
insect establishes itself at a favorable point
on the bark of the trunk and branches. A
favorite location is on the fruit spurs. It

inserts its beak and begins to suck nourish-
ment from the tissues under the bark.

As the female lays from fifty to eighty
eggs, the increase is exceedingly rapid, and
with all those little suckers extracting the

juices of the fruit-tree, we may expect a rapid
deterioration both in quantity and quality of
the fruit, for the juices that should proper-
ly go to the building up of the tissues of the
fruit are supporting an encrustation of these

Scales.

It takes about three months from the date
on which the young are hatched out till the

female attains full maturity, and begins its

egg-laying process. As soon as the tiny
insect establishes itself, white, waxy filaments

extend from the back of the young. This ex-

cretion mats down and soon forms a pro-
tecting covering, which, together with the

skin of the first molt forms a covering scale.

Another molt occurs later, and a second cast-

off skin serves to enlarge the covering scale.

The last molt occurs in this latitude probably
about the first of August, or sixty to seventy-
five days after the eggs hatch out.

As stated above, the female begins to de-

posit her eggs soon after the second molt.

After she lays her eggs, her life work hav-
ing been completed, she shrivels up and dies.

The eggs remain under the scale until the

following spring, thus completing the round
of life.

In the destruction of this pest, I have

pointed out that the most vulnerable period
of their existence is after the young have
hatched out, but this is generally a busy
time with fruit-growers and owners of fruit-

trees, and protective measures are usually ne-

glected.

Fortunately we have in the commercial

Lime-Sulphur solution, if prepared in the

proportion of one to nine or ten, and applied
with a spray pump having great force, a

fairly good remedy for the destruction of

the pest.

Unfortunately this insect is exceedingly
omnivorous, one of its favorite food plants

being the wild crab-apple, which is found in

vast quantities over the entire Lower Main-
land and Vancouver Island. I believe it is

owing to the existence of this natural plant
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food that we have not succeeded better in

destroying this pest.

I beHeve the time is not far distant when
the Government will be obliged to bring down

legislation to compel all owners of land

throughout the Province to cut down and

destroy all wild crab-apples. If this Society
will give this suggestion their favorable con-

sideration, and co-operate with me in making
this recommendation, I think it would be one

of the most useful things it can do.

Although we have many other minor scale

insects, none of them, I believe, are of suffi-

cient economic importance to be dealt with

in this paper. My desire is to deal with the

most destructive pests, irrespective of the or-

der to which they may belong.

This leads to a consideration of the order

"Lepidoptera," Family Lacosmoidae, of

which the "CHssocampa americana," com-

monly known as the Tent Caterpillar, is the

most prominent representative, and which has

been very destructive in some sections of the

Province during the year, but compared with

sections of Washington, we have not suffered

nearly as much by the depredations of this

insect.

There are several species of the Tent Cat-

erpillar, and curiously enough, most of them

belong to the Pacific Coast. The "Clisio-

campa americana" is quite common in the

Eastern States and our Eastern Provinces,

but I do not think it is quite as destructive in

the East as it is on the Pacific Coast.

The moth is buff color, or dull brownish

red, with two transverse whitish, or pale yel-

lowish, lines on the fore wings. This is the

distinguishing mark from that of the forest

Tent Caterpillar, which belongs to the same

family and is closely allied.

The "Clisiocampa" Moth appears early in

summer and lays its eggs upon the tender

shoots and fruit-spurs of the year's growth.
The eggs are laid in a ring-like cluster, about

the twig, and are glued together by a sub-

stance which is practically impervious to our

most caustic sprays.

The eggs hatch out early in spring, just

at the time when the tender leaves are avail-

able for the food of the young caterpillars.

Soon after hatching they begin to form a

tent in the nearest fork. Here they live in

company, moving out from time to time to

feed. It is not uncommon to see all the

foliage destroyed in the vicinity of these nests.

Any season when they are plentiful an entire

orchard may be defoliated. This has hap-

pened at several points on the Lower Main-

land and on Vancouver Island during the

past summer.

Fortunately we have a remedy whereby
these leaf-eaters may be speedily destroyed.

Arsenate of Lead, in the proportion of three

pounds to a barrel of water, if carefully

sprayed on the foliage before any serious

injury has been done, will speedily destroy

them. The Arsenate of Lead is preferable

to any other Arsenical sprays, because of its

adhesive qualities.

The caterpillars must feed on the foliage.

It is their only food, and if the material has

been properly prepared and applied, they

must inevitably perish.

I would recommend that a close watch

be kept on the trees during the pruning sea-

son, and the egg clusters destroyed. This is

the most economical method of dealing with

the infection.

After the caterpillars have obtained their

full growth, they abandon the nest and crawl

to some convenient shelter in the vicinity.

They often seek the eaves of houses and

sometimes fences, and weave a rather thin

cocoon of yellowish texture, this tinge be-

ing caused by a fine powder of the color of

sulphur. In these cocoons transformation

occurs, the pupal state lasting about three

weeks.

After the moth emerges, she seeks the

most desirable position for laying her eggs,

and she seems to be endowed with sufficient

intelligence to place the egg masses where the

young may find proper food after hatching.

This completes the life cycle of this insect.

Fortunately it is subject to a fungus disease

which carries them off very speedily. It is

not uncommon to see thousands of them dead
on a bush or tree. They are subject also to

a parasitical attack, to a slight degree. En-

tomologists will often notice small, white,

globular eggs on the heads of the caterpillars.

These hatch in due course, and the larvae

penetrate the body of the caterpillar, which is

quickly destroyed.

The "Clisiocampa americana" attacks var-

ious deciduous trees, but the apple and wild

crab-apple seem to be preferred, so that tak-

ing the two most destructive insects with which
we have to contend in British Columbia, it

will be seen that the wild-crab, to which
reference was made when I was dealing
with the Oyster Shell Scale, constitutes a

real danger, which seriously interferes with

the eradication of this destructive pest.

It would be a relief to not only the fruit-

growers, but those who have shade-trees and
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plants, which are Hable to be attacked by the

Tent Caterpillars, if the wild crabs through-
out the Province were destroyed.

East of the Cascade Range the Tent Cat-

erpillar is not nearly as common as it is on

the Coast. I think this is largely owing to

the fact that great care has been taken in

the inspection of nursery stock, for it is prac-

tically impossible for a tree or plant having
an egg mass of the Tent Caterpillar to pass
the rigid inspection, which has been in force

during the last twenty years.

This is also true in regard to the Oyster
Shell Scale. No tree or plant infected with

either pest is permitted to pass inspection.

The next most destructive pests are the

Aphides Family, which include the Woolly
Aphis, "Schizoneura lanigera," Plum
Aphis, Green Aphis of the apple, and Black

Aphis of the peach and cherry.

These are all sucking insects, and more
or less in evidence everywhere that fruit is

grown. We have also the Hop Aphis, which
are very destructive some seasons, but are

easily controlled by using contact sprays. I

find by experience that the "Black Leaf 40,"
to which reference has already been made,
has given by far the best results.

I have the most flattering testimonials

from various sections of the Province, stating
that nothing that has been used hitherto has

proved so effective.

I may say it has also proved a very ex-

cellent remedy against the aphis which attack

cabbage, turnips, and other root crops. A
test was made with the "Black Leaf 40" at

the Government Old Men's Home, in Kam-
loops, this year, and both superintendents of

the Gaol and Old Men's Home have re-

ported that nothing they have ever tried has

given such good results, and that their gar-
den crops were saved this year by the use

of this very valuable insecticide.

I refer to this for the guidance of those

who may be interested in protecting their

gardens and bushes.

The "Pulvineria innumerabilis" has been
more or less in evidence on the Cotist during
the present year. It is not a very destruc-

tive pest, and yet a bush may be greatly in-

jured by its attacks. I have seen several

such during the present year. The Kerosene
Emulsion has proved the best remedy for

this pest.

During the coming year it is my inten-

tion to use the Distillate sprays more ex-

tensively. They are comparatively cheap
and easily applied, and seem to give excel-

lent results, both in California and Australia.

Considering their cheapness, and the ease

with which they can be applied, I quite ex-

pect that they will become very popular in

dealing with scale insects.

I have made provision for supplies of this

very popular spray for the coming season.

The order has already been sent forward.

In conclusion I may say it is my intention

to keep the public well informed as to the

general merits of the various spraying ma-

terials, which are being constantly introduced.

A JOB FOR AN EXPERT.

A gang of navvies were employed on a

railway contract removing earth with wheel

barrows. While proceeding with his work
one of the navvies noticed that the wheel of

his barrow was squealing terribly, and to put
a stop to the noise he turned the barrow over,

and was in the act of greasing it when the

ganger noticed him and shouted out:

"Halloa, O'Brien! Halloa, sir! What
the deuce are you domgj

"I'm greasing my barrow, sir."

"Who told you to do that?"

"Sure, no one, sir, I took it upon myself."

"Well, don't let me catch you at it again.

What do you know about machinery?"

PROFESSORS.

The Kansas City Star says : "Colleges are

getting pretty far into the practical when they

essay to teach 'Hog Killing.'
" And is it

not time that colleges and public schools as

well got into the practical?

Strange, isn't it, that anyone in an agricul-

tural college shold "essay to teach hog kill-

ing?" The man who wrote those glowing
lines doubtless believes, also, that no one,

except he be actually on a "run" or slaving
over a copy desk, knows anything about the

newspaper business. But the criticism should

be directed not so much against the writer as

against the peculiar system that attaches to

an expert, modern farmer the title of "pro-
fessor." It is a handle strangely out of keep-

ing with the job. If a few reporters and
editors and farmers would take time, some
fine day, to see these professors at work in

the fields, in the barns and pens and, later,

in the slaughter-house, they would, doubt-

less, be amazed to learn that these men ac-

tually know how to do them right.
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9 "trawberry

While visiting the Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition Piof. Van Deman, the noted fruit expert,
called my attention to a strawberry neimed the Goodell. It was in competition with such berries as

Marshall, Clark Seedling and other standard varieties, but far out-classed them all on every point,

having better flavor, sweeter, the meat a solid red to the core, with an aroma of the wild berry. In

fact it has two crosses of wild berry
—one of wild Alpine and one of native wild berry. I visited

Mr. Goodell, the originator, several times and saw the berry growing, which convinced me that the

Goodell is the greatest of all known varieties, and that Mr. Goodell is deservedly called "the Burbank
of the Northwest" in strawberry culture.

We secured the exclusive right to handle this plant, and now have ready for market many thousand

plants. Prices are $1.00 per dozen or $5.00 per hundred, delivered by mail or express, free of charge.

From a small patch we marketed $500 worth of the finest berries ever sold in our city and received

from 50c. to $1.00 more per crate than was paid for other varieties. The yield of this variety is

immense. We have planted a patch from which we expect to market $1500 or $2000 worth of berries

next year.

The following staiemenis will show how the Coodell is regarded by those who have used a large

number of these berries:

Sunnyside, Wash., June 9, 1911.

The Sunnj^side Nursery Co.,

City.
xentlemen:—

In reply to your in regard to the Goodell
Strawberry, will say this far surpasses any
berry we have ever handled, both for size and
Quality. The only fault we can find in

handling is that it is hard for us to dispose
of other varieties after our customers have
tasted the Goodell. We have sold these at
50c to $1.00 inore per crate than was received
for other berries. We would like the exclu-
ive sale of this berry for next year.

Yours very truly,

RAT ANDREWS,
Groceries and Feed.

Sunnyside, Wash., June 15, 1911.

The Sunnyside Nursery Company,
Sunnyside, Wash.

Gentlemen:—
Many thanks for the fine crate of Goodell

Strawberries delivered to the hotel, and wish
to say that this is the finest lot of berries
we have served to our patrons in years. They
all pronounce the Goodell to be A-1, as it is

larger, more perfect and much sweeter than
other berries, and we are sure that when the
public realizes the value of this berry there
will be a great demand for the plants.

Yours very truly,

THE PLANTERS HOTEL,
Per W. H. Wright, Prea.

June 10, 1911.

"he Sunnyside Nursery Co.,
Sunnyside, Wash.

Gentlemen:—
The Goodell Strawberry that we have,

been buying of your company is the finest
commercial berry we have ever handled, and
brings 2i4c per box more than any berry
handled by us this season. For size, flavor
and quality this berry is unsurpassed.

JOHN STIGERS & CO.
Per J. H. Stigers.

Sunnysile, Wash., August 1, 1911.

]Mr. F. K. Spalding, President,
Sunnyside Nursery Co., City.

Dear Sir:—
I am very glad to say a good word fo^

the Goodell Strawberry.
My attention was attracted by a display of

this berry at the Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Ex-
position, where the Goodell received a gold
medal—the highest award given. They were
pronounced by all who saw them to be the
superior in every respect to any strawberry
yet produced. From my own observation I

can say that their flavor is the richest of
any strawberry I have known; their appear-
ance fine—their keeping and shipping quali-
ties unexcelled, and their yield is far heavier
than that of any strawberry that has been
introduced into this district.

Very respectfully,
R. K. TIFFANY.

Supt. of Irrigation, U. S. R. S.

Sunnyside Nursery Company
SUNNYSIDE, WASH.

Please mention this Magazine when writing to advertl.^ers.
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SEYMOUR 3103 VANCOUVER PHONES SEYMOUR 677

For Ne^^ Year's Flo'wers
— VI SIT

A. J. WOODWARD
FLORIST

Headquarters for Cut Flowers

Sole Agent for Sutton's Seeds

133 Hastings St. West VanCOUVef, B. C. 512 Granville Street

615 Fort Street. Victoria. B. C.

Are you a
Business Man?

then you should have The
Commercial Review ofVancouver,
the commercial and financial paper
of WeSem Czinada.

Do You
Advertise Your Business?

If you do not, you may find it necessary
some day to advertise it for sale. Is yout

advertising good---is it forceful---can you
make it attractive? Now there is a book called

"Art and Science in Advertising"

It will help you wonderfully in your
business.. The regular price

of the book is $2.50

Send us $3.00. and we will send you the book and

"THE COMMERCIAL REVIEW every two

weeks from now till the end of 1912. Get it to-day!

The Commercial Review
VANCOUVER BRITISH COLUMBIA

22 000 BENNETT
^^m\J\J\J Typewiters in USE!

Weighs
Only Four
and One-
Half Lbs.

Measures

2x5x!l

$25.00 - PRICE - $25.00
Mr. Progressive Pruit Crrower: You need

this: modern Typewriter as well as Modern
Implements and the Fruit Mag'azine. The
BSX^'NXITT was created because you need
it. Turns out neat, business-like, legible
work. Gives you carbon copies of orders
and letters, which feature is ju.st as im-
portant to you as it is to the Business man
of today. The BENNETT has all modern
improvements. Gives $100 quality of ser-
vice for $25. Is simple, strong, durable;
light in weight, small in bulk; has less
than 250 parts, while other typewriters
have 1700 to over 3000. A Child can oper-
ate the BBNNBTT. This makes the BEN-
NETT a great Educator for the Youngr
Folks. We give you the same Guaranty
that goes with the $100 Typewriters. Sent
on free trial.

Bennett Typew^riter Agency
415 Richards St., Vancouver, B. C.

Please mention this Magazine when writing to advertisers.
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WHAT HAVE

YOU
FOR SALE?

National Advertisers

Get Acquainted with Our

Readers—It Pays I

We have the Strongest

Advertising Medium in

Canada and one which

Reaches all Classes.

The Fruit Magazine Publishing Co. Ltd.

722 HASTINGS STREET WEST VANCOUVER, B. C.

\=
SEND A CARD FOR ADVERTISING RATES

Please mention this Magazine when writing to advertisers.

J
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The Beer Withouta Peer

%

\=

«^¥* e-^i-i'^^i^SMSu.Al-^i^
^" ^o^m. fc

V\/here CASCADE BEER is served, you
will always find people of discriminating
tastes. Those who demand the best of

things ask for "CASCADE" when it

comes to beer.

The Vancouver Brevreries, Limited
VANCOUVER, B. C.

Please mention this Magazine when writing to advertisers.

J
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IF YOU KNEW

That where there is a scratch of vacant land today, there will be ten
thousand people in two years and twenty-five

thousand in ten years.

WHAT WOULD YOU DO ?

You ivould put every cent you could raise or borrow, into that property, wouldn't you
and if you could raise enough to start w^ith, you wovXA make your

everlasting fortune, w^ouldn't you ?

^

IF YOU HAD KNOWN in 1890 that Winni-
peg would liave 150,000 people in 1910—
IF YOU HAD KNOWN in 1900, or even

1905, that Calgary would have 40,000 people
in 1910—
IF YOU HAD KNOWN in the SAME years

that Edmonton would have 30,000 in 1910—
IF YOU HAD KNOWN in 1905 that Regina

would have 20,000 people in 1910—
IF YOU HAD KNOWN in 1905 that Moose

Jaw would have 17,000 people in 1910—
IF YOU HAD KNOWN in 1900 that Van-

couver would have 110,000 people in 1910—
IF YOU HAD KNOWN in the same year

that Seattle would have 235,000 people in

1910—

You would today be among the wealthy
men of the continent. Some of you thought
you knew and had the nerve to back your
thoughts. You are living in fine houses to-

day, driving automobiles, traveling to Florida,
California and Europe, and playing a big
part in the life of your home community.

Whether you knew, thought you knew, or

didn't know five and ten years ago—
Today there comes another chance. Listen!

WE KNOW where corresponding changes
are going to take place within the next de-

cade. We know that the Canadian Pacific

Railway Company is establishing a new
Pacific Coast terminal at Coquitlam in the
Vancouver metropolitan district. We know
that the company has already spent a large
sum for the land for the terminals site. We
know that it is beginning to spend large

amounts to improve those terminals with the

miles of tracks and shops and roundhouses,
sum for the land for the terminals site.

We know that those terminals are so far from
Vancouver proper—17 miles—that employees
must reside near their work. We know that
means the basis of a town of 12,000 to 25,000

people, with infinite possibilities of growth
beyond.

We know that we have the bulk of the
land—1,500 acres—on which the town must
build.

We know that we can not carry all this

land and let the town grow and make money
ourselves. Lots must be sold. You can

buy these lots without risk. We took the
risk when we bought. What was possible
then is assured now.

MOREOVER, we are not trying to dis-

count the future. In other words, we are

making lot prices so low that you can share
with us a large part of the profit that will

result from our KNOWLEDGE.

Now j'ou know, in respect to the new Indus-

trial Terminus what would have meant for-

tunes to you had you known it about other

towns. There may never again be such a

definite opportunity to be IN THE KNOW in

time. The thing, therefore, for you to do, is

to use your Knowledge—Knowledge is Money
and Power only when it is losed.

The coupon below will bring you detailed

information that will put you still more IN
THE KNOW and help you to utilize your
knowledge to make a safe and extremely
profitable investment. Use it now.

Coquitlam
TerminalCompany

\

Leigh-Spencer Building

VANCOUVER :: British Columbia

COQUITLAM TERMINAL CO., LTD.,
Leigh-Spencer Bldg., Vancouver.

Please send me map, lot plan, folder and
particulars of the Industrial Centre of Co-
quitlam.

Name

Address

J
Please mention this Magazine when writing to advertisers.



The Okanagan Canners
LIMITED

Capital, $100,000 In 100,000 Shares of One Dollar Each

THIS
Company is being formed to preserve the fruit

raised so abundantly in the Famous Okanagan Valley
for market requirements. t[IIt is a well understood fad

that a great field exi^s in this fertile valley for the judicious

mve^ment of capital, and in this development, we wish to

secure the financial co-operation of inve^ors who wish to

participate in a safe and profitable undertaking. ^The
Company intend to can, at least, 125,000 cases of
fruit during the season of 191 1, and in order to do so,

muit have the proper facilities. :-: :-: :-:

We are now offering for subscription 60,000
shares of the Capital Stock of the Company
at $1.00 per share, in terms of one-quarter
cash and the balance in two, four and six

months, payable at the Royal Bank of Can-

ada, Kelowna, British Columbia.

The prospedts for the Okanagan Canners, Limited, are

excellent, as there is no opposition and no competition. The

profits for the first year are estimated at 30 per
cent, at least, on the cannery alone. In addition, it

is the intention to ^art a large plant for packing fruit, which

will increase the profits to a marked extent. ^The fir^

Cannery will be ereded at Kelowna, the centre of the fruit

industry on Okanagan Lake. The site has already been

purchased and the foundations laid. :-: :-:

Applications for stock must be made to the undersigned, who
will be glad to furnish all particulars upon request

The Okanagan Canners, Limited
W. B. CROSS

66-68 Hutchinson Block 429 Pender Street West Vancouver, B. C.
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Foos ^ Gasoline ^ Engines 1

I Are Unequalled for all Purposes and when connected to |
'
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I MATHER & PLATI^ I il

TURBINE PUMPS
Will ©ivc You

Economical Irrigation
g ^ , •-)<:'«

Ol^ INTERESTP:D.l4Sf LIGHTING YOUR FARM
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SLECTRICITY
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LET US TF.I.I. vol I ABOUT OUR

qX^oline engine driven dynamos
/ AND -

SI orage battery plants

I

I Canadian General Electric Company j

I CANADA: FOUNDRY: COMPANY I
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